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PREFACE

This book is the eighth of a series of monographs on the art and architecture

of the temples of AndhradeSa written by me. One monograph, entitled The Temples
of Tirumala, Tirupati and Tiruchanur, was published by the T. T. Devastanams.

Three monographs, entitled Early Calukyan Temples, Eastern Calukyan Temples and

The Temples of SriSailam, were published by the Department of Archaeology and

Museums, A. P. Two monographs, entitled The Temples of Kalinga and Select

Kakatlya Temples, and another, entitled Saivite Deities of AndhradeSa, were published

by the Sri Venkatesvara University.

This monograph contains descriptions and illustrations of ten temples_found

in Guntur, Nellore, Chittoor, Mahabubnagar and Nalgonda districts of Andhra

Pradesh, belonging to different periods and styles. I mentioned in Chapter I the

temple proto-types as found in the famous Buddhist sculptures of Amaravati and

Nagarjunakonda. Mention is made in Chapter II of the Hindu temples found in

Nagarjunakonda valley during the course of the excavations, as they are the earliest

known Hindu temples of Andhradesa. The temple of Chezerla described in

Chapter III, originally a Buddhist Caityagrha, seems to have been converted into a

Siva shrine in the early period of Pallava rule. The ParaSurameSvara temple of

Gudimallam is a late Pallava structure remarkable for its apsidal vimana and its

peculiar linga. The Kalahastisvara temple of Kalahasti is a complex containing

structures of the Cola, Yadavaraya and Vijayanagara periods. The rock sculptures

found [outside the temple are of particular value. The Epigraphical and literary

sources have been fully utilised in writing the account of this temple. _
The temples

of Jogimallavaram, Nellore, Tondamanad and Laddigam are of the Cola period and

contain several local variations of style and construction. The temples of Nandi-

kandi, Gangapuram and Panugal belong to the Later Calukyan period and are of

immense value for a study of the evolution of the Kakatlya style of architecture,

seen in the famous examples at Hanumakonda and Palampeta. The small temple of

Nandikandi resembles the Later Calukyan temple of Dambhal.

I am very thankful to Sri Mohd. Abdul Waheed Khan, Director of Archaeo-

logy and Museums, Andhra Pradesh, for kindly encouraging me to prepare this mono-

graph and for publishing it on behalf of his department.

Ananda Nilayam,
Guntur (A. P.),

M. RAMA RAO

10-12-1970.
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I. TEMPLE PROTOTYPES

The origin of the structural Hindu temple is shrouded in mystery. The

earliest available examples are mostly of brick. The foundations of a Visnu temple

have been unearthed at Bhopal and this shrine is assigned to the second century

B.C. 1 There is a gap of several centuries after this. The next known group of

Hindu brick temples in Northern India consists of the temples of Bhitargaon in the

Cawnpore district, ascribed to the fifth century A. D., two dilapidated temples atTer

in the Sholapur district, assigned to a date slightly later than the fifth century, the

Gupta Temples of Tigawa, assigned to the first half of the fifth century, the Siva shrine

at Bhumara and the Parvatl temple at Nachna, both said to have been erected

probably before 500 A. D., and the Deogarh temple of the early sixth century.
a
All

subsequent developments in temple architecture in northern India are traced to these

few Gupta structures. In northern Karnataka, the temple building movement

originated at Aihole about the beginning of the fifth century A. D., and flourished

for about three centuries. The oldest buildings of this group are the Lad Khan

temple and the temples of the Kont-gudi group, assigned to the middle of the fifth

century.
3 The earliest Hindu temples in the Tamil country are a series of cave

temples, whose excavation was started by the Pallava king, Mahendravarman I and

continued by his successors towards the end of the first quarter of the seventh century

and a group of monolithic temples, known as the Rathas belonging to the mamalla

period, in the third and fourth quarters of the seventh century and three structural

examples, the Shore temple of Mahabalipuram and the Kailasanatha and Vaikuntha-

perumal temples of Kancl, all belonging to the Rajasimha period of the early half of

the eighth century.
*

The case is different with regard to Andhradesa. Recent excavations have

brought to light enough material to show that the temple building movement was in

vogue in this region from about the first quarter of the third century A. D. Keeping

this important fact in view and another, equally important, viz., that the Buddhists

were active raising numerous monuments in their tirthas and that many of these

buildings were in fact intact till as late as the middle of the seventh century, when

Hieun Tsang saw them, and also considering the high probability of the rathas of Maha-

1. Brown Indian Architecture, Ch. IX.

2. Ibid., Cb. X.

3. Ibid., P. 63.

4. Ancient Indict, No. PP.



balipuram being reproductions in stone of the principal types of buildings that existed

at the time, it is possible to trace the temple building activity in Andhradesa to very

early times.

The large number of sculptured slabs that once adorned the stupas of

Amaravati, Goli, Jaggayyapeta, Ramireddipalli and Nagarjunakonda in Andhradesa,

throw a flood of light in this connection. These sculptures depict life in all its

aspects and numerous buildings of varied forms, plans and designs, suggestive

of the plans and general features of later Hindu temples. The Bahirdvarasdla in one

of the Amaravati sculptures with a moulded kapota above the walls and a sala dt

waggon- roof above, with a row of. six is kalaias suggestive of a temple or gopura

with an dyatasra sikkam.
5 The same is the case with regard to a hut with a similar

roof and three kalaias and 'znasika or gable in the front.
6 One building with a

square base and four-sided roof is suggestive Qfthe.Kittagara of the Nagara Order of

which the Draupadiratha of Mahabalipuram is a very good example.
7 The Eastern

Chalukyan temples of Bikkavolu are also similar. A hut with a round base and top
g

answers the description of a pure Vesara shrine found in the Sanskrit Vastu texts. A

storeyed building containing human heads inside is suggestive of ihekapota of the cave

temples of the Visnukundins and the Pallavas and the .Kntas of structural temples,

similarly decorated.
9 The nhara of four storeys with two, three, four and five gables

raised round the Vrksacaitya,
10

is suggQStiv^ of the storeyed vimana of the later

temples. The building with a heavily moulded cornice and ornamentation
u

''is

suggestive of the upper part of the facades of the Visnukundin and Pallava caves,

A single storeyed building with three gables and a row of animals above 12
is also

suggestive of the cave facades. Two storeyed buildiitgs, containing two gables in

the centre of the froM of the first floor^^^^ a kitt&gara at either end,
13 are suggestive

of an alpaprasada of the Fa^ara Order, found in the second storey of the Anantasayt
cave of Undavalli and on the rock depicting Arjuna's penance of Mahabalipuram,
The sclupture showing Nalagiridamana contains the wing of a building with a square
base and a mla top ado-rned with a wide nasika or gable in the front.

u The sculpture

showing the conversion of ti|e Buddhavagiya youths contains a shrine on four pillars*

5. SIvaramamurti Amarm:ati Soulptt^^sf f^ I XII. Fig.'3

6. 16^., Fig, 7.

7.

'

'
' " '

9. Ibid., PI. XIV 3.

.10. -Ibid,, PL XV I.

11. Ibid., PL XVII 2

12. JWdL, PL XIX a.

13 Wd. 9 PL XXIV.
14.;/&, PL. xv L



surmounted by a four faced dome-like top
15 and Is suggestive of an alpaprasdda of

the Nagra Order. Long sheds with waggon-top shaped roofs appear frequently in

these sculptures
1G and are suggestive of the ayatasara shrine, of which the Bhlnia-

senaratha is a good example. There is a miniature shrine with a circular iikhara and

another with an octagonal top,
17

suggestive of the vimanas of the Vesara and Drdvida

Orders. The Punyasala of Jaggayyapeta, with an upper storey and an dyatasra or

oblong top with kalasas above, is suggestive of this type of Vesara temples and the

gopura. Similar examples are to be found in the sculptures of Nagarjunakoiida. In

addition to these examples, found in sculptures, there existed some structures in the

wellknaw Buddhist tirthas of Andhradefia which actually served as temples. In most

of the tirthas there were apsidal caitya halls, some with a pradakgina in the interior

with, either a caitya or an image of the Buddha in the apse. These are suggestive of

the apsidal or 'Gajapr.gta type of Hindu temple of which there are good examples
at Gudimallam and Satyavolu in Ahdhradesa, besides the Kapoteswara temple of

Chezeria, which is a Buddhist caitya hall converted into a Saiva shrine. At Salihundam

there is a rectangular room with a brick platform in the centre containing an image
of the Buddha and this resembles the Hindu garbhagrha with an image in the centre.

There are three such structures at Sankaram with the Buddha figure or sculptures on

the back wall and these are suggestive of the Somaskanda panel sculptured on the

back wall of the garbhagrha in the early Pallava caves and temples. One structure

in the same place had an antarala and yet another, a pair of dvarapalakas.
18

It is evident from the examples cited above that buildings of the shapes and

forms of the later day Hindu temples existed in Buddhist times and that these must

have been adopted by the Hindus as models for their temples.

15. JWdL, PI, XXIX 4.

16. !&., PI. XLVII2.
17. Madras Museum Bulletin.

IS. Rama Rao Buddhajayanti Souvenir, pp. 55-57



II. IKSVAKU AND. PALLAVA TEMPLES

If the prototypes of temples are found in the Buddhist or Andhra-Satavahana

period, actual temples are found in the Iksvaku period, which followed the former

immediately. The period of Iksvaku rule is memorable not only in the history of

Andhrade^a but also in the history of south India. Camtanngla I, the first known

independent ruler of the Iksvaku family, (220-235) performed asvamedha, agnistoma

and vcyapeya and was a great devotee of Svami Mahasena or Kumarasvamin. He
revived Vaidika-dharma and propagated in widely. The reign of his grandson,

Ehavala Carhtamiila (260-284), witnessed remarkable religious activity and a number

of temples, dedicated to the Hindu deities were constructed at Vijayapuri, the

Iksvaku capital. Recent excavations conducted in the Nagarjunakonda valley brought
to light several of these temples of which the following are important :

Kumarasvami temple-I :

19
This temple existed on site V-7. A limestone

slab bearing the figure of the Sakti of Mahasena, a female deity, standing in sama-

bhahga, holding trimla in the right hand and keeping the left at kati, holding firmly

the hilt of a sword, was obtained from this site. An umbrella and mayurapmcha
are shown in the background.

Kumarasvami temple-II :

20
This temple was built on the bank of the

Krishna. The L shaped platform of the temple and tie stumps of several pillars

are still to be seen. An inscription found on the spot shows that this was a shrine

dedicated to Kumara. The southern paft of the building which contains massive

platforms must have contained the garbhagrha. This shrine was founded by Camta-

Kumarasvami temple-Ill :

21 This is a pillared hall situated about two

hundred yards further south of the above temple. From the site were recovered

pedestals and numerous torsos and a head of Kumara. Among other articles found

is a slab containing the figure of Kumara standing with his legs apart and keeping

the left hand at kati and probably holding a spear in the right hand, now broken.

He wears a peculiar makuta with a tilt to the right and mmkhapatra, kundalas, a broad

graiveyaka, with a round pendant, and zkativastra, whose ends hang to the sides.

A broken piece of sculpture, also found here depicts the head of another Kumara

image.

19. Indian Archaeology, 1955 56, p. 25,

20. Ibid., P. 36.

21. Ibid., PI. LXIII C.



Puspabhadrasvami temple :

22 The site of this temple is at the northern
reach of the Krishna. An inscription found on this site states that this temple of
Siva, named Puspabhadrasvamin, was built by maharajakumara Sri Virapurusadatta,
son of the Iksvaku king, Ehavala Camtamnla, and his queen, Kupanasri. It registers
the gift of the village of Pudokedam for the perpetual maintenance of the temple.
This temple was an apsidal structure.

Siva temple :

23 This was a shrine constructed with bricks veneered with
slabs, neatly plastered walls and paved floor with a roof resting on four pillars.
A number of stone lingas were found inside this temple.

Temple of Sarvadeva :

2* The existence of this temple is known from an
inscription which states that a temple for Sarvadeva was built by EliSiri, the chief
talavara,, who was a great devotee of Kuinarasvamin. This record is dated in the
eleventh year of the reign of Cariitamula II.

Temple of Nodagirisvamin :

* 5 The existence of this temple is known from
another inscription., also dated in the reign of Cariitamula II, which states that a lady,
named Ratavasya, the daughter of a merchant raised this Devakula for god
Nodagirisvamin.

Temple of Astabhuj asvami: This temple is on a site in the north-eastern
corner of the Nagarjunakonda valley on the bank of the Krishna. It has yielded
three shrine chambers with a dhvajastambha opposite to one of them. A conch
containing the carving of a vedi with a stambha surmounted by a cakra and another
stambha surmounted by a bent sword and flag was found on this site. Two short
labels have also been incised on the conch and one of them reads BHAGAVATO
ATHABHUJASAMISA.26 A gold plaque showing a nobleman standing in the

posture of adoration, holding a lotus in one hand has also been found on the site.
27

More important is an inscribed slab also found in this locality. This Sanskrit record,
dated in the thirtieth year of an Abhira king, named Vasusena, states that Mahagra-
mika Mahcitalavara Mahadandanayaka Sivasepha of the Kau^ika gotra and of the
Peribideha family, installed god Astabhuj asvamin on Setagiri and that the Yauna
rajas of Sanjayapuri, 6aka Rudradaman of Avanti, and Visnurudra-Sivalananda
Satakarni of Vanavasi, decorated the enclosure of the temple, dug a well on the hill

22. Ibid., 195657; p. 36; PL VIII & E. I. XXIV, pp. 1929.
23. Ind. Arch. 195758, p. 8.

24. JE. I. XXXIII, pp- 147149,
25. Ibid., XXXV pp. 47.
26. Ind. Arch. 195859, PI. V, Fig. 5

27. Ibid., Fig. C.
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and planted a palmyrah grove at Mudera. This god is described as Rumbarabhava

and as not changed from his place.
28

This shrine contained two apsidal sanctums-

The Navagraha temple-This temple complex contained square, circular and

apsidal shrines situated within an enclosing prakara.

Lingas :- Numerous lingas of Siva made of limestone have been obtained

during the course of excavations in the Nagarjunakonda valley.

It is now very wellknown that the Pallavas brought about the fall of the

Iksvakus and annexed the southern and south-western parts of Iksvaku territory to

their own kingdom. They seem to have continued the movement of revival of

Vaidika-dharma and the movement of temple building which were started by the

Iksvakus. The British Museum plates of Carudevl register a gift made to the

Kulimahdtaraka temple of Bhagavan Narayana at Dalura.
29 The Uruvapalli grant

of Yuvamaharaja Visnugopa register a gift made to the temple of Visnuhara built by

the general Visnuvarma at Kandukura.
30 Other dynasties that flourished contempora-

neously shared the temple-building activity with the Pallavas. The Gorantla plates of

Hastivarman of the Ananda gotra mention god Sambhu of Varhkesvara." Then

there is the wellknown temple of Chezerla.



III. THE KAPOTESVARA TEMPLE, CHEZERLA

Chezerla is a small village situated about fifteen miles west of Narasaraopet,
the headquarters of a taluk of that name in the Guntur district of Andhra Pradesh.

It is accessible by bus in the summer months and in other months one has to

walk about six miles from, the nearest bus stop in order to reach the village.

The village is wellknown for its temple,
32

All writers on Indian antiqui-

ties are aware of only two structural Buddhist caityagrhas now extant and these are

at Ter in Maharastra and Chezerla in Andhra Pradesh. Both have been, occupied by
r '

the Hindus and converted into Saivite shrines.

f

The temple of Chezerla is dedicated to Siva under the name of Kapotesvara
and the linga, enshrined in the temple, is considered to be the mutilated part of the

body of a king named Sibi There are two traditions; one Hindu and one Buddhist,

associating a king named Sibi and a Kapota or dove.

The Hindu version of-the tradition is found in the Mahabharata, It turns

as follows:- Once upon a time, there was a Cakravartin, named Sibi, the son of

Mandhata, who ruled over Kasmlr. He had two brothers, named Meghadambara
and Jimutavahana. One day,

:
- Meghadambara obtained Sibi's permission and left

Kasmir with a retinue of thousand and five hundred men on a pilgrimage. In course

of time, he came to a place near which a number of yogis were doing penance on a

hill. He too joined them and after the lapse of a few years of intense meditation,

he passed away. His body was burned on the top of the hill and assumed the form of

a linga. Finding that his brother had not returned, Jimutavahana started in search

of him with a large retinue. He too came to the same place and took to meditation

after knowing of what had happened to his brother. He too perished here. Then
Sibi himself set out in order to find his two missing brothers. On reaching the place
and seeing the lingas representing his brothers, he decided to perform a hundred

yajnas on this holy spot. While he was performing the hundredth yajna, the gods
wanted to test him and his fitness to go to heaven and occupy an envious place, the

prize for his hundred yajnas. Siva assumed the form of a hunter, Brahma the form of

an arrow and Yisnu that of a kapota or dove. The hunter chased after the bird

which, after flying here and there out of fear, reached Sibi and sought his protection.
The emperor assured the bird that its life will be protected against all dangers.

32. I surveyed this temple on May 10, 1963.
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Very soon, the hunter came to the king and begged for release of the bird so that he

could kill and eat it and quench the pangs of hunger. Sibi was in a fix. He could

neither release the bird to which he had offered protection nor allow the hunter to

die of hunger. As a compromise., he offered the hunter his own flesh equal to the

weight of the bird. A pair of scales was brought and the kapota was placed in one

of the scales. The king plucked out flesh from his body and placed it in the other.

The scales did not turn. Ultimately, he cut his head and placed it in the scale along
with the flesh of his body. Pleased with this great sacrifice, the gods appeared
before the king, restored his life and offered boons. Sibi desired that he and his

followers should go to Kailasa and that their bodies should assume the forms of so

many lingas. Later, a temple was constructed over the trunk of Sibi and the head-

less body came to be worshipped as Kapotesvara.

The other tradition is embodied in a Buddhist jataka story named the Sibi-

jataka and in the Avadana Sataka. According to the former, king Sibi gave up his

eyes to Indra who came to him disguised as a Brahman. The Sataka combines the

story of-the-jataka and the Mahabharata. This Sibi-jataka is frequently found in

Buddhist jataka sculptures and there are two representations, one at Amaravati and
the other at Nagarjunakonda,

There are nine inscriptions in the temple.
3 * Of these, two,

84 dated in

S, 1085 and 1169, mention that god Kapotesvara is in the midst of 4,444 lingas. Two
others

35
are dated in S. 1069 and S. 1087. One record36

in 7th century characters

is said to be the record of a gift made by Visamasiddhi, who has to be identified with

(Kubja) Visnuvardhana I, the founder of the Eastern Calukyan dynasty. The

remaining two records are very important. They are incised on the two sides of the

same slab. One of them,
37

a record of the wellknown Pallava king, Mahendra
Varmaii I, (600-630 A. D.) mentions the king as Mahendravikrama maharaja with

his titles Avanibhajana and Vegavati-sanatha and registers a gift made by him to god
Kapotesvara. The other inscription

38
registers gifts made by a grandson of the

Ananda gotra king, Kandara. King kandara is said to have fought many elephant
battles at Dhanyakata, offended the Lord of the Krishnavenna by causing widowhood
to many Andhra women, and been the Lord of the Trikutaparvata, and of Kandara-

pura with two janapadas. This Kandara had a daughter, named Avanitalamtavati,
who begot the donor, who had the title Satsabhamalla.

33, ,,..I.I, VI. Nos. 593601.
34. Ibid., Nos. 597 and 598.

3& IMd., Nos. 599 and
36. Ibid., No. 593.

37. Ibid., No. 595.

38. Ibid., No. 594,
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The Kapotesvara temple is situated inside a compound in the north-western

corner of the village and faces the east. The only entrance is in the eastern wall

and is surrounded by a low gopura which is devoid of all decoration. The pillars and

pilasters of the doorway have simple bracket capitals like those found in the

Pallava temples of Kancl.

The walled enclosure is studded with a number of minor shrines (PL I~l) and
stone-cut votive shrines (PL 1-2). Immediately facing the gopura entrance are a small

mantapa and dhvajastambha. There are six minor shrines in the southern part of the

cpurtyard, two in the western part behind the main temple and eight in the northern

part. There are, besides these minor shrines, a number of stone-cut votive shrines,

all of the Nagara order, two slabs containing 1000 lingas each and a marble slab

containing the figure of Surya standing holding a lotus in each hand. To the north-

west of the main shrine is a group of worn-out images of the Saptamatrkas.

The main shrine of Kapotesvara has a small nmdimantapa in ih& fiont.

Behind it is a narrow rectangular mantapa with two pillars in the front row and four

in the back row with corresponding pilasters with the dvara in the centre. These four

pillars have half lotus medallions. Beyond is a square Mukhamantapa containing
two rows of two pillars each with a corresponding dvara, contain figures of Dvara-

palakas. Behind this maniapa are two walls, running east-west, connecting this mantapa
and the apsidal shrine behind. There are two walls projecting to north and south at

right angles to these walls and forming a narrow compartment which corresponds to

the antardla. Beyond them are two similar walls with an entrance in the middle and

these mark the chord across the apse of the original caftyagrha. There is a row of

three pillars each on the inner side of the apse in the garbhagrha. Over them is a

false roof made of stone slabs.

The linga of Kapote^vara, set up on a square -yedi^- is peculiar. It looks

like the headless body of a man. There are two holes at the top on the sides. The hole

in the right holds a vessel-full of water/ which is drained everyday in the morning.
The other hole takes in any quantity of water which goes to an unkown destination.

*
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The outer side of the walls of this apsidal shrine is plain. There is a plain

unadorned kapota above the wall. The portion above consists of &patta, tripaua?

gala, pa$a^ tripatta, gala and horseshoe-shaped iikhara (PL II-l). There are no

kalaias above the iikhara as is the case with other apsidal temples. In the front

part of this iikhara there is a big simhalalata gable with elevations on the sides

(PL II-2). Inside it is a mlakosta with a seated deity figure at the bottom and iva
, .'', tp

'

.

- "- ...
and Devi seated on the bull in the centre.



IV. THE PARASURAMESVARA TEMPLE, GUDIMALLAM

Gudimallam is a small village situated about two miles to the east of

Papanayudupeta, a flourishing industrial village in theKalahasti taluk of the Chittoor

district of Andhra Pradesh. There is a small apsidal temple in this village which is

often mentioned on account of the peculiar linga housed in it.

The temple consists of two parts, an original Pallava structure containing

the Garbhagrha and Antarala and a later Cola addition in the shape of &praddksina on

three sides and a M-ukhamamapa in front of the Garbhagrha and Antarala, built m.

1126 A. D.

There are twenty six inscriptions in this temple belonging to the Pallava,

Bana, Yadavarlya and Cola dynasties. The earliest of them is dated in the 23rd

year of the reign of the Pallava king, Nandipottarayar or Nandivarman, correspond-

ing to 802 A. D. It may be inferred from this that the temple was constructed

about the middle of the 8th century A. D.

These inscriptions supply interesting information. One inscription, dated in

24th year of the reign of the Ganga-Pallava king, Nrpatunga, records a grant made
while Varjavidyadhara Mahabalivanarayar was governing the country to the west of
the Telugu-road. (S. 1. 1. VIIL, No. 527); Another, dated in the 24th year of the

reign of the Ba^a king, Vanavidyadhara Mahabali Vanartya, registers the gift by
members of the assembly of Tiruviripperambedu in the Sify-nadum the Tiruvengada-
kmam. (E. I* XL pp. 226-227).

Several records register gifts of villages and lands. One record, dated in the
23rd year of the reign of the Pallava king, Nandipottaraiyar, records a gift of land
made while Vikramaditya-Mavaliva^tarayar was governing the country to the west of
the Telugu-road. (S. L I. VIIL No. 528). Another, dated in the 49th year of the

reign of the Ganga-Pallava king, Vijaya-Danti-Vikramavarman, records gift of land
1

made while Vijayaditya Mahavali Ba^araya was ruling the earth. (S. L I. VIII No.
525), The third, dated in the 23rd year of the reign of the Ba$a king, Vikramaditya
Mavaii Vaoaraya, registers the gift of land to the temple of Parasuramesvara by a
member of the committee administering the village. (E. I. XL pp. 222^24).

Tbese gifts of land were often made for specific purposes. One record, dated
in the 4th year *of the reign of the Cofa king, Ko-Rajakesarivarman, registers the gift
of two pmis of land by the Sivabrahmans of Tiruvirperumbedu in which the templ^
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of Para^uramesvara is situated, to the Sabha of Tiruvirperurhbedu for the purpose of

creating an endowment the income from which should be devoted for celebrating
an elaborate festival with specific offerings to Kuttap Peruman installed in the temple
by Madhurantakan Gatjidaradittar. (S. I. L VIII. 521). Another, dated in the 2nd

year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajarajadeva, registers the king's gift of land to

Para^uramegvara for the performance of the Cittirai-TirunaL (S. I. L VIII. 519). The
third, dated in the 9th year of the same reign, records gift of tax free land in different

places for the conduct of the Tlruppadi-marru festival to Sri ParasSurame^vara-mudai-

yar by Calikkinarayaijan Yadavarayan Ghattiyadevan. (S. I. I. VIII. 509). The

fourth, dated in the 15th year of the same reign, refers to the gift of land for the

conduct of a festival for Para^uramesvaramudaiya nayanar. (S. I. I. VIII. 503). The

fifth, dated in the 9th year of the reign of the Cola king, Vikramacola, registers the

gift of punja and manja of land for the festival of the god and mentions the con-

struction of a temple of stone for the merit of Naraijadevan Kulottungacola-kkaru-

pparudaiyan and provision of rice, ghee etc., for offerings to the god and articles of

perfume for the anointment of the god by Vikramacola-kkarupparudaiyan, the son
of Naraijadevan Kulottungacola-kkarupparudaiya. (S. I. I. VIII. 511). Several

devotees gifted gold for setting up lamps. One record, dated in S. 320, in the reign
of the Baija king, Vijayaditya Mahabali Va^araya, registers the gift of 30 kalanju of

gold by Mahadevl Adigal, the mother of this chief, to god Para3urame3vara of

Tiruvippirambedu. (E. L XL pp. 227-228). The second, dated in S. 827, in the reign
of the Baija king, Vijayaditya Baijaraya, records gift of gold for a lamp. (S. L L Vol.

VIII. 523). The third, belonging to the reign of the Baija king, Vijayaditya Vaija-

raya, registers the gift of. gold. for a lamp to the temple. (E. I. XL pp. 228-229). The

fourth, dated in the llth year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajarajadeva, records the

gift of one and half mdda of gold for an evening lamp. (S. L I. VIII. 516). The fifth,

dated in the 15th year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajarajadeva, refers to the gift

of one mada of gold for an evening lamp. (S. L L VIII. 504).

Another popular practice was to gift coins for the burning of lamps in the

temple. One record dated in the 13th year of the reign of the Cola Icing, Rajarajadeva ?

registers the gift of two gandagopalan madas for an evening lamp by Viranarasinga-
devan (S. L L VIII. 506). The second, dated in the 10th year of the same reign,

records the gift of five she-buffaloes for a perpetual lamp by & pradhani of the king.

(S. L L VIIL 517). The third, dated in the 15th year of the same reign, registers the

gift of 9 madas of gold for a perpetual lamp, by a general of the Yadavaraya* (S. I. L
VIIL 515). The fourth ,

dated in the same year of the same reign registers the gift

ofmada of gold for an evening lamp, (S. I. I. VIIL 508). The fifth, dated in

19th year of the same reign, registers the gift of 30 cows for a perpetual lamp by a
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general (S. 1. 1. VIII. 520). The sixth, dated in the 20th year of the same reign,

registers the gift of two madas of gold for two evening lamps. (S. I. I. VIII. 515).
The seventh, dated in the 27th year of the same reign,registers the gift of one and half

Gandagopalan-mada of gold for an evening lamp. (S. I. I. VIII. 507).

There is one instance of coins gifted for the purpose of making food offerings
to the god. A record, dated in the 15th year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajaraja^

registers the gift of paddy and one mada of gold for the daily offerings of rice for

Tiruppallieluchi and the maintenance of an evening lamp. (S, 1. 1. VII. 505).

There inscriptions register gifts made for miscellaneous purposes. One record,

dated in the 19th year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajarajadeva, registers the gift

of three cows for burning, an evening lamp in the month of Cittirai and also the

construction of a well, for the tirumanjanam of the god, in ihsprakara of the temple*

(S. L I. VIIL 513),- The second, dated in the 8th year--of the reign of Cola king,

Vikramacola 3refers to certain food offerings to be? made to Parasuramesvaramudaiyan

during the Cittirai festival. (S. LI. 'VIII.. 5.12). The third, dated in the 2nd year of

the reign of the Cola king, Rajarajadeva, registers a gift made by the Sabhaiyar and

the 'Mahe&vafar to the goldsmith attached to the temple of ParasurameSvara. (S. L
. VIIL 526). ^, -.;.-.':' .
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The ParaSuramesvara temple is situated in a rectangular enclosure at the

north-eastern end of the village. There were four brick walls on the four sides, now
almost fallen, with an only entrance in the west. This entrance is surmounted by a

gopura whose brick superstructure has fallen. Its base, which is of stone, is austere-

ly simple. There is a sculpture of Nrtta-Gaijapati on the inner side of this base to

the left of the pathway.

There is a small shrine near the north-western angle of this enclosure contain-

ing the images of Kumara and two Devis. To its north is another small shrine contain-

ing a four handed image of Devi (pi. III-I). A third shrine in the north-eastern corner

houses a fine icon of Surya. In the eastern part of the enclosure are to be seen the

The inner enclosure is closed. It consists of a low adhistana with three simple

parts, plain walls built of large blocks of stone, a narrow plain band above them arid

the dcchadana or roof (pi IIK2). It has a projecting entrance porch in the south;

This porch consists of a pathway in the middle and a raised part on either side witl

a pillar having a lion at the base in the front. This is obviously an addition made
in Vijayanagara times (pi. IV-1).
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The main shrine of Para^uramesvara consisting of garbhagrha and antarala is

situated inside a pradaksina closed on the sides. Both the structures are on the same
adhistana which contains updna, adhahpadma, three pauas, tripana, two pattas, urdhva-

padma, and dlingapattika. The garbhagrha is apsidal on plan and the antarala before

it is narrow. The walls of the garbhagrha contain, from north to south the series-

three pilasters, makaratorana niche with a figure of Daksioamurti, five pilasters,
makaratorana niche with a figure of Visiju, five pilasters and makaratorana niche

with the figure of Brahma. The north and south walls of the antarala are decorated

with a makaratorana niche flanked by two pilasters on each side. The niche in the

north wall contains a figure of Durga while that in the south wall is decorated with

the figure of Ga^apati. The walls are surmounted by a flat paua and bhutamala*

The vimdna above the garbhagrha is of the apsidal or Gajaprsta variety of the V&sara

Order. There is an elongated ndsikd or gable on either side of it with wing like

elevations on the edge and a simhalaldta at the top. There are three stone kalaSas

on the apsidal sikhara (pi. IV-2). The pradhksina is a narrow pillared corridor

running on the south., west and north of the garbhagrha and antarala. There is open

space, about two feet wide, between the pradaksina and the structures inside it but

slabs have been laid at intervals connecting the roof of the pradaksina and the roofs

of the two central structures. There are five pillars in the northern and southern

wings and four in the western wing, all of them with round shafts and typical Cola

capitals.

The rectangular mukhamantapa forms the eastern extension of the pradaksina.

There are four rows of four pillars each in it. The entire mantapah&s been enclosed

by walls with an only entrance in the south. There is a small niche in the south fitted

with a perforated screen.

The following icons and sculptures are to be found in this temple and the

small shrines in the other enclosure:

1 . Durga-Standing with the left leg slightly bent, this deity holds cakrain the

upper right hand and Sanikha in the upper left and keeps the lower right in abhaya
and the lower left at kati.- She is adorned with kiritamakma, chakrakundalas, three

gramyakas, kucabandha, girdle with pearl hangings, purnoruka, and manjiras.

2. Brahma~TMs deity with three heads stands in samabhanga, holding aksamdla

in the upper right hand, kamandalu in the upper left and "keeping the lower right in

abhaya and the lower left at kati. He wears pendants on the ears, kiritamakuta three

graivgyakas, yajnopavlta, udarabandha, channavlra, purnoruka andmanjiras.
.* "'*,'"

3. Vis^u-Standing in samabhanga, this god holds sathkha and cakra in the

upper hands and keeps the lower right hand in abhaya and the lower left at kati.
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4. Daksi$amtirti~Seated with the right leg resting on the back of apasmara*

purusa and the ankle of the bent left leg resting on the .right thigh, this god holds

aksamala in the upper right hand, kamandalu in the upper left and keeps the lower

right hand in chinmudra and the lower left in varada holding a book. Jams emanate

from his head to the sides. He is adorned with jaiamakuta, makarakundalas, five

graiveyakas, one long Mra, yajnopavlta, Channavira^girdlQ, ardhoruka and manjlras*

There is .a bearded sage at bottom on either side.

Kumara and Devls-Kumara of this combination has three faces in the front

and three at the back. He is seated on a peacock with his left leg folded and the right

hanging. The upper right hands hold lotuses while the upper left hands hold vajras.

The lower hands are in abhaya and varada. He is decorated with kiritimakuta, patra-

kundalas, two graiveyakas, yajnopanta, channavira, udarabandha, ardhoruka an4
maKjlras. There are two Devis on either side each holding a lotus in one hand arid

keeping the other hanging.

6. Devi-Standing in samabhanga, this deity holds ankuSa in the upper right

hand, pa&a in the upper left and keeps the lower hands in abhaya and varada.

7. Surya-Standing in samabhanga, thh god holds a lotus in each of his two
hands. There is aprabhd behind his head. He is adorned with makarakundatas, a

broad graiv^yaka, yajnopailta, girdle with simhalalata buckle^ purnoruka and manjlras.

8. Nataraja (pi. V-l)-This is a fine bronze image. This god dances in the

bhujangatrasa pose resting his right leg on the apasmdrapurusa and holding damaru
in the upper right hand, flame in the upper left; and keeping the lower right in

abhaya and the lower left in karihasta. Jatas emanate from his head in four rows.

He is adorned with jatamakwa, makara and cakra kundalas, yajnopavlta, udarabandha^

purnoruka and manjiras.

9. Somaskanda I (pi. V~2). -This is a set of three bronzes. A short inscriptioiii

in two lines below the image of Candrasekhara states that the set was gifted in the

month of Mdgha in the cyclic year, Pramadlca, corresponding to S. 1715, by Raja
Damera Venkatappanayanimgaru. Candrasekhara of this set is seated in vlrdsan

holding para^u in the upper right hand and mrga in the upper left and keeping the
tivo lower hands in abhaya and varada. He is adorned with kirltamakuta, makara and
cakra kundalas, graiveyaka, yajnopavita, channavlra, girdle, ardhoruka and manjiraa,
I)evl is seated with her right leg folded and the left hanging. She holds utpala in
the right hand and keeps the palm of the left hand open. She is adorned witlf
kintamakuta, caJcrakimdalas, keyuras, two graiveyakas, girdle with pearl hangings,,

pmrnoruka and manjiras. Kumara stands in samabhanga between the two deities,

holding a lotus in each hand.
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Somaskanda II - This smaller set is of the same description as the bigger set

described above. An inscription in two lines incised on the Candras'ekhara image
states that the set was presented on the fifth day of the month of Pu$ya in the cyclic

year Durmati, corresponding to S. 1723.

ParaSuramesvara linga (pi. VI- 1)
- As stated in the beginning, this linga is

very peculiar and therefore much noticed. It is five feet high and one foot thick

and of black granite. Its upper portion is shaped like an ordinary linga but the long
shaft below contains, in fine relief, the figure of Siva standing on the shoulders of a

crouching demon. He has only two arms, both hanging, the right holding mrga and
left kamandalu with a paraSu resting against the left shoulder. His hair is matted
and he wears a number of rings on the ears and a peculiar girdle with its central

part hanging.



V THE TEMPLES OF KALAHASTI

Kalahasti is the headquarters of a taluk of that name in the Chittoor District

of Andhra Pradesh. It has a Railway station situated on the Gudur-Renigunta section

and can also be reached by bus from Gudur, Tirupati and Madras. The town is a

celebrated centre of Saiva pilgrimage and is visited by hundreds of pilgrims every

day. The linga of Sri Kalahastisvara or Tirakkalattideva is famous as a Vayu linga.

Tinna or Kan^appa, a great devotee of this god, occupies a prominent place in the

galaxy of Saiva devotees and his name is familiarly known all over south India. The

Sthalamahatmyam of this place has been immortalised in the shape of a kavya by
the famous Telugu poet, Dhurjati, who lived in the early half of the sixteenth cen-

tury. The temples of Kalahasti are also important for their architectural features.

I INSCRIPTIONS

There are 220 inscriptions (441) in the temples of Kalahasti belonging to Cola,

Yadavaraya, Telugu Cola, Telugu Pallava and Vijayanagara dynasties. The Cola
records range in dates from the 4th to the 27th year of Rajaraja I, the 2nd to the 46th

year of Kulottunga I, the third to the 19th year of Vikrama Cola, the 2nd to the

llth year of Vlrarajendra, the 5th to the 28th year of Rajadhiraja, the 4th to the

24th year of Rajendra I 5 the 4th to the 28th year of Rajaraja III and the 3rd to the

34th year of Kulottunga IIL The Vijayanagara records belong to S. 1323 in the

reign of Harihara II, S. 1357 in the reign of Devaraya II, S. 1431 to 1454 in the reigi*

ofKrs^araya, S. 1450 to 1463 in the reign of Acyutaraya and S. 1459 to 1491 in the

reign of SadaSivaraya. There are three records of the Telugu Pallavas dated in the

4th and 7th years of Vijayagantdagopala and the 7th year of the reign of Rajagaoda-
gopala.

Many of these inscriptions contain gifts of villages made for various puiposes.
In the 7th year of the reign of the Cola king, Tribhuvanacakravartin Rajarajadeva,
Vira Narasingadevan Yadavaraya gifted a village for offerings, and repairs in the

temple of Bukagurusvaranydaigan-Nayanar at the foot of the hill to the south of the

temple of Nayanar Tirukkalattiudaiya Nayanar. (No. 33 of 1945-46). In the llth

year of the same^

reign, a village in the Karupparrunadu was gifted by Tirukkalatti-
devan Yadavarayan for feeding the pilgrims that came to worship Tirukkalatti-

Udaiyar. (No. 136 of 1922). In S. 1439, in the reign of the Vijayanagara king.
Krsijaraya maharaya, the village of Onapakkam in the Payyur-kdnam was gifted by
his Pradhani Saluva Timmarasa. The income from the village was utilised by the
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supervisors of the treasury for the early morning service, for the supply of a flower

garland and for burning 4 lamps daily in the temple of Nayanar Tirukkalatti Udaiya

Nayanar. (No. 113 of 1922). In S. 1441, in the same reign, Terkumadam Immadi

Rudra&vacariyar gifted a village for the early walking service and certain festivals

in the month of Masi, Vaigasi and Puraudsi in the temple. (No. 172 of 1924). In S.

1443, in the same reign, the village of Sanyanapalli in Mudalich-chirmai, a divison of

Pada nadu in the Chandragiri-rajya was gifted by Vasal Timmappa-Nayakkar for

offerings to Arnjandi-Pillaiyar in the third Prakara. (No. 182 of 1922). In S. 1454,

in the reign of the Vijayanagara king, Acuta, a gift was made on the day of his

coronation, in the year Virodhi, Karttika, ba 5, in the presence of god Kalahastl^vara

at Kalahasti, of 3J villages and the export and import duties from certain specified

ports, for worship and offerings to the god on festival days. (S. I. I. I. 550). In S.

1454, in the same reign, the village of Mollumhalli in the Kondavasi-slrmai was gifted

by Raka-Bhattar for offerings to the god during the early morning service. (No. 16&

of 1924). In S. 1455, in the same reign, f of Koijdamanpuram in the Padainattu-sfrmai

was gifted for providing offerings to the god during the early morning service by

Timmaraja Salakaraja, the agent of mahamandal^vara Salakaraja Tirumalaiyadeva

Maharaja. (No. 170 of 1924), In S. 1456, in the same reign a village in the Kalimi-

chchi-sirmai, together with its hamlets, was gifted by Ramabhattar-Ayyan for daily

offerings to the god Kalahastl^vara. (No. 163 of 1924). In S. 1458, in the same

reign, two villages were gifted on behalf of the king, for certain offerings to the god
Tirukkalatti-Udaiyar. (No. 178 of 1922). In S. 1459, in the same reign, the village of

Periya-Anjumbedu was gifted to the village temple of Kalahasti Udaiya-Nayanar by

Rudra^iva-Acarya. (Nov 179 of 1924). In S. 1460, in the same reign, two villages in

the Turpu-I\adiandttU'Sirmaiw^iQ gifted by Timmaji Amman, the wife of Ramabhattar-

Ayyar, for providing offerings to the god during the early morning service, (No/167
of 1924). In S. 1460, in the same reign, Deyvangal Perumal of Korukotti in Saunda-

rayasolapuram, an agaram of the Agudi-nadu which w&$ a subdivision of the Pulal-

kottam., made a gift of the village of Kondasanikuli, in the presence of god Virupaksa
at

yijayanagara,
to Tirumala Diksitar for daily offerings to god Kalahast^vara-

Tambrianar. (No. 178 of 1922).

Next in importance are gifts of land. Some of these gifts were of
a^general

nature. One record, dated in the 15th year of the reign of the Cola king, Kulottunga,

registers the gift of land together with a well in Tondaman-Ayalur to god Tirukkalatti-

Udaiyar. (S. I. I. IV. 645). Another record, dated in the 5th year of the reign of

the Cola king, Chakravartm Rajadhirajadeva, registers the gift of land, free of taxes^
in Palaiyaru in the Amba-nadu, a subdivision of the UyyMond^^ala^adu. (No. 124

of 1912), In the 8th year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajaraja, land in Ell:ko-

malappundi in the Rarupparriwafa gifted by Viranarasingadeva Yadavaraya.
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(S. 1. 1. IV. 648-9). A record, dated in the 4th year of the reign of the

Parakesarivarman alias Sri Rajendracoladeva, registers the gift of land.

1904). In the 7th year of the reign of the Cola king, Vlrar

gift of land in Vennai-Nallur in the Karupparm-nadu of the

was made by Narasinga Tirukkalattideva Yadavaraya. (S. I. I. VIII. 339).

7th year of the reign of the Telugu Paliava king, Vrjayaganda Gopaladeva, a gift

land was made to god Tirumanikkangi-Udaiya-Nayanar by Nalla Siddharasau,

the son of Tyagasamudrappattai Vlmarasan. (S. 1. 1. VIII. 501). An inscription,

dated in S. 1304, during the time of the Vijayanagara prince, Mallappa Udaiyar, the

sonofSrlVira Marappa-udaiyar, registers the gift of land to god Tirukkalatti-

Nayanar. (S. I. I. VIII. 489). Another, registers the gift of land in Palaichchur in
**^ f j-^_| "^** niig~i

mVf* ""*
TJ*

1

the Perumpundi-nadu as devadana. by Viranarsingadeva Yadavaraya. (S. 1. I. AY.

647).
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Some times land was gifted for maintaining lamps. In the 28th year of the

reign of the Cola King, Rajaraja, the gift of a land situated in Ilaiyur in . the

Tiruvanayar-nadu free of taxes was made for a lamp to god Tirukkalattisena Mudaliya-

Nayahar. (S.I.I. IV. 647). In the 49th year of the reign of the Cola king,

Rajakesarivarman alias Cakravartin Kulottunga-Coladeva, a gift of 1,000 kuli of land
was made for buring 25 lamps in the back wall of the temple from sunset till the close
of the Sribali ceremony. (No. 90 of 1922).

Land was also gifted for various other purposes. A record, dated in the 4th

year of the reign of the Cola king, Kulottunga Coladeva, mentions the gift of garden
land (thottam) well, etc., to the god. (S. I. I. VIII. 502). Dated in the 26th year of
the same reign, registers the gift of 25 patti of land to provide extra offerings to the

god on Sundays, new-moon days and on days of the Tirunuterupalli festivals, by the
residents of Kannanallur in the Poygai-nadu, a devadana of Tirukkalatti-Udaiyar.
(No. 157 of 1922). A record, dated in the 26th year of the same reign, refers to the
gift of land by Aryan Rajendrasolan alias Senapati Rajanaryana Munaiyadaraiyar for
the festivals referred fto in the counter-agreement made by the residents of. the
Kannanallfir. (No. 158 of 1922). Another record dated in the 3bth year of the same
reign, registers the gift of land for offerings to and construction of a car for Udaiyar
Tirukkalatti Udaiyar by the residents of Chittarmali. The purchase money was paid
by Kajamalladevar alias Yadavarayar at Karruppundi. (No. 122 of 1922). In the
31st year of the same reign, a gift of land was made for a flower garden to god
Tirukkaiatti-Udaiyar by Vira Narasingadeva alias Yadavaraya. (No. 120 of 1922).
In the 32nd year of the same reign, a gift of 800 kuli of land was made by Vimarasan
of Tyagasamudrapattai for the maintenance of two men employed in the Alala-
sundaraa flower garden. (No- 92 of 1922), In the 32nd year of the same reign a
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gift of 500 kuli of land in Vandanur, a village in tUQPdkkai-nddu was made by
Boyindes of Venungotidai. (Le^Penugonda) Tangattur, a village in the Pottappi-nddu
was also gifted for the maintenance of two gardeners employed in a flower garden of

god Tirukkalatti-Udaiyar with the stipulation that garlands were to be supplied
to the god daily. (No. 133 of 1922). A record, dated in the 47th year of the same
reign, registers the gift of land for providing food to the servants (andar) who looked
after the temple streets. (No. 173 of 1922). Another, dated in the 47th year of the.

same reign, registers the gift of land purchased from the 'village assembly of

Nilaikadarpakkam inPerumbedu, a subdivision of the Payyur-konam, a district 5f the

Jayamgonda~sdla~m by Arayan Siyaredevan alias Kaliyarajar, the'headmen of
Arumbakkam in'Maravil, a subdivision of the Manavil-kdtmmfoT maintaining a matha
for the andar. (servants) who did service in the temple precincts. "(No.. 175 of 1922).
Another, dated in the 5th year of the reign of the Cbla king, Rajarajadeva, registers
the sale of land for forming an areca-nut garden in the name of Tirukannappa-
devar. (No. 125 of 1922). Dated in the 8th year of the same reign, one record

registers the gift of land for oiferings to god 60 Mallikarjunamudaiyar, installed in

the temple of Tirumanik-Kangai Udaiya Nayanar. (S. I. L VIIL No. 499). In the
8th year of the same reign, land was gifted as dsvadana to god Tirukkala Udaiya-
Nayanar for the maintenance of a nandavanam and for feeding the servants working
therein by Vira Narasingadeya Yadavaraya, (S. L I. VC1L 482). In the 15th year
of the same reign, the gift of land, free of all taxes and fees, was made by
Vlranarasingadeva Yadavaraya for the maintenance of a matha on the hill and
feeding the Mahe^varas in it. (S. I. I. VIIL No. 469). A record, dated in the 4th

year of the reign of the Telugu Pallava king, Vijayagandagopala,, registers the gift
of land by Tirunallutan Tirunattapperuman Tyagameghan for feeding thirty d?$antrt$
and five brahmins daily. (S. L L VIIL 470). i

Gifts of gold were also made by devotees. In the 24th year of reign of the
Cola king, Rajakesarivarnian, a gift of gold was rhade to the shrine of Manikkengai-
Madevar, (No. 298 of 1964). A record dated in the 12th year of the reign of the

Coja king, Rajakesarivarmin alias 6ri Rajendracoladeva, registers th^ gift of cows
and gold. (290 of 1904). Another, dated in the 12th year of the game reign, registers
the gift of gold for celebrating the krttika festival arid 6f 90 sheep by a chief of

MailMu, called GangaikondacSla-Mailadudaiyan. (No. 291 of 1904). Dated in the
i M f jf i [|

23rd year of the reign of the Gola king, Parakesarivarnian alias Sri

coladlva-, one record registers the gift of gold. (No. 297 df 1904).
t i.
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'Devotees also made gifts of cash for various purposes/ In the 46tli ydk^ of
the oreign 'of the C5la king, TribhUVanacakr2LVartin Kulottiinga

1

CsladeVa, a "gift of

money was mjade fofbwiiittg four perpetual laiiips in the temple.
J
(No. 8!2 of 1922)/
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In the 4th year of the reign of the Cola king, Tribhuvanacakravartin Rajarajadeva,

the gift of money for two lamps was made by asikula-Salukkl Taminiruvenra

VIranarasingadevan alias Yadarayan. (No. 96 of 1922). One record, dated in the

12th year of the reign of the Cola king, Parakesarivarman alias Rajendra-Coladeva,

registers the gift of money, (No. 276 of 1904). Another, dated in S. 1453, in the

reign of the Vijayanagara king, Virapratapa Acyutaraya Maharaya, registers the gift

of l$2Q panam for offerings to the god by a certain Hammantayyar. No. 171 of

1924). One more, dated in S. 1454, in the same reign, registers the gift of 1 ,000 panam
by a private individual for offerings at the early morning service to Nayanar
Tirukkalatti-Udaiya Nayanar, and a silver plate for serving it. (No. 183 of 1922) v

MS. 1454, in the same reign, a gift of 4,000 panam was made by Ramabhattar-Ayyan
for offerings to the god when his image halted in the mandapa built by him at

Tondamanarrur during the Maslmakham festival. (No. 18 of 1924).

In S. 1455, in the same reign, a gift of 2,000 panam was made by Ramabhattar,
for the merit of the king and Varadadevi Amman, for offerings being made to the god
when he halted at the pavilion in the garden on the day of Panguni-Uttiram* (No.

of 1922), One record, dated in S. 1457, in the same reign, registers the agreement by
the superintendants of the treasury of god Tirukkalahasti Udaiya-Nayanar at

Tirukkalatti alias Mummadisolapuram in the Arriir-nadu, a subdivision of the

Jayamgondasola-mandalam, to provide for offerings to the god for the money received

by them from Timmaraja, the son of Vasana Panditar Samaraja. The amount was

utilised by them for improving the tank of the devadana village of Tondamanarrur.

(No. 152 of 1924). Another, dated in S. 1459, in the same reign, registers the gift of

money by Hammantayyan for providing offerings to the god on the Giripradaksina day.

(No. 175 of 1924). Yet another, dated in S. 1459, in the same reign, registers the

gift of money by Ramabhattar Ayyan for the supply of milk to the temple for the

merit of his parents. (No. 174 of 1924). In S. 1461, in the same reign, 6,360 pan
were -^^d :jf^'_ oS^nng^: .to\ the god by Ramabhattar Ayyan during the service

instituted %^ (160 of 1924). One record dated in S.

1462, in the same reign, records the consecration of the image of Vlre^vara-Tambiranar

and the construction of a temple in the Arwattumwar mandapa in Kallaladi and the

gift of 1,000 panam for its worship and ofe

Tirukkalatti-Udaiya-Nayanar by Ramabhattar Ayyan for thejnerit of the king. (No.
167 of 1922). In S. 1462, in the same reign, a gift of 200jw/z was made for tlie merit

of Iramabhattar Ayyan for offerings to the god at the early morning service in the

month of Margali. (No. 162 of 1922). In S. 1462, in the same reign, Virupanna of

PenugQjada, the son of Nandi Lakke Settiyar of Lepaksi, made a gift of 1306 pan
derived from two villages and the income therefrom was spent on providing certain

offerings to and conducting certain festivals of the god Timlfkalattiudaiyar* (N0.
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166 of 1922). In S. 1463, in the same reign, a village in the Saraiyapalla-slramai in the

Udayagiri-rajya was gifted for offerings and worship to Nayanar Tirukkalatti-Udaiya-

Nayanar by three brahmans of Chandragiri, for the merit of Ramabhattar Ayyar.

(No. 165 of 1922). In S. 1438, in the reign of the Vijayanagara king, Krsnaraya, a

gift of money was made by the sthanikas of the temple to Madenayaka for the service

of the god Kalahasti nayanar at Kalahasti also called Mummadicolapuram, in the

Attur-nadu, a subdivision of the Jayamgonda-cdlamandaJamforthQ king's merit. (S.

I. I. IX. 505). In S. 1449, in the same reign, a gift of 200 panam was made by
Candrasekharayyar, a Kannadiga brahman of Devikapuram. (No. 160 of 1922). A
record, dated in S. 1469, in the reign of the Vijayanagara king, Sada&vadeva-

maharaya, registers a Dharma&asana made to the sons of Parame^varamangala-
mudaiyan Daivangal Perumal, the Karnam of Narayanapurain, in the Vaiilyur-nadu of

the Kunravattanak Kouam, giving away one hundred panams for the purpose of

offerings one Dosaippadi on the 8th day of the festival for the god. (S. I. I. VIII.

No. 377). Another, dated in S. 1475-6 during the same reign, refers to Masi-timnal

of the god and register the gift of 100 panam for offering Dosaipadi on the 7th day of

the Masi festival when the god would be taken out in procession and Tirukkalayanam
would be performed by the supervisors of the Srlbhandaram of the temple. (S. I. I.

VIII. No 485). Another, dated in S. 1487, in the saine reign, registers a gift of 250

panam to meet the expenses of the Tiruvadirai-Makara-Samkramanam etc., days in

the temple by a private individual. (No. 153 of 1924).

Several varieties of coins were also gifted. In the 7th year of the reign of the

Cola king, Kulottungacoladeva, a gift of one Nokki-Madai and 5 old Kasus was

made for an evening lamp to god Tirukkalatti Udaiyar. (S. I. I. VIII. 473). In the

14th year of the same reign, one Nokki-Madai was gifted for an evening lamp by a

certain Umai Andal. (S. LI. VIII. 474). In the 19th year of the same reign, two

Nokki-Bhujabala-Madai were gifted for two evening lamps. (S. I. I. VIII. 477). In the

31st year of the same reign, provision was made for maintaining two perpetual lamps
with 6kasus accruing monthly as interest on a deposit of 40 kasus made by certain indi-

viduals. (No. 142 of 1922). A record, dated in the 9th year of the reign of the Coja

king, Rajarajadeva, registers the gift of five old kasus for an evening lamp to god
Tirukkalatti-Udaiya-Nayanar by Yadavarayan Pakkampandan. (S. L I. VIII. 468).

Dated in the 10th year of the reign of the Cola kitig, Rajarajadeva, a record registers

the gift of 5 old kasus for an evening lamp by Piidolikilavi, the daughter of Perumal,
who was in the servicd ofVlranarasingadevaYadavaraya, (S/L L VIIL 481), Another,
dated in the 10th year of the sanie reign, registers the gift of five old kasus for an

evening lamp to Tirukkalatti Udaiyar by a brahkmin against the supply of one sevidu

of ghee everyday by the BfwM^/a^l^l/^ I. L VIII. 478). Another,
dated in the 5th year of tie reign of the C5ja king, Tribhuvanacakravartin Vikrama-
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> registers -.$, gift of 33 kams .fp-r. a perpetual ;lamp . (No . 106 of J922) . Another
,

dated in the 12th year of the sam^ i^ign, registers the
; gift of 100 tinnam by 5sanani .;

the son of Niravacali^an, th^ minister of;Rajendracola~Gangeraja:n of Velinadu, fop

burning a perpetual lamp. (No, 108 of 1922). In the 12th year of the same reign, a

gift of 100 cinnam was made for a iperpetuaL lamp by Dandanayaka Gonkaiyan, the

brothej>in~lf,w of Rajendrasola Gaiyairajan, the son of Nannimarayan. (No. Ill "of

1922). In the 12th year of the same reign, 100 cinnam were gifted for a perpetual lamp
in the temple of Aludaiyan Tirukkalatti-Udaiyar by Soliyajn alias Rajendrasola-Gan-

geyarajarof Veli-nadu. (No. 112 of 1922). In the same year of the same reign, a gift of

100 cinnam was made by Kongayan, the son of Rajendrasola Gangarajan of Veli-nadu

for maintaining a perpetual lamp. (No. 103 of 1922). In the 7th year of the rule of

the Telugu Pallaya king, Gandagopala, a gift of ten Gandagopalan^madas was made in

the name of an Andar Govindapperumal. (S. I. I. VIII. 500). In S. 1432, in the reign
of the Vijayanagara king, Krsnadeva maharaya, a gift of 800 panam was made for the

purchase of land as endowment for the offering of food to the god, offerings of

flower-garlands, maintenance of lamps one during the day and another during night,

in ths temple of god Tirukkalatti-Udaiya Nayan
in the same rqign, 850 pon were gifted on a Sivaratri day by Rayasam Vittamara-

sayyar for providing offerings to t|e god. (No. 166 of 1924). Sixteen Gandagopalaw-
madai were gifted for a lamp by the sons of Pottapicola Manumasiddharasar. (S. I. L
VIII. No. 494).*
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Inscriptions also record th gift of many k|nds of jewels . In the 27th year of

the reign of the Cola king, Rajakesarivarman alias Rajar^adeva a pagam was gifted.

(No. 284 of 19Q4). A record, dated in the 24th ye^r of the reign of the Cola king,
Parakesarivarman alias Sri Rajendracoladeva, registers the gift of a gold diadem by
the king. (No. 28? of 1904). In S. 1434, the Vijayanagara king, .Krsnadeva mahara^
gifted a pearl necklaces with a gold string and precious stone^ together with gold
and silver plates for arati to god Kalahastisvara at Kalahasti. (S. 1. 1, IX. 487). In S.

1434
?
the monarcja made a gift of two necklaces set with previous stones to the god,

(NO). 150 of 1924). In S. 1434, he gifted precious stones and ornaments to the god.
(No, 181. of 1924). In S. 1434, he presented a pearl necklace and a necklace of preci-
ous stones* a gold cup inlaid with p^cious stones, giriy~ar$ti inlaid with precious
stones, a gold plate and 25 silver plates; for arati to god .KalahastiSvara. (S. I. 1. JX.

488). In SJ1435, he,gifte4 son^e more ornaments. (No. 162 :
of 1924). an;(J a pendant;

(pa^aifea) (?on&ij5ting ^of various precioujs stones.
S

(S. I; I-, IX. 492)w In the same, year, h$

presented a goi^riprctbhdvali set with pf^cious stoiies. ($. 1. 1. IX, 489). ajid a pendant Jrf

consisting pf varipus .precious ;stones;, (No. 161 o| J924)t Ip*S ? M36,itithejreign of the

san^ejldng,
a gift of

i
^ gpld veasel|pr drinking watery,'%& with pearls and precious f

stones
f

and also 4 rpPp, J?awam;

:wfs ^m^de "by. VVftpaj^yw^ifta^
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ra ^Mafeiraiya and tftie wife of'Timmry"a, the brotherof Vedaraya, for

offerings at the eaMy morning service to-Nayaliar Tirukkalatti-udaiya Nayknar for the
merit of her parents and; herself.' <(N6l 176 of 1922). InS. 1454, "Krsnadeva maharaya
made a gift of two necklaces of precious stones and certain golden vessels. (No. 165
of 1924). A record, dated in S.' 1438 in the same 5

reign, registers the building of a
100 pillared mantapa and the big gopwa as the outermost door of the KalahastiSvara

temple by the king when he visited Kalahasti after completing his purva-digvijaya.
(S. 1. 1. VIII. No. 495), ^

'

Numerous inscriptions register gifts of lamps. A record dated in the 16th
year of the reign of the Cola king, KulottungaeSladeva, refers to, the gift of an
evening lamp to the god. (S.LI.VIII 476). Records of the 33rd and 43rd years of
this reign (135 and 150 of 1922), inscriptions of the 4th, llth, 20th and 28th years of
the reign of the Cola king, Rajarajadeva (159 and 283 of 1904 and S.I.I. VIII - 464
and 467) and a record belonging to the 12th year of the reign of the Cola king,
Vikrama

ColaJ102
of 1922) contain similar gifts. Dated in the 14th year of the

reign of the Cola king, Rajakesarivarman alias Cakravartin Kulottungacoladeva, a
record registers the gift of 1786 kuli of land as a Madavilagam for the residence of the
Mahesvaras by the residents of Tirukkalatti Dallas Mummadisolapuram in the Arrur-

* * JU .

nadu, a subdivision oftheTimvengada-kottam,a. district of the Rajendrasolamandalam.
(No. 86 of 1922). Dated in S 1458, in the reign of the Vijayanagara king, Virapratapa
Acyutaraya Maharaya, one record registers the gift of 440 panam by Ramabhatta
Ayyan for maintaining two lamps on the hill, Kayilaimalai, on behalf of the king-
{No. 177 of 1922). Many records register gifts of 32 cows for a lamp (84,87,89,93,

123,127,129,130,151 of 1922; S.I.I. 111-463,465,466,486,487 and 643). Others contain

gifts of 96 sheep for a lamp. (1,91,95,100,107,109,114,118,119,128,131,132,134,139,140,
146,153,156,282 and 268 of 1922; S.I.I. IV-644, 646; VII-381; VIII-490). One inscrip-

tion^
dated in the 20th year of the reign of the Cola king, Tribhuvanacakravartin

Kulottungae5ladeva, registers the gift of 50 sheep for a half-lamp by a lady. (No.
177 of 1922). Another dated in the 12th year of the reign of the Cola king, Tribhu-
vanacakravartin Rajadhirajadeva!, registers the gift of 46 sheep for half of a lamp by
Talaiyari Tammi-Nfyakar Pudoli-BMman, of the Pradhahis of Saddhiyaraiyar ctf

Nellur. (No. 105 of 1922). Dated in the 13th year of the reign of the Cola'kmg,
Tribhuvanacakravartin Rajadhirajadeva, registers the gift of 25 sheep for i lamp by
a goldsmith of Pulal in the Pulal-Kottam a district of Jayarngonda-solamandalam-
4No. 126 of 1922). Dated in the 6th year of the reign of the Cola king, Tribhuvana-
cakravartin Rajarajadeva, registers the gift of 100 sheep for burning 2 perpetual
lamps in the temple, by Vimaladevadevan, the brother of Madhurantaka Pottappi-
colan Malamadevafasar. (No. 104 of 1922).
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There are instances of gifts of lamp stands. Dated in the 21st year of the

reign of the Co]a king, Rajakesarivarman alias Cakravartin Kulottunga Coladeva,
registers the gift of a lamp-stand and sheep for a perpetual lamp to the god. (No. 144

of 1922). Dated in the 31st year of the regin of the Co|a king, Rajakesarivarman
alias Gakravartin Kulottungacoladeva, registers the gift of. a metal lamp-stand and

sheep for a perpetual lamp to Tirukkalatti-Udaiyan. (No. 143 of 1923). Dated in

the 10th. year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajarajadeva, registers the gift of 26

lamp stands in the time of king Kulottunga Coladeva who exempted the tolls', on

the oil-mongers of Tiruppasur and 33 lamp-stands by his son in the 10th year of Ra~

jaraja. (No. 148 of 1922).

Inscriptions also record instances of the setting up of images. One record,

belonging to the reign of the Cola king, Kulottunga Coladeva, states that the image
was the gift of Udaiya-nambi to the temple of Tirukkalattiudaiyar. (No. 168 of 1922).

Dated in the 8th year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajaraja, records a gift by Nara-

singadeva Yadavaraya to god Mallikarjuna set up in the temple of Manikkengaiu-

daiya Nayanar by the donor. (S. L L VIII. No. 494).

Gifts were made for conducting several services. In the 27th year of the reign
of the Cola king, Tribhuvanacakravartin Kulottungacoladeva, three persons under-

took to provide the tirumandirap-ponagam at the early morning rising ceremony of

the god by turns in the months ofPurattas Panguni and Vaiyasi. (No. 94 of 1922).

A record, dated in the 9th year of the reign of the Cola king, Tribhuvanacakra-
Yartin Rajarajadeva, registers the provision made for the supply of sandal paste and

offerings on important days to Tirukkalatti-Udaiya-Nayanar by SaSikulacalukyan.

(No. 168 of 1922). Another, dated in S. 1454, in the reign of the Vijayanagara king,

Virapratapa Acyutaraya Maharaya, registers the provision made by Ramabhattar

Ayyar, for providing offerings daily and on specified festival days to the god from
the income of the village of Kasaram in the KaHmichchi-slrmais which he had obtai-

ned by a copper plate grant from Acyutaraya Maharaya. (No. 159 of 1922). Another
dated in S. 1457, in the same reign, registers the gift of money by a private individual
for providing offerings to the god on certain festival days. (No. 156 of 1924). In S.

1457, in the same reign, provision was made for making offerings to the god when
his image halted in the mandapa in the third prakdra during festivals. (No. 154 of

1924). In S. 1461, in the same reign, a gift of gold was made by Ekambaravinodase-

yyar for offerings to the god at the YagaSala-mandapa of the temple on the Masi-
tirulal day. (No. 176 of 1924). In S. 1462, in the "same reign, gold was gifted by Ma-
laiyappa Ayyan, for Conducting the morning service in the month of Margali. (No.
164 of 1922). During the same reign, provision made to meet the expenses in the tem-

ple on certain festival days in the months of Masi and Margali. (No. 169 of 1924).
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In S. 1436, in the reign of the Vijayanagara king, Virapratapa Krsnadeva Maharaya,
a gift of money was made by Immadi Rudrasivacarya for offerings to the god when
the image halted under a pavilion in the donor's garden at Nilgari during the festivals

in the months of Mas! and Purattdsi. (No. 164 of 1924). In S. 1323, in the reign of
the Vijayanagara king, Harihararaya, one Purnagiri Padangal, the disciple of Ama-
rendragiri Srlpadangal, gifted lands to Sri Kalahastinadha for festivals in the months
of Mas! and Panguni. (S. I. I. VIII. No. 491). In S. 1467, in the reign of the Vijaya-
nagara king, Virapratapa Sada^ivadeva Maharaya, arrangments were made for provi-
ding offerings to the god during the early morning services by Sankayadeva maha-
raja for the merit of his father, Mahamandalesvara Guruvayadeva maharaja. (No. 155

of 1924). A record dated in S, 1489, in the same reign, records a gift of money for the

expenses of the temple on the day of Kedara gaurivrata on the bahula caturdasi day,
in the month oiPuratiasi, by a certain Devakarami of the temple. (No. 183 of 1924).

Belonging to the reign of the Cola king, Rajendracoladeva, states that this image of

Solamadeviyar was cast under the orders of Rajendrasoladevan by Niccapattalayan
of Kattinallu in the Kanjirukkainadu a subdivision QtihQ^ajarajamandalam. (No. 168

of 1922). Dated in the 14th year of the reign of the Cola king, Parakesarivarman
alias Tribhuvanacakravartin Vikramacoladeva, registers the provision made for daily

offerings to Aludaiyar Tenkayilayam Udaiyan by Pundi-Udaiyar Pavalakkunru

Rajendrasolan alias Soliyavasaiyar of Paravaisurrupundi. (No. 85 of 1922). Dated
in S. 1451, in the reign of the Vijayanagara king, Krsnaraya Maharaya, registers the

setting up of the image of Tirumalesvaram Uclaiya-Nayanar and the gift of 40 pon
for its worship for the merit of the king. (No. 184 of 1924).

The following records supply other interesting details. Belonging to the reign
of the Kakatlya king, Ganapati, mentions Samanta Bhoja, son of Doci and Vacamba
and a subordinate of the king and states that he enhanced the reputation of Kala-

hastlsvarapura. (S.LL IV.649); Dated in the 18th year of the Cola king, Raja-
kesarivarman alias Cakravartin Kulottungacoladeva, registers an order of the king
transferring a dancing girl and her descendants from his own service to the service of
the temple at Tirukkalatti. (No. 141 of 1922). Dated in S. 1489, in the reign of the

Vijayanagara king, Sada&vadeva Maharaya, registers the gift to Venkatappa Nayak
kar, the son of Ellaya Nayakkar by the Superintendants of the treasury of the

Tirukkalatti-Udaiya Nayanar temple granting certain priyileges for keeping N^atch

in the temples in Kalahasti and the Kalahasti-sirmaL (No. 169 of 1922). E)ated in

the llth year of the reign of the Cola king^
*

Rajendrac6|adSva, refers to the repairs
to the stone temple (Tiruk-karrali) and Tlrrnnantapa of Tirumamk~Kangai~Udaiy%
Nayaiiar, (S.I.I, VIII. No. ). Dated in the 42nd year of the reign of the Cola king^
RajakSsarivarman alias Cakravartin KuISttungacSladeva, registers the gift of salt by
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two private persons of a village for offerings. .
to the god and for maintaining eight

twilight lamps in the temple of Mahadeva of Tirukkalatti in the Arrur-nadu, a divi-

sion of the Rajendmsola mandalam alias Viradaraja bhayabkara mandalam. Mentions
the measure 'Tilukkala^ (No. 152 of 1922). Belonging to the

reign of the Yadavaraya king, Tirukkalattideva, records the gift of a salt pan by
the Yadavaraya chief, .(S.I.1. VIII. No. 380). Dated in S. 1454, in the reign of the

Vijayanagara king, Acyutaraya Maharaya, one record registers the gift by the king,
on the day of his coronation, in the year virodhi Karttika ba. pancaml, in the presence
of god Kalahastlsvara at Kalahasti, of 7| villages and the export and import duties
from certain specified ports to the god, for worship and offerings on festival days.
Mentions the levy of tribute from Tiruvadi, the subjugation of Tumbichchi and
Saluva Nayaka by the king and the planting of a pillar of victory on the banks of
the Tambraparanl river. The king's; birth star is stated to be MrgaMrsa. (No. 157
of 1924). Dated in S. 1450, in the reign of the Vijayanagara king, Sri Vlra Krsnaraya
Maharaya, another inscription records an order of the managers of the Srlbhandaram
of the temple to a dancing girl by name Nacchiyar, attached to the temple, enjoin-
ing on her the performance of Naivedyasio Vinayaka in a shrine attached to the

temple. (S.LI. VIII. No. 475).

T RAD IT IONS

There is an interesting Sthalamahatmyamu about the temple of Kalahastlsvara.
It narrates how Vasista, Brahma, a spider, a snake and an elephant, Tinna, a wild

tribesman, a poet named Satklra, and two dancing girls obtained the grace of the

god. This mahatmyam has been rendered into a fine Telugu kavya by a famous
Telugu poet, named DhurjatL

Story of the Jangama:- On^ was a king named Narasinga of the

Yadavaraya family who raled from N^ himself as a
Jangama and visited the town. There was a servant maid in the royal palace who,
was a great devotee of Siva. On

seeing
this Jangama, the maid invited him to

her house, attended upon him and pleased him with devotion and hospitality. When
she went to the palace in order to attend to her duty of placing a gold plate on the

king's dinner table, she was late. Enraged at this violation of duty, the king comm-
anded that her head should be shaved. Bemoaning this calamity the maid returned
home and fell at the feet of the Jangama. The Jangama took pity upon her, pla-
ced his hand over her head and restored her hair. The king was as^
the maid with her hair fully dressed and asked her how it happned. She then told
him about her Jangama guest. The king went to the maid's house and asked the

Jangama who he was and why he came to the town. The Jangama then mentioned
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to him the greatness of Kalahasti and adivised him to build a temple for its god. As
the temple was being built, he described the greatness of the place and its god.

Kalahasti:- Kalahasti is Daksina-kailasa. The long hill in the town is the silver

mountain. The river by its side which has its source in the Agastyaparvata, is a
branch of the heavenly Ganga. Vatukabhairava guards the place which contains the
Indra -

tiriha, Mayukha - tlrtha, and Bharadvajatirtha and Sahasralingas. There is a
forest about the hill known as the Gajakanana,

Story of Vasi$tha > There was fierce rivalry between this sage and another
named Visvamitra. Visvamiira killed one hundred sons of his rival and put him to
much grief. Unable to bear this grief, Vasistha jumped down from a hill in order to

put an end to his life. The earth goddess caught him in her arms, saved him from
death and advised him to adore Siva for obtaining peace of mind. Vasistha came to
this hill at Kalahasti and did severe penance. Siva appeared before the sage in the

shape of a linga. Vasistha requested the god to teach him Brahmavidva and to stay
where he was and receive homage from the devotees. Siva arose out. of the linga in

the form of Daksinamurti and stayed there. Unable to bear the separation, Devi and
all the retinue came and settled down near the god,

Origin of the Suvarnamukharl : Large crowds visited the Himalaya mountain
on the occasion of Siva's marriage and on account of their weight, the country tilted

so as to lower the northern half and elevate the southern half. This proved a great
inconvenience to travellers, &iva therefore commanded sage Agastya to restore the
balance. The sage started with his wife, Lopamudra, put down the Vindhya and
restored the balance. He then bathed in the Gautami and KrsnavenL adored the

j*^
' ****.?. . .

gods of SrlSailam and Jyoti-Siddhavatam on the way and reached the hill known as

Daksinakailasam. There he worshipped the Phana-linga, Daksinamurti, Jfiana-

prasunamba, Durga on the hill, Ganapati and Bhairava. On surveying the surround-

ings he felt sorry that there was no good stream or lake in the vicinity and resolved

upon removing this drawback. He went to the top of a hill situated to the south
and did penance there thinking of] Siva. Alarmed at the severity of Agastya $ pen-
ance, Brahma ran to 6iva for guidance and help. Siva told Brahma that he knew the

object of Agastya's penance, gave him a little of the Ganges locked up in his matted
hair and asked Brahma to take Ganga along with hipi to the sage, Ganga fallowed
Brahma in the shape of a stream. On seeing it, Agastya was immensely pleased.
The hill on which Agastya did penance c^meto be known after him. As the stream
flowed here to the north, it enhanced the ^olinpss of the spot,.... .
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Story ofBrahma ;

Once while Bratima was holding court, his consort, Sarasvati, came to ^ee him.
She appeared particularly beautiful and Brahma felt excited. He asked the ievi to
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appear in a hundred forms and sport with him. As a result of these amours, Brahma

begot a hundred sons, all of whom became Raksasas. The father asked these sons

to go to the Vindhyan mountain and live there. These demons tormented the

innocent inhabitants of the neighbourhood. The Earth goddess appealed to Brahma

who thereupon created a son, named Ugra, and commanded him to destroy the

demons. Ugra accomplished this task and reported to the father. Suddenly, struck

by remorse, Brahma looked at Ugra with anger and the latter was immediately

reduced to ashes. Brahma then realised his folly and bemoaned the loss of all his

sons. He then came to Daksina-Kailasa along with Sarasvati and did severe penance

in order to obtain the grace of Siva. Siva advised Brahma and his consort to wor-

ship him for one year, commencing on the day of the Makha star in the month of

MargaSira and assured him that at the end of this period, he would beget a worthy

son. Brahma did accordingly and begot a son, named Rbhu, who became a great

sage and pleased his father.

Story of the spider :

Once in the Krta age, a spider, living near the Siva shrine at Daksina-Kailasa,

used to build with its threads fine edifices for the god and his retinue. Intent upon

testing the devotion of this creature, the god destroyed all these edifices with the aid

of the lamp burning in his Garbhagrha. Angered at this, the spider rushed at the

lamp in order to swallow it. Siva caught it with his hands and absorbed it into

himself.

The name Kalahastisvara ;

Towards the end of the Tretayuga, a serpent, named Kala, living in Patala,

developed great devotion to Siva. It used to gather-many gems, come up to the earth,

reach Daksina-Kailasa and worship its god adorning him with these gems. At the

commencement of Dvaparayuga, an elephant became a great devotee of this god.

It used to bathe in the Suvarnamukhl, gather a number of lotuses and plenty of water

in its trunk and worship Siva with that water and those flowers, brushing aside the

gems, previously placed by the serpent. The serpant did the same to the flowers

brought by the elephant. Ultimately, each discovered the mischief of the other.

One day while the elephant was worshipping the linga, the serpent entered its trunk,

reached inside the head and bit in several places. Unable to bear the pain, the ele-

phant thrust its trunk into its mouth, uttered the name of SiVa and dashed its head

against the hill. Both the serpent, and the elephant died as a result. Siva issued out

of the linga and Absorbed tb^e souls of both into himself. Hence he came to be

known as Kala-Hasti-is'vara.
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The Story of Tinna alias Kannappa :

There was, inPottapinadu; a village named Vadumum, inhabited by a number
of Chenchus. Its chief was Natha-natha. He begot by his wife, Tande, a son, named
Tinna. Tinna grew into a fine youth, skilled in archery and interested in hunting. Once
while on a hunting expedition, he and his companions strayed towards Venkatadri
and from there moved on to the forests round the Agastya hill and Daksiaa-Kailasa.
There Siva appeared before him in a dream and advised him to worship the linga
located near the hill on the bank of the Mogileru. Next morning, Tinna pursued a
boar and reached the spot where the linga was. The Chenchu took pity upon the
god for his lonely existence and requested him to go over with him to his village and
offered him all the wordly pleasures. But the linga was mute. The companions asked
Tinna to come back to his village but he refused saying that he would stay where
Siva stayed. The companions went away to their homes out of disgust. Then Tinna
started taking care of Siva. He used to kill a boar and store some of its flesh in a
leaf cup. Then he would go to the Suvarnamukhl and take a mouthful of its water.
He would bathe the linga with this water and feed it with the boar's flesh. One day,
a Siva brahmana came to the linga and findidg remnants of flesh round about, asked
the god how this happened. Siva asked the brahman to hide behind the linga and
see what happense. Soon, Tinna came as usual to worship the linga. When he
offered flesh, the god did not take it but shed tears from one eye. The Chenchu
gathered a number of leaves and herbs and treated the god's eye with them. It was
of no use. Out of disgust, Tinna plucked out one of his eyes and placed it on the

damaged eye of the god. Then teats flew from the other eye of the god. Dismayed
at this, Tinna placed one of his feet against the linga and tried to pull out his other

eye also with an arrow. Siva rose out of the linga, appreciated Tinna's devotion
and absorbed him into himself.

The story of Natkira ;

Once the sage Agastya wrote the Tamil grammer, Dictionary and poetics on
a big piece of conch-plank and presented it to Pandya king of Madura, saying that
all good poets will find a place to sit on the plank. A successor of this king gathe-
red a number of poets and presented 1000 mddas to each of them. Once there
was a severe famine in the neighbourhood of Madura and a brahman priest of a
local Siva temple wanted to migrate elsewhere. Siva gave this priest a poem com-
posed by himself and asked him to recite it before the king as his own and obtain

money. The brahman did so. The assembled poets and particularly one, named
Natkira, laughed at the contents of the poem which was to the effect that the hair
of a woman contained inherent good odour. On hearing of this, Siva himself went to
the court and defended his position. Since Natkira persisted in contracting thepropo-
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sition, the god cursed him to become a leper. As the poet besought his mercy, Siva

told him that he would be rid of this malady the moment he saw Kailasa. The poet
started on a pilgrimage to Kailasa and not being able to see the hill, appealed to

god Kumara; The god advised him to ^o to Daksina-Kailaasa. The moment he

reached the hill
,.
he was cured of his ailment. Out of gratitude he composed 100

verses in Tamil in praise Siva"

Story of the dancing girls :

Once there was a fine woman dancer, named Manikyavalli at Madura. She

had two beautiful daughters. As the girls came of age, the mother advised them to

take to their profession and earn money. The girls refused to do so saying that they
dedicated themselves to Siva at Kalahasti. Some thieves who came to know of this,

pretended to be pilgrims bound for Kalahasti and led these girls out of their house.

They took a devious route and tried several times to steal the jewels of the girls and

kill them, ^iva saved them on every occasion. Ultimately, he appeared as a

Jangama and took them to Daksina-Kailasa. After a long period of devout worship*
Siva granted them salvation.



III. DESCRIPTION OF TEMPLES

There are several important temples at Kalahasti. Of these, three are situated
within the enclosure of the main temple while one main temple and several minor
shrines are situated inside a separate enclosure to the south-east of the former.
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A. THE KALA.HASTIS'VARA TEMPLE

This temple which is the main object of attraction for the pilgrims is situated
in a treble enclosure at the southern end of the town. It is bound in the east by a
curved hill with a projecting arm at each end, named Daksina-Kailasa and by the river
Suvarnamukhi in the south, north and west and south. Since the enclosures follow
the curve of the hill, the plan of the temple is irregular and a bit confusing.

The big gdpura (PLVI-2);

The first object of attraction is a tall gopura raised on the eastern bank of
the river and at right angles to the temple enclosure. The adhigtana of this gopura
consists of upana, two broad pattas, another patta, adhahpadma, recess, round mould-
ing, gala cut into compartments and dlmgapattika. Above this is the wall in two
sections. The first or lower section is decorated with three pilasters, pilaster, Sala-
ko$a, pilaster, two pilasters, Sala-kdzta, three pilasters, &a,la-kd$ta and two pilasters
This decoration is to be found on both sections of the wall, 'on either side of the path
way. The second or upper part of the wall is adorned with two pilasters, Rumbha-
panjara, pilaster, Salar-kota, pilaster, Rumbhapanjara pilaster, S&a-kdgta and pilasteron either side of the path way. There is a kapota above the walls decorated with
simhrlalata gables. The superstructure above, which is of brick and plaster is in
seven tolas each containing the series kuta, panjara, kuta, panjara, Mia, kuta} panjara
undkuta. The pilasters on either side of the pathway of the gopura contain at "the.
base the figure of Varaha standing facing an inverted sword. There are a few fine
sculptures on the walls and pilasters of this gopura like those of Kumara riding the
peacock, Bhiksatanamurti and Ganapati.
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The shrines of Kalahasti^yara and his coiisort, jnafiaprasunamba are situated
inside three enclosures, two open and the third or innermost enclosed by four walls
and roof and with an only entrance in the south. There are the shrines of Kas"i-

yisvesvara and his consort in a small walled enclosure with an entrance in the east
inside the first enclosure.

'
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Main Gopura :

Only the north wall of the first enclosure is In tact. There are no traces of

the other walls in the west and the south. The curved hill, known as Daksina-Kailasa,
forms the boundary in the east and a short arm of the hill jets into this enclosure.

There is one entrance to this enclosure facing the north-east and it is surmounted by
a gopura. This gopura is comparatively shorter than the one previously described.

Its adhigtdna on the outer or northen side is covered by a narrow mahtapa situated

on either side of the path way. This mahtapa has a row of lion based pillars in the

front with one pillaret projecting. The walls of the front side of the gopura are in

two sections on each side, the lower containing nine pilasters and the upper
decorated with the series two pilasters, Sdlci-kosta and three pilasters. There is a

moulded kapota above the walls ornamented with the lotus scroll in the centre and
at the ends. There is an icon of standing Durga in a niche in the right wall and
another of seated Ganapati in a niche in tlie left wall. Fine sculptures of Bhikgata-
namurti and Kannappanayanar are to be found on the pillars. The pilasters and walls

on either side of the pathway contain numerous figures of the Varaha standing
before an inverted sword.

Kasi-Visvesvara shrine :

This shrine and another, of Devi, are situated in a small enclosure to the right
of the main gopura inside the first enclosure. It has only one entrance in the east

which is surmounted by a gopura with a narrow mahtapa before it (PL VII-I). The
pillars of this mahtapa have one pillaret. projecting and a lion at the base. The

capitals have the bodigai on the under side and there is a diagonal lion bracket con-

necting the capital and the pillar. There are many sculptures like those of Nrtta-

Ganapati, Kumara, Durga, Candrasekhara r seated Ganapati and Bhairava on the

pillars and walls of this gopura. Th^ gopura wall behind this mahtapa contains on
either side of the path way, a kojta surmounted by makaratorana with simhalalata

above it. The plumes of the makara's tail stop at the phalaka. There is a deity
figure inside the tdraw. The niche to the right contains the figure of a bearded sage
and the niche to the left the figure of seated Ganapati. The inner side of the walls
of the gopura is decorated with pilaster, kosta surmounted by makaratorana with
simhalalata above and two pilasters. The pilasters have the bodigai on the under
side. There is a flat kapota above the wall. The gopura is of the Ekatala type and
contains the series -kuta, panjara, said, Panjara and kuta.

The shrine df Ka^!visv6svara which is beyond this gopura consists of the
Garbhdgriha, two Ahtaralas and a long mamapa and faces the east. Th^ ottterside of
the walls of the Garbhagrhais adorned with three pilasters, niche arid thr^e pilasters.
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There are the figures of Daksinamurti in the southern niche, Vinu in the eastern
niche and Brahma in the northern niche. These niches are plain and do not have
the surmounting makaratorana. The pilasters have a semi-circular bodigai on their

underside. There is a flat kapota above the walls and a row of yalis above it. Each
of the walls of the two Antaralas are decorated with three pilasters, niche and three

pilasters. There is the figure of Durga in the northern niche. The mahtapa is walled
on the three sides and has an entrance in the front wall. Its side walls are decorated
with four pilasters, pilaster surmounted by makaratorana, pilaster, niche, pilaster,

pilaster surmounted by makaratorana and two pilasters. The front wall contains five

pilasters on either side of the entrance. Inside the mahiapa are to be found loose

icons of kumara, Virabhadra, Ganapati and CandL There is a linga on a low vedz

inside the Garbhagrha.

Devi shrine This shrine is adjacent to the one described above and in the same

compound. This consists of the Garbhagrha, Ahtarala and mahiapa. The mahtapa
contains two rows of four pillars each, most of them with round shafts and typical
Cola capitals. The pillars in the corners have the bodigai in formation on the under-

side. The Garbhagrha contains the figure of Devi standing holding lotus in the right
hand and keeping the left hand hanging. It is surmounted by an ayatdsra vimana of

the Ekatala type. The pillars in the mahtapa are round and .bear Cola capitals.

Second gopura (PL VII.- 2) This gopura is not opposite the main gopura but

is in the north west corner of the first enclosure. This is because an arm of the

Daksin-Kailasa hill jets into the eastern half of the first enclosure. There is a

narrow mahtapa on the outer side of this gopura with two pilasters in each section.

These pillars have Cola capitals with line decoration. Subsequently, two small

shrines have been raised covering the walls of the gopura.

Shrine ofkumara This shrine is built between the two pillars in the right

section of the mahtapa of the second gopura on the outer side and contains an icon of

Kumaras Velayudhamurti

Shrine of Ganapati - This shrine is built in the left section of the above mantapa
and contains an icon of seated GanapatL

Shrine ofDen -This consists of the Garft/zagr^a; Antaralfl ajKl Mantapa and is

built against the right wall of the second gopura on the inner side.

Kumdra shrine This shrine is parallel to the north wall of the second enclo-

sure. It consists of Garbhagrha, Antarala and open Mantapa and houses the icons of

Kumlra and two Devis. The pillars of this mantapa are round and have Cola Capitals

with line decoration.
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The third enclosure jets into the second enclosure, leaving a comparatively
narrow open space between it and the north wall of the second enclosure.

Shrines built against the west wall of the third enclosure (PL VIII-1).

The third or innermost enclosure of the temple which is built against the east

wall of the second enclosure jets into this second enclosure. The following five shrines

are built parallel to the north wall of the third enclosure and are in the left side of

the second enclosure :

The first shrine which is nearer the second gopura has only the Garbhagrha

containing a linga inside and surmounted by avimana with a Nagara sikhara. There

are two big loose dvarapalaka images, one on each side of this shrine.

Next is another shrine having only the Garbhagrha containing a seated image
of Ganapati inside and a flat roof above.

The third structure is a shrine with an image inside the Garbhagrha and an

Ekatala-vimdna above decorated with the series -kuta, panjara, mla, panjara, kuta.

The vimana has a round Vesara sfkhara.

The fourth is a shrine with a flat roof and Antarala and Garbhagrha.

The last is an underground shrine.

In the right part of the second enclosure and parallel to its north wall is to be

found a long pillared corridor starting adjacent to the shrine of Kumara and Devis

on the inner side of the second gopura and ending with the north gopura.

This north gopura is a simple structure and its superstructure has fallen. The
wall part contains pilasters with Cola capitals. Beyond this is the continuation of

the north prakdra wall
c*

Structures parallel to the west wall of the second enclosure :

There are eleven structures in a row, some being shrines and others mantapas,
in this part of the second enclosure (PL VTH-2). These are as follows from north
to south :

The first is a shrine with a mantapa in two sections (PL UX-1). The lower
section contains two rows of four pillars each while the elevated part behind contains

two rows of two pillars each with corresponding pilasters. There is chunchu above
the roof. The shrine is empty.

The next is a small shrine of Ganapati with a mantapa of two pillars in the

front. It has an Ekatala-vimdna with a Nagara iikhara (PL IX-2).
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The third structure is another shrine with a mantapa. The mantapa contains
four pillars in the front and the Garbhagrha and Antardla behind. This shrine has an
Ekatala vimana decorated with the series - kuta, panjara, Mia, paniara and kuta. It

has a high gala adorned in the four directions with a pavilion crowned by a simhalalata.

There is a somasutra inside the sanctum.

The fourth is yet another shrine with a mantapa of three rows of four pillars
each. Behind the mantapa is the Garbhagrha with a linga inside it.

The next is a bigger structure, a long mantapa of four rows of eight pillars
each. There are three fine icons in this mantapa/one' of Vlrabhadra and the other of

Ganapati. Another icon of Vlrabhadra is built into the wall. There are two small
rooms at the southern end of this matapa.

Beyond is a small shrine with Garbhagrha and Antardla with a linga in the
former.

-i
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The next was originally a mantapa now walled and converted into a room.

Beyond is another mantapa with four rows of four pillars each and two shrines
inside. One of these shrines has the Garbhagrha and Antardla and a linga inside the

former while the other has only the Garbhagrha with an image of two handed Devi
inside it. All the pillars have Cola capitals. The next is a small mantapa converted
into a room.

Beyond is a shrine with a narrow verandah before it with four pillars contain-

ing Cola capitals. It contains the Garbhagrha and the Antarala.

Then there is the west gopura which leads to the river SuvarnamukhL It

containts round pillars without base and Cola capitals above. It has a Dvitala
vimana decorated with the series kuta^ panjara, $aldy panjara and kuta.

The next is a shrine of Ganapati with a mantapa before it. The mantapa
contains two rows of four pillars each in the front row and two rows of two pillars
each with corresponding pilasters in the back row. The shrine at the back has a

pradak$ina. The lintel of the dvara contains the figure of Gajalaksnii. All the

pillars have Cola capitals.

The next two structures are small shrines, the last but one in the row (having a

pillared mantapa before it

Krsnardyamantapa (PL X-4)- This long mantapa known as the 100 pillared

mantapa is mojrfe or less in the angle formed by the south and west walls of tl|o second
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enclosure. This is in two sections, the front part containing twelve rows of seven

pillars each and the hind part, which is elevated, containing three rows of six pillars

each, with corresponding pilasters in the enclosing walls in the east and west. The
outerside of these walls is decorated with a niche having a makaratorana above
surmounted by simhalaldm.

There are several structures in the southern part of the second enclosure,
some parallel to the east wall and the hill and others opposite these.

Structures parallel to. the east watt The first structure which is next to the
main shrine consists of Garbhagrha and Antarala and has an J?fc#ta/a vimana of the
Vesara Order with a round Sikhara. The two side walls of this shrine contain each a

niche with a makaratorana above surmounted by simhalalata and a pilaster at each

extremity.

Next to it is a mantapa closed on the sides.

Then there is a small
shrine^with Garbhagrha and Antarala and pillars bearing

typical Cola capitals. It has an Ekatala vimana of the Nagara Order.

The fourth structure is a shrine with the Garbhagraha only beyond a mantapa
with four central pillars and a verandah with a row of four pillars before it. All the

pillars have Cola capitals. One inner front pillar has the figure of Narasimha Yadava-
raya (PL X-2) and another, the figure of Tinna, as a hunter (PL XI-1).

The next structure has a narrow verandah in the front with four pillars having
ja/r brackets, a^

m^^ the Garbhagraha at

the back.

Next is a narrow !/w^^ -with' six
1

'

pljlata with a wall of modern construction
behind it.

Beyond is an open mantapa of six rows of ten pillars each, all in the late Yrjaya-
nagara style. -.- ^
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The Structures facing the east \vall :

The first is a shrine ;mth.!;.(7ar&^grafttf/-aiid- Antarala and a dvitttla vimana above
and contains the series

.

-
kuta,panjara, sala, panjara&nd kuta and gala decorated with

simhaialaia gables. It has a round /^
Next is another shrine similar to the above in all respects (PI. XI-2).
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Beyond is an open mantapa above a flight of six steps on all sides. It has four

pillars each with a pillaret projecting and &n Ekatala vimana with a round Vesara
iikhara. (PL XII4).

Next is a low platform raised round a tree.

Further north of this is an open mantapa with an Ekatala vimana having a
round Sikhara.

Structures round about the gopura entrance to the third enclosure :

There are an open mantapa and a mantapa with a shrine at the back to the west
of ih.Q gopura entrance. Opposite these are an open pillared mantapa and a shrine
with an Ekatala vimana with round iikhara.

There are a small Nandi-mamapa, a stone lamp post. Dhvajastambha and
Ballpltha opposite the gopura entrance.

The Third Enclosure :
,f

The third or innermost enclosure is closed on the foiir sides and has an only
entrance in the south. This entrance* surmounted by a low gopura contains a narrow
verandah in the front on either side of the pathway. The pillars of this verandah
contain yali brackets. There is a kapota above the pillars adorned with simhalalata

gables. There is a row ofyalis above it and a chunchu above all, on the roof. The
superstructure is 9. low brick structure of the Dvitala type. On the walls of the gopura
and on either side of the pathway is a ko^a surmounted by a makaratorana with a
simhalalata in its centre. The pilasters and pillars of this gopura have capitals with
the bodigai on the under side.

The inside of this enclosure is dark. There is a narrow pillared corridor

running along the inner side of the walls of this enclosure on All the four sides. It

has projections in the south and west. The corridors are cut into compartments
and put to various uses. There is a small shrine in the south-western angle. Next
is. a walled compartment ii|i which the metallic prQcessioia images are kept. Beyond
is a gap containing a dhvajastambha. In the corridor beyond are a number of stone

icons viz.
, three kumaras, three lingas, kannappa, two sakti-Gan^patis, two lingas

and two images of Visnu. In the north-western angle are three bronzes, two of

Natajraja and onfe of Devi. There are stone images of the sixty three Nayanars or
Atuvathumuvar . In the 'east corridor there is a Saptamatrka slab and a small shrine;

In the centre of this enclosure is a raised platform on which are the shrines of
Kalahastlsvara and his consort, jnanaprasunamba.
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The Kalahastuvara Shrine- ThQ shiinQ of Kalahstlsvara contains a pillared

mafatapa in the front guarded by Dyarpalakas and a walled pradaksina and Mukha-

mahtapa beyond. The pillars of the pradakgina contain three rectangular blocks with
two octagonal parts in between them and capitals with a semi-circular bodigai on
the underside. There is a fine figure of Surya against the inner side of the front wall
of the enclosure. In the centre are two nandis and a somasutra. To the right of
the entrance of the Antarala there is an image of Kumara and to the left an icon of

Ganapati.

Inside the pillared pradaksdna is the main shrine with the Garbhagrha and two
The adhistana has a low upana, broad patta, recess, tripatta, gala cut into

compartments and dlmgapamka. The walls of the Garbhagrha contain three

pilasters, a projecting niche surmounted by a solid semi-circular elevation and three

pilasters each* These pilasters contain simple bracket capitals. The niches contain
Brahma in the north, Lingodbhava in the east and Daksinamurti in the south. Each
of the two walls of the double Antarala is decorated with two pilasters, niche sur-

mounted by simhalalata-makaratorana SLnd two pilasters. The niche in the north
wall contains the figure of Durga and the one in the south wall the figure of

Ganapati. The pilasters capitals. There is a flat kaota above
the walls decorated with simhalalata gables, and the BhutamSla below it. There is a
Dvitala Vesara vimana above the Garbh

The Jnanapraunamba Shrine

This shrine faces the east and consists of the Garbhagrha, Antarala, Mukha-
m^f<^a and en^^ The entrance Mcmtapa is narrow and contains yali

pillars. There are the figures of Kumara and Ganapati on the walls on either side
of the entrance.

The shirine stands on a double base containing a low Upapltha and adhistana.
The former has six members while the latter contains upana, paua, adhahpadma*

aIin^
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The outerside of the walls of the Garbhagrha is adorned with a projection with

^
pilasters, recess with ala-kosta on two pilasters surmounted by $ala flanked by

a kuta on each side, projection with Sala-kosta as above, recess as above and projec-
tions with two pilasters. AH the kostas have a kuta on either side of the Sala.

The outerside of the walls of the Antarala contains three recesses each with a
Sala-kosta of two pilasters and three projections with two pilasters each. The front
wall contains a projection with two pilasters and recess with a kosta of two pilasters
surmounted by miniature vimanas on either side of the entrance. 'There is a kapota
above the walls adorned with simhalalata gables.
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B. THE MANIKXNTHESVARA TEMPLE

This temple and a few minor shrines are situated inside a walled enclosure

situated about a furlong to the south-east of the KalaliastEvara temple. This enclo-

sure has two entrances, one a gopura entrance in the north (PL XII-2) and another,
a plain dvara in the centre of a pillared corridor built against the south prakara
wall.

The gopura surmounting the northern entrance is short and its superstructure
is of brick. It has a narrow verandah in the north containing two pillars with corres-

ponding pilasters on either side of the path way. The underside of the capitals
contains the fully formed bodigai. There is a moulded kapota above with floral

decoration in the centre and the corners with its underside cut into small compart-
ments. *

. .. v
.

..

The pillars contain a few sculptures like those of Nrtta-Ganapati, a woman
dancer, women standing in tribhahga under a tree, a Kinnara and Kumara. The
adhiftana of the gopura, which can be seen on the inner or southern side, has a kapota
decorated with simhalaldta gables. The front and back walls, on either side of the

path way, contain each the series -
projection with two pilasters having badigai capi-

tals, recess with Sola -
ko$ta and projection with a kumbha-panjara. Each of the side

walls contains a projection with two pilasters, recess with kumbha-panjara and a

projection with two pilasters. There is a low kapota above the walls surmounted by
a row of yalis with the Bhutamala below it. The vimana is of the Ekatala type and
contains a row of the series- kuta, panjara, mla, panjara and kuta.

Devi Shrine (PI XIII-1) .

- In the right half of the enclosure beyond the gopura
entrance is a small shrine with two loose pillars and a mahtapa "before it. The
adhistana is partly buried and only the tripana, gala and alingapattikaa.it visible. The
walls of the Garbhagrha are decorated with four pilasters, each with a typical Cola

capital and the walls of the Ahtarala with two pilasters each. There is a moulded

kapota decorated with gables containing human heads inside above the walls. This

shrine has an ayatasra Sikhara and five kalatias on it. The gable at either end of the

Sikhara contains a Mid inside. The Ahtarala is plain and the Garbhagrha contains

the loose icon of a two handed Devi brought from outside and setup on a Vedl.

Daksinamurti shrine - This is to the east of the above shrine and consists of the

Garbhagrha and a rnahatapa of two pillars before it. The pillars are adorned with a

chain of circles containing figures in dance poses. The outer side of the walls of the

Garbhagrha is decorated with pilasters* Inside the sanctum is a fine icon of

Daksinamurti.
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Ganapati shrine - This shrine is situated opposite to the above shrine and con-

tains only the Garbhagrha. The outerside of the walls is decorated with four pilasters
each and there is a moulded kapota above adorned with gables. There is an image
of standing Ganapati in this shrine. Leaning against the adhismna is a loose icon of

Daksinamurti (PL XIII-2)

The Manikanthesvara shrine - The adhistana of the main shrine contains

high patta, narrow recess, dvipana, gala cut into compartments, and alihgapattika.

The walls of the Garbhagrha are well decorated. The south wall contains the

series-two pilasters; a perforated screen window, Mldkosta between two pilasters with

the figure of Daksitjamtirti inside it and two pilasters. The backwall is decorated

with the series two pilasters, Sdlakosta between two pilasters with Lingodbhavamurti
inside it with Brahma to right and Visnu to left on either side of the niche, and two

pilasters. The north wall is decorated with the series - two pilasters, niche with

Daksinamtirti inside it, ife/a/co^m between two pilasters containing the figure of

Brahma inside it and two pilasters. These pilasters have the arm of the capital in

two sections and a semicircular bodigai on the underside.
- >
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There are two Ahtaralas befoie the Garbhagrha. : The north wall of the first

Antarala contains a Sala^kBsta between two pilasters with the figure of Mahisamardanl
inside it, and the sowtli wall has a Salakosta between two pilasters. These pilasters,

have a senii-circular bodigai on their underside. The north and south walls of the

second Ahtartila are decorated with a niche with a makaratorana with an open lotus at

the top, stopping above the phalaka, containing a seated figure below the arch.
*

,

The two narrow pieces of wall in the north and south connecting the second
Antardla and the wawm_pa contain each a pilaster surmounted by a makaratorana with

the plumes hanging, a lotus at the top and a swan in the arch.

There is the BMtamala below the flat cornice adorned with sirnhalalata gables.,
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Th5 two side walls of the mahtapa are decorated with the series - two pilasters*

pilaster surmounted by makaratorana^ pilaster, niche with makaratorana above and

perforated screen inside, pilaster, pilaster surmounted by makaratorana and two

pilasters. The plumes of the makaratorana above the pilasters is m a bend and there

is an open lotus at the top. There is a figure below the arch.

The vimana of the temple is of the Ekatala type and contains the series
-
kuta,

panjara, sala, pafijara and kuta. The gala is high and adorned with simhalalata

gables in the four directions. The vimma has a round \ Vesara sikhara. The
fallen.
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The Interior of the temple consists ofthe Garbhdgrha. Ahtarala, another Ahtarala
and a long mahtapa. There are four round pillars with Cola capitals inside the

mahtapa with corresponding pilasters in the walls. The sanctum is empty.

C. ROCK: SCULPTURES

To the south-east of the Manikanthesvara temple and outside its enclosure
there is a low arm of the hill named Dakshina Kailisa. There is a group of fine

sculptures on the rock face depicting Nataraja/ Parvatipariiiaya, NatarHja, Kuniftra,
Alinganaitturti, Nrtta-Ga^apati, and Bhiksatanamurti.

A flight of steps leads up -to. the top of this rock. On it is a small shrine con-

taining a Caturmukhalinga. (PL XIV-1).

The hill proper which is behind this shrine is of partidtilar interest. In various

places on its sides are to be found nuinefous sculptufes in different Stages of
execution.



V. ICONS AND, SCULPTURES

There are numerous icons and sculptures of interest in the temples of Kala-
hastL Selected examples are being described below :

Lingodbhavamurti (PL XIV-2) - In the niche in the back wall of the Kala-
hastlgvara shrine. Standing in an aperture on a linga msamabhahga, with the feet

not visible, this god holds paraim in the upper right hand, mrga in the upper left and

keeps the lower right in abhaya and the lower left at kati. There is a swan to top right
and boar at bottom. The god is decorated with cakrakundalas, haras, yajnopavlta,
udarabandha, mEkhala of three bands and ardhoruka.

2. Lingodbhavamurti ~ In the niche on the back wall of the Manikanthe^vara
*

'

'.

' *
.

shrine. Standing in an aperture on a linga with the portion below the knees not

visible, this god holds parasu in the upper right hand, mrga in the upper left and keeps
the lower right in abhaya and the lower left at kati. Brahma stands to right and Visnu
to left outside the niche.

3. Candrasekhara - At the base of a pillar in the mamapa before the entrance

gopura of Ka&lviwe$vara shrine. Seated in vlrasana and fully decorated, this god
holds parasu and mrga in the upper hands and keeps the lower hands in abhaya and
varada.

4. Rlihganamurti -
Sculpture on the rock outside the enclosure of the Maiji-

kanthegvara temple. Seated in virasana, Siva holds parasu and mrga in the upper
hands, keeps the lower right in abhaya and passes the lower left round the back of
Devi resting it on her left breast. He wears Kirltamakuta, makara and cakra kundalas,

grazvgji^ left leg of the god
with her legs hanging, passing her right hand round his back and keeping the left

hanging.

5. Natardja
-
Sculpture on the rock mentioned above. Standing on apafmdra

BhujangatrasaposG^ holds damaru in the upper right hand, flame in

the upper left and keeps the lower right in abhaya and the lower left in Karihasta.
There is a ndgabahdha on his lower right arm. He wears jatamakuta with a kapala in
the centre, makara and cakra kundalas, graiveyaka, udarabahdha, and ardhoruka.
Jams emanate from his head to the sides in four rows. Visnu stands to right bottom
playing the mrda^

6. Bhfkmanamurti-On a pillar to the left of the pathway of the big gopura.
Standing with the left leg slightly bent and resting on the ground and the big toe
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alone of the right leg touching the ground, this deity carries the ntayurapincha with
the upper right hand on the right shoulder, holds -triSula in the upper left; keeps the
lower right on the head of a dog and the lower left on the head of a man carrying a
basket.

7. Bhiksatanamurti - On the rock outside the enclosure of the Manikanthe^vara

temple. Standing with two women to right and a man carrying a basket and two
women to left, this god holds damaru in the upper right hand; mayurapincha in the

upper left, feeds a dog with the lower right hand and keeps the lower left on ttye
basket carried by the man.

8. Vlrabhadra - Loose icon in the mahtapa of the Kasivisve^vara shrine. Stand-

ing in dvibhanga with the right leg slightly bent, this god holds khadga in the upper
right hand, Dhanus in the upper left, baha in the lower right and khsta in the lower
left. He wears kiriia, graiveyakas, haras^ channavwa, girdle with pearl hangings,
ardhoruka and a la^a/ama/^ reaching the knees.

9. Vlrabhadra - In a shrine in the row of structures parallel to the west wall
of the second enclosure. Standing in samabhanga, this god holds Dhanus in the

upper right hand, khadga in the upper left, another khadga in the lower right and
kheta in the lower left. He is adorned with makarakundalas, two graiveyakas, channa- .

vlra, udarabahdha, girdle with simhalalata buckle and purnoruka. There is Baksa to
bottom right.
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10. Vlrabhadra - Icon in & mahtapa in the same, row of structures as above.

Standing in samabhanga, this deity holds bana in the upper right hand, Dhanus in

the upper left, khadga in the lower right and khma in the lower left, He wears kirlta,
two graiveyakas, makarakundalas, channavlra, udarabahdha> girdle with simhalalata
buckle and purnoruka. There is Dabsa to bottom right.

11. D'dksinamurti (PL XV-1) - Icon inside a hiche on the outer enclosure of
the Kalahastl^vara shrine and lacing the southern entrance to the third enclosure.
Seated under a tree with one leg resting on apasmara below and with a sa^e on either

side at bottom, this deity holds naga in the upper right hand, ^^ii/a in the upper
left and keeps the lower right in cinmudra and the lower left in musti jam^ emanate
from his head all round. He wears makara and cakra kundalas, two haras; and
udarabahdha.

12. Daksinamurti In a niche on tfee right wall of the; Ahtarala of the

hasti^vara shrine. Seated with the right leg resting on apasmara below and the left

leg resting on the right thigh, this god holds damaru in the upper right haWd, aMsamala
in the upper left and keeps the lower right in abhaya and thi lower left in fnustL

He wears jatamakuta, paira and cakra kundalm, three haras, yqjmpanta and
udarabahdha.
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l3.:''Daksihamurti{Pl XV-2) - In a -niche on the north wall of the Garbhagrha

of the ManikamthSlyara shrine. Seated in virasana, this deity holds aksafflala m the

upper right hand, a round object in the upper left, and keeps the lower right In

cinmudra and the palm of the lower left open. He is adorned with kirlta, cakra-

kundalas, three graivgyakas, channavira9 udflrabahdha and purnoruka.

14. ffhairava;'

-
Sculpture on a pillar in the second gopura. Standing in sama-

bhanga, this deity holds ^marzrm tfifula in the lower left, ..ft

short sword In the lower right and bowl in the lower left. IJe wears a long kapala*
mala. Jams emanate from his head to the sides. There is a dog behind him.

15. -BhaiTma.^ In a niche on the inner side of the gopura of the Kasft-Visve^vara

shrine. Standing in samabhanga with a dog behind him, this nude deity holds damaru
in the upper right hand, triMla in the upper left andkhadgain the lower right. He
is adorned with jatamakuta, haras, udarabandha and girdle and wears a kapaiamal

mashing the knees.

16. Bhairava - Bronze kept in the corridor in the third enclosure. Standing
with the right leg slightly bent, this qude deity has eight hands. The upper right

rhands hold damani, khadga and gada. The upper left hands hold padma,paa and

ghahta. The lower right is in Sukatunda and the lower left holds a bowl. There is i

prabhd behind the god's head. The deity is decorated with jatamakuta with crescent

to right, cakrakmdalas, graivey^as/channel, udarabahdha and a rope like girdle." '" '" '
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Parvatlparinaya
-
Sculpture on the rock piitside the pmkara of the

temple. Siva stands in samabhanga in the centre holding param and
in the two upper hands. His loirea* right hand catches the extended right hand of
Parvati and the lower left rests 011 the head of Brahma seated to bottom left. There
are two women behind J>eyi. TJiere is Visiju to left before two men standing with
hands In ahjali.

18. Gfanapafi
- In a niche on the left w&ll'&fthvAhtar&fo of the Kaiahasti^vara

shrine. Seated on a padmapuka with the right leg folded and upraised and the left

bent so as to makfe its foot touch the protruding belly, this god holds "parqfu in the

upper right hand, pasa in the upper left, Dahta in the lower right and mdddka in the
lower left. He wears a pearl yagHSpavlta, haras and udarabahdha.

19. Nrita-Jjanapctti -
Sculpture on the rods; outside the prakara of the

kanthe^vara temple. Dancing in the catura pose, this deity has six hands. He holds
kbadga and ankvSa, in the upper right hands and lotus and paSa in the upper left
hands, The lower right holds Dahta and the lower left modaka.
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20. Nrtta^Ganap@ti - On a pillar in the entrance mafatapa of the
shrine. Dancing in the catura pose, this deity holds pa/a&u in the- -tipper right hawd
and throws the upper left across in the kankmtm pose holding a snake. Hei carries

modaka in the lower left hand.

21 . Mahaganapati (PL XVI-1) - In a corridor in the third prakara of the Kala-
hastlSvara shrine. Seated with the right leg bent, upraised and resting on the seat,
this god has ten hands. He holds $uf, kkadga, $%la and n&ga in the upper fight
hands and Sula, pa&a,-$ftla and another object in the upper left hands. The lower

right hand holds a fruit and the lower left is passed round the 'Devi's buttocks. The
trunk is curled in the front. The D&/I is seated on the left thigh of the god with her

legs hanging. She holds flower in the left hand and passes the right round the back
of the god.

22. Lakfrni-Gawpati - In the same corridor. Seated in vimsama, this god has

ten hands. The upper right hands hold cakra, trimla, cmku$a and another object;
The upper left hands hold ankua, pa$a and two other objects. The lower right holda
fruit and the lower leg is passed round the back of Devi Th Devi is seated on the
left thigh of the god holding a flower in the left hand and passing the 'right round
his back.

23, Kumara - On the right vertical of the rfvara of the big gopum.
vlrasana on the peacock, this god holds vftfra m tjtie two upper hands an4 keeps the

lower hands in abhaya and varada.

24. Kumara - In a shrine to ths right of the eataanc$ 0f the second

Standing in samabhanga^ this two handed deitjr |
hoWs lafF in the right hand an4

embraces the neck of the peacock standing behind him with the left hand. He wears

kirltamaknta, cakrakundalas,*
. . 7

25. Kumara - Qn a pillar in the second gopura, Standing in $qmabhanga?
this

deity holds Sakti in the right hand and kukfawti in the left, I-leJis adorned with graiye~

yakas, udarabahdha and a broad girdle. The peacock is sculptured on the
-'
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26. Kumara - In a corridor in the third enclosure of the KalahastlSvara shrine.
. *

'
'

Seated in vlrasana on a peacock, this god holds vajra in the upper right hand, trisula

in the upper left and keeps the lower hands in abhaya and varada. He wears Kirlta-

makuta, cakrakundalas, three haras and udarabahdha. There is a snake in the beak of
y

'

.

.

the peacock.

27. Kumara - In the same corridor. Standing in samabhanga before a peacock,
this deity holds vajra in the two upper hands and keeps the lower right in abhaya and
the lower left at kali.
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-
, 2^;" Kiimara (PL XVI-2) . In the same place. Standing in samabhanga before

a peacoek, this deity holds aksamala in the upper right hand, vajra in the upper left

and keeps the lower right in abhaya and the lower left at kali. He is decorated with

cakrakundalas, four haras, channavlra, yajnopavlta, udarabahdha, girdle with pearl

hangings and purnoruka.
a.
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29. Kumara and Devls - In a shrine to the left on the inner side of the main
gopara. Standing in samabhanga before the peacock, this deity holds aksamala in the

upper right hand and flower in the upper left and keeps the lower right in abhaya and
the lower left at kali. He is adorned with patrakundalas, five haras, yajnopavlta of
three strands, udarabahdha, and pumoruka. There is one Devi to his right and ano-
ther to his left, each carrying a flower in one hand and keeping the pther hand
hanging.

--2);-r In a niche on the right wall of the main gopura.

Standing ii samabhanga,*this deity holds Samkha and cakra in the upper hands and
keeps the lower right in abhaya and the lower left at;kati. She wears a kiicabahdha,
cakrakmdalas, waiste cloth spread to the sides in folds, long garland reaching the
knees and purmruka.

31. .'.'Durga-.Qnthe.gopwaofthe.K^ Standing in sama.
bhanga an the head of a buffalo-, this goddess holds Samkha. and cakra in the upper
hands and keeps the lower hands in abhaya and Varada.

32. Mahisamqrdanl-Qri the north wall of the Ahtarala of the Ma^ikanthesvara
teriiple. This six hartded deity holds ^/z^a in one upper left hand/ khadga'in one

upper right hand and the bui!alo's head in tlie lower left

33. Vishnu
- In a niche on the right wall of the G^rM^^

vara shrine. Standing on a padmapuha with the right leg slightly bent, this god holds
Samkha arid cakra in the upper hands and keeps the lower right in abhaya and the
lower left at kail He is adorned with yajnopmita,^ girdle of three strings.'' '""''' '

' '"' "' ' '' '



VI. THE PARASARESVARA TEMPLE, JGGIMALLAVARAM

Jogimallavaram is a small hamlet situated just behind Tiruchanur, which is

two miles to the south-east of Tirupati in the Chittoor district of Andhra Pradesh.
This hamlet was once part of the village of Tiruchanur, formerly known as Tirucchu-

kanur,JTirucchoginur
and SrKukagrama. The village seems to have been named

Tiruccoginur on account of the well known yogi, Sri Suka. It contains a fine Cola
temple dedicated to Para^areSvara.

There are several inscriptions in this temple. The earliest of them is dated in the
23rd year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajaraja I, corresponding to 1008 A. D.
Obviously ,the temple was well known by the beginning of the eleventh century. The
Colas conquerred the Tirupati region towards the end of the ninth century. This

temple may therefore be assigned to about the middle of the tenth century.

Three inscriptions supply information of a general nature. One of them,
dated in S. 991, in the reign of the Cola king, Cakravartin Virarajendradeva,
mentions the temple as that of Pipladl^varamudaiya-Mahadeva. (No. 273 of 1904);

Another, dated in the 41st year of the same reign, of the Cola king Rajakesarivarmap
alias Cakravartin Kulottunga Coladeva, registers a private gift. (No. 264 of 1904).
One more, dated in the 9th year of the reign of the Cola, king, Tribhuvanacakravartin

Eajarajadeva, registers a private gift. (No. 269 of 1904).

, ,

'
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Six records register gifts of villages and lands. Dated in the 35th year of the

same reign, one of them registers the king's gift of a village, free from taxes. (T. T.

D. I. Vol. I. No. 24). Another, dated in the 14th year of the reign of the Cola king,
Tribhuvanacakravartin Rajarajadeva, registers the gift of land made for the merit of

Vlranarasingadeva Yadavaraya. (No. 275 of 1904); The third, dated in the 36th

year of the same reign,, registers the gift of land. (No. 270 of 1904) The fourth,
dated in the 16th year of the same reign, registers the gift of land. (No. 267 of 1904).

The fifth, dated in the 7th year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajaraja III, registers

the gift of 6 patti of land, together with the taxes named Kodamaiyayam, Porkadamai,

padikaval, Vettisurikai, Kovari, and all other silvaris, for offering the tiruvardhayamam-

padi and the tirweluchchip-padi to the god. (T. T. D. I. I. No. 35). The last, dated

in the 41st year of the same reign, records the construction of a tank by the Mahe-i
Vai-a of Tirukkalatti Udaiyar's temple for the god TippaladlSvara Mudaya Mahadeva

(T. T.D.I. Vol. I. No. 25).
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Two records register gifts of gold to the temple. One, dated in the 9th year
of the reign of the Cola king, Tribhuvanacakravartin Rajarajadeva registers the gift
of gold. (No. 2^8 -of 1904). The second, dated in 9th year of the reign of the Cola
king, Rajaraja III, records the settlement of a dispute between the Mahesvaras and
the sthanattar of the temple on the one side and the Sabhaiyar of Tiruchchukanur on
the pther side regarding a gift of 26 Kalanju of gold for conducting worship on the
day of the Uttarayana-sankramanam. (T. T. D. I. I. Vol. I. No. 36).

'".'''. '''''''*".': if''
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One record, dated in the 14th year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajaraja III,
registers the gift of 6 paai of land, grain tax and gold tax derived from the salt pans
by the Yadavaraya chief, Vlranarasingadeya, for the celebration of the Mw'-festival
for the god. Mentions parasamayakolari, the manager of the temple. (T T D I
No. 38).

Four inscriptions register gifts of lamps. One, dated in the 3rd year of the
reign o'f the Cola king, Virarajendra Cola, registers the gift of vattakasu, tirukukkasu
and other taxes collected from a village belonging to Tippadlsvaramudaiya Mahadeva
of Tirucanur by a subordinate of the king for burning lamps. (T.T.D. Vol. 21).
Another, dated in the 1.6th .year of the reign the Cola king, Vikramacoja, registers a
gift for the supply of oil for the lamps during the procession in the Vaikasi festival.
(T. T. D. I. Vol. I. 33), the third, dated in 24th year of the reign of the Cola king,
Rajakesarivarman alias Cakravartiri Kulottungacoladeva, registers the gift of a lamp
to the temple of TippaladisVaramudaiya Mahadeva at Tiruchehuganur in the
Kuduvur-nddu, a subdivision of the Tintvengada-Kottam in the Mjendrasola-mandalam.
(No. 265 of 1904). The fourth, dated in the 24th year of the same reign' registers an
undertaking by four Sivabrahmanas of the inner shrine to keep four lights burning in
return for a gift of 128. cows. (T. t. D. Vol. I. No. 23).

One inscription dated in the 9th year of the reign ofthe C5|a king, Rajaraja III,
mentions the agreement of the Sivabrahmanas of this temple to bear the expen-
ses for conducting an Ubhaiyam. (T. T. t>. I. Vol. I. No. 37). Another, belonging
to the same reign, mentions a temple accountant. (T. T. D. I. Vol. I. No. 39).

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEMPLE

This temple consists of a roofed enclosure with only one entrance in the south
(PL XIW) <sirtaining the main shrine, a pradaksina, the Devi shrine and the
tniikh*i#Q$qpaj There is t^malt nandimantapa outside this enclosure and another
closed margapa beyond it, to the e^st.
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The main shrine has a pradaksina on the south, west and north. There are

six pillars in the northern and southern sections and two in the western section.

Four of these pillars have rectangular blocks below the capitals while the others

have round shafts without base. All have Cola capitals with the sides cut at 45

degrees and with a protruding block at the bottom on either side. There is a narrow

open space between this pradaksina and the shrine. There are a number of icons in

the pradaksina.

The Garbhagrha and Antarala are on an adhigtana which contains upana, recess,

tripaua, gala and alingapauika. Each wall of the Garbhagrha is decorated with two

pilasters at either end with a kosta between two pilasters in the centre. Each kosta

is surmounted by a domical torana. The walls of the Antarala contain three pilasters
each. There is the Bhutamala at the top of the walls and a moulded kapota above it,,

decorated with nasikas or gables at intervals. The kosta in the south wall of the

Garbhagrha contains an image of Daksinamurti, that in the west wall an image of

Visnu standing and the one in the north wall an image of Brahma standing.

The mukhamantapa contains two rows of four pillars each with corresponding

pilasters in the walls.

There is a brick and plaster vimdna above the Garbhagrha with its grlvd rising

direct from the roof. There is a simhalalata gable in each cardinal direction on the

grlvd with a kuta inside it. There are smaller gables in between these bigger nasikas

with the interspace decorated with a row of rafter heads. The large domical Sikhara

is of the Vssara Order and has a lotus at its top from which emerges the kalam.

The following icons are to be found in the covered enclosure round the main
shrine :-

Ganapati : The image is to the right of the entrance of the Antarala. Seated
with his left leg folded and rested against the rear part of the protruding belly and
the right leg bent at the knee and upraised, this deity holds ankuSa in the upper right

hand, pa$a in the upper left, danta in the lower right and modaka in the lower left.

The god wears a karandamakuta^ yajnopavfta, udarabandhaandChannavlra.

Daksinamurti :- This image is in the kosta in the south wall of the Garbhagrha.
Seated mvirasana with the right foot resting on the shoulders of Apasmara, and the
left foot resting on the left thigh, this god holds aksamala in the upper right hand
and kamandalu in the upper left. The lower right is in cinmudra and the lower left

holds a book. Jatas emanate to the sides and form a prabhamandala. The deity is

adorned with cakrakundalas
y three graiveyakas, yajfidpavlta and udarabandha. There

are two sages on either side at the bottom.
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Visnu :- This image is found in the ko&a on the west wall of the Garbhagrha.
* *

. <G7 *

Standing in samabhanga, this deity holds famkha and cakra in the two upper hands,

keeps the lower right in abhaya and the lower left on the edge of the thigh.

Kumara:- This image, -along with the images of two attendant devls, is found

in the north-western part of the pradaksina. Seated in vlrasana on the back of the

peacock, this deity has six faces, three in the front and three behind. He has twelve

hands. The upper right hands hold vajra, bana^ khadga, cakra and another object;

the upper left hands hold tri&ula, dhanus, sakti
y
kukkuta on a pillar and pa$a. The

lower right hand is in abhaya and the lower left in varada. .The god is adorned with

cakrakundalas, three graiveyakas channavlra, udarabandha and a girdle with pearl

hangings; A devl stands to his right with the right hand hanging and the left hold-

ing ulpala. There is another devi to the left holding utpala . in her right hand and

keeping the left hanging.

Brahma:- (PL XVII-2) This image is located in the kosta in the north wall

of the Garbhagrha. Standing in samabhang, this god has three heads and four

hands. He holds aksamala in the upper right hand and kamandalu
\
in the upper left.

The lower right is in abhaya and the lower left at kati. He is adorned with jaiama-

kutd, makarakundalas, three graivgyakas, yajnopavlta and the girdle with simhalalata

buckle.

Caijdi:~ This image is in the northern section of the pradaksina facing the

image of Brahma. Seated with the left leg folded and resting on the seat and the

right hanging, this attendant of Siva holds lotus bud in the left hand and rests the

right hand on the right thigh.

Balasubrahmanya :- This image is to be found to the left of the entrance of

the Kamaksi shrine. Standing in samabhanga, this god keeps the right hand in abhaya
and the left at katL He is adorned with yajnopavita, udarabandha, graiveyakas, a girdle

with simhalalata buckle and a long garland reaching above the knees.

The north wall of the enclosure projects to the north at the angle formed by
the northern wing of the pradaksina and the mukhamamapa. In this projection is

located the small shrine of Kamaksi, the consort of Parasaresvara. The Garbhagrha
contains the image of the devi standing in samabhanga holding ankuSa in the upper
right hand and pasa in the upper left and keeping the two lower hands in abhaya and
varada*

There is a window with a perforated screen in the east wall of the enclosure,

Opposite this window and outside the enclosure there is a small mantapa with a low
adhist&na, four typical Cola pillars and a flat roof, containing a small nandi.
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There is another mantapa to the east of the nandimantapa. This mantapa is

closed on three sides and open. on the eastern side. It contains four pillars in the

front, four at the back and four in the centre. Its adhigtana has a row of makaras at

the top above the alingapattika. All the pillars have capitals with the bodigaL There

is a satkona on the underside of the celling above the four central pillars. The

following sculptures are to be found on the back wall of this mantapa :-

1. Parvatiparinaya :- Accompanied by two women with their hands in anjali,

standing behind her, Parvatl holds an -object in her left hand and with her right hand
catches the extended right hand of Siva, irJiva, standing in sarnabhanga and holding
ankuSa in the upper right hand and mrga. in the upper left, catches the hand of Parvatl

with his lower right hand and keeps the lower left on the head of Brahma seated on
the ground in padmasana. Vis$u stands to the extreme left with his two lower hands
outstretched.

2. Nrtta Ganapati :- Dancing with his trunk turned to the right, this god is

accompanied by two women, one playing the mrdanga and the other beating the

cymbals.

3. Somaskanda :- In. this family group, Ganapati is seated at the extreme right,
Next to him is Siva seated in Vlrasana holding para$u in the upper right hand and
mrga in the upper left and keeping the two lower hands mabhaya and varada. Next
to him is Kumara as a. child and. to the further right is Parvatl seated. Her right
elbow rests on the right knee and holds a flower and the left rests on the seat.

4. Kankalamurti :- Standing with the right leg slightly bent, this deity has four

hands. The upper right hand feeds a dog standing at the right bottom and the upper
left holds the kankaladanda on the shoulder. A naga emerges to the right from his

body and another rises above the kankaladanda. There is a woman holding a basket

on her head to the bottom left. Jams flow to the sides from the head of the deity,
He is decorated with makarakundala on the right ear and cakrakundala on the left

.
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ear, three graiveyakas and yajnopavlta.



VII. THE TEMPLES OF NELLORE

Nellore is the headquarters of a district of that name in coastal AndhradeSa
and reached through a Railway station of that name situated on the Vijayavada-
Madras section of the southern Railway.

The place was popularly known as Vikramasimhapura and Simhapura. In

ancient times, it was on the border between Paka-nadu, Munda-nadu and Tooda-
mandalam. In the Cola times it was included in the Padai-nddu which was part of

the Cedikula-manikka-valanadu, a sub-division of the Jayakonda-cola-mandalam.*f
,

* * *

This town contains two fine Cola temples, the temple of Ranganayakasvami and the

temple of MulasthaneSvara.

THE RANGANAYAKASVAMI TEMPLE

This temple is mentioned in inscriptions as the Triupparkadarchittiram^lmnnagar
and its god as Pallikondanatha and Talasayanapperumal of Talpagiri. There are over

jtwenty inscriptions in this temple which register gifts made to it. Many of them

belong to the time of Kulottunga I Others mention Madhurantakapottapicola
Ranganatha alias Rajagandagopala, Tammusiddhi, the Cola kiDg, Rajaraja, and the

Pandyan. king, Sundara Pandya. The earliest of them is dated in the 10th year of

Kulottunga, corresponding to 1080 A. D. Obviously, the temple is earlier in date

and may be assigned to about 1000 A. D.

This temple is situated in a suburb known as Ranganayakulupeta on the

southern bank of the river Pennar. It is inside a walled enclosure with a fore-court

before it having an only entrance surmounted by a gopura in^^ the east (PL XVIII-1).
There is another gopma in the west facing the river. An opening in the west wall
leads from the fore-court into a rectangular enclosure behind it. Inside this enclo-

sure are situated the temple kitchen, built against the east wall, a small pillared

mantapa standing separately, the alamkammantapa and the hall of mirrors built

against the south wall, all of them being recent constructions. A small shrine hou-

sing the image of Ranganayaki, the consort, of the main deity, and a long pillared

corridor, now walled up and converted into rooms, are built against the west wall

on either side of the west gopura. Built against the north wall are the Andal shrine

inside a long pillared mantapa, the VahanaSala and a room containing the images of

the Alvars. Inside this open enclosure is another covered enclosure which contains
the main shrine,
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The small pillared mantapa in the southern part of the enclosure is of a late

period. Its pillars have capitals with the bodigai well formed. It may be a sixteenth
century addition.

The mantapa built against the south half of the west wall has three rows of
four pillars each which are of modern construction. The shrine of Andal, situated
inside it, is old. Its adhistana is covered completely by the flooring and only the top
portions of the simhalalata gables adorning it are visible. The walls are plain. There
is a pradaksina on three sides, each with a row of round pillars without bases and ador-
ned with Cola capitals. The shrine proper consists of the Garbhagrha and the Antarala.
The image inside the former is that of Laksml, standing holding a lotus in each of
the two upper hands and keeping the two lower hands in abhaya and varada.

The long mantapa in the northern part of the enclosure (PL XVIII-2) contains
five rows of thirteen pillars each. All these pillars are round and without base and
bear Cola capitals with the sides cut at 45 degrees and with protruding blocks at the
bottom on either side. Only two pillars in the centre have capitals with the bodigai
in the formative stage. There is a portico in the north-western angle of the mantapa.
At the western end of this mantapa is the shrine of Andal. It consists of the Garbha-
grha with each of its walls decorated with four pilasters and Antarala with each of its
two walls decorated with a single pilaster. There are two pillars before the Antarala
having capitals with the bodigai. The Devi inside the sanctum holds a lotus in her
right hand and keeps the left hanging.

The west gopura contains four talas each having the series -
kuta, panjara, said,

panjara and kuta. There are no indications of Vijayanagara architectural features
on this gopura and it may therefore to be assigned to the pro-Vijayanagara period.

The walls of the inner enclosure which contains the main shrine, are plain and
rest on a simple adhistana of three members (PL XIX-1). There is a kapota above
the walls decorated with lotus scroll and gables at intervals containing human
heads and lotuses inside.

Inside this covered enclosure are the Garbhagriha and Antarala with a pradak-
sina on three sides, the Mukhamamapa, the Mahamantapa and another addition before
it. The Mahamantapa has two entrances, one in the north and the other in the south
and five rows of five pillars each in side. There is an annexe to this mantapa in the
west containing a small Hanuman shrine and the Vaikttnthadvara in the north, sur-
mounted by an Ekatala vimana and the Garuda shrine in the centre. Beyond is the
dhvajastambha.

The Pradaksina inside contains two rows of eight pillars each in the north and
southand two rows of two pillars each in the east. There are five rows of eight
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pillars each in the Mukhamantapa, all with round shafts without base and with

typical Cola capitals.

The adhisiana of the Garbhagrha contains updna, high patta, recess, tripatta,

gala cut into compartment and alingapauika. Each of its three walls has a recess

and a patta at the base and the series-three pilasters, kosta and three pilasters above.

These pilasters have capitals without the protruding block on either side at the

bottom but those in the four corners have this member. The kostas are peculiar.

Their top contains three rectangles of diminishing size placed one above the other,

There is a broad patta above the capitals of the pilasters and above it a row of beam
heads all along the wall. Above is the kapota, slightly moulded and decorated with

gables containing lotuses. All the kostas are empty.

The two walls of the Antarala contain the series-pilaster, kosta and pilaster.

Above each kosta is a semi-circle with its outer edge supporting lotuses. There is a

smaller semi-circle inside this.

The Vimana above the Garbhagrha is of the dvitala type and has the ayatasra

variety of Vesara Sikhara. This is obviously because of the fayanamurti'insidG.

The image inside the Garbhagrha is that of Visnu reclining on Sesa facing the

west in the south-north direction. It is fashioned out of sudha or plaster.

THE MGLASTHANfiSVARA TEMPLE

This temple is situated in a suburb known as Mulapeta in the town of Nellore.

It is inside an open walled enclosure with an only entrance in the east surmounted

by a gopura (PL XIX-2). The temple faces the east.
.
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Inside the open enclosure mentioned above are a small Virabhadra shrine built

against the east wall, another small shrine containing the Sahasra-linga in the

southern part, a hall housing several loose stone icons and a small mantapainihz
northern part. In the centre of this enclosure are the two shrines of Mulathane^-
vara and his consort, Bhuvane^vari, both within a covered enclosure. The outer

side of the walls of the enclosure of the Mulasthanesvara shrine contains pilasters
with bodigai capitals. There is a kapota above them adorned with simhalal$ta

gables.

The shrine of Mulasthanesvara (PL XX-1 ) consists of the Garbhagrha, the

Antarala, a pradaksina on three sides of these two structures, the Mukhamantapa and
an opon corridor' 'before it."-

:;

This corridor seems to have been formed recently with two walls built in the

north and the south and a shrine of Ganapati at the southern end. There are two

pillars in the Centre and a nandimantapa and the dhvajastambha before this corridor.
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The Mukhamantapa has entrances in the north and south and contains five rows
offour pilasters each. All of them have round shafts without base and with typical
Cola capitals. The four central pillars alone have capitals with the bodigai in the
formative stage.

The pradaksina has seven pillars in the north and south and two in the west.

The adhistdna of the Garbhagrha contains upana, pddma, recess, tripatta, gala
cut into compartments and alingapattika. It is In three sections, the central section

projecting. The walls above are decorated with the series - three pilasters, Sdla
kosta and three pilasters, each. The kosta in the south contains the image of Daksi-
namttrti, that in the west the image of Visnu and that In the north the image of
Brahma. Above these kostas there is a band with a projecting central section deco-
rated with lotus leaves. There is a moulded kapota above this band adorned with
lotuses at intervals.

The two walls of the Antarala have one kosta each, that in the north containing
the image of Durga and that in the south containing the figure of Ganapati. There
is a small shrine of Candl near the water outlet in the north wall.

The Vimana above the Garbhagrha is of the Ekatala type and has a round
Vesara Sikhara. There are nandis in the four corners of the phalaka. The Gala is

adorned with moulded sculptures in the cardinal directions. There is a big simha-
lalata gable in each cardinal direction on the Sikhara.

THE DEVI SHRINE.

This shrine is situated to the north of the MulasthaneSvara shrine inside a
covered enclosure. It consists of. an; open pillared corridor, the Mukhamantapa, the

pradaksina, the Garbhagrha and the Antarala.

The outer side of the walls of the enclosure is decorated with pilasters contain-

ing bodigai capitals. There is a moulded kapota above adorned with simhalalata

gables.

The open corridor in the front has two pillars in the centre with corresponding
pilasters, all with Cola capitals. The back walls of this corridor is decorated with
three pilasters on either side of the dvdra. The verticals of this dvdra are adorned
with the lotus leaf design and the lintel contains the figure of Gajalaksmi. There is

a band at the top of the wall ornamented with lotus leaves.

The Mukhamantapa beyond contains three rows of four pillars each. Each of
these pillars has a rectangular block, an ocatagonal shaft, another rectangular block
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and a typical Cola capital above. There is a raised square between the four central

pilasters with a lion to its west facing the Garbhagrha.

The pradaksina contains four pillars in the north and south and two in the

west, all of them without base, and with round shafts and Cola capitals.

The adhistana of the Garbhagrha contains upana, pana, padma, recess, tripatta,

gala and alingapattika. It has a projecting central section. Each of its walls is deco*
rated with the series - two pilasters, group of four pilasters and two pilasters. These

pilasters have bodigai capitals. Above is a band decorated with lotus leaves and
above it a moulded kapota adorned with simhalalata gables.

The walls of the Antarala contain three pilasters each.

The Vimana of the shrine is of the Ekatala type and the Sikhara is oblong and

belongs to the Vesara Order.



VIII. THE TEMPLES OF TONDAMANNAD

Tondamannad is a small village situated about five miles from Kalahasti, in

the Taluk of that name in the Chittoor district of Andhra Pradesh. It can be reached

"by a cart track branching off from the Tirupati-Kalahasti road after the fourth mile

stone from Kalahasti. This village contains two small Cola temples, the Adityesvara

temple and Virirundaperuma^ temple, which are of particular importance for the

study of Cola architecture in Andhradesa.

One inscription, dated in the 5th year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajaraja-

deva, records the gift of a village to the god of Tirumerkkoyil by Ghattideva Yadava-

raya. (S. I. 1. VIIL No. 531). Another, dated in the 34th year of the reign of the

Cola king, Maduraikonda Kopparakesari, registers an endowment of 105 Kalanjus of

gold, registered by the members of the Sabha Sabhaiyar and members of the town

(Nagarattar) of Tondaman-Perarriir in the name of the Vagi^varapa^dita Bhatavar

of Pallippadai for the purpose of defraying the expenses in cash and kind in connec-

tion with the celebration of a seven days festival in the month of Purattdsi to the god
in the Sri KodandarameSvara temple lasting from the Kettai (Jyesta) naksatram to

Sthlya (iatabhigam) naksatram. This record gives interesting details of several

functionaries in the temple like Ilaiyiduvam (Supplier of water) Nirauuvan (Supplier
of water) Kalamiduran (Supplier of mud pots) Paviduran (Supplier of flowers) etc,,

and the emoluments in kind to be paid to them from out of the proceeds of the

endowment. It records further that the income from the endowment includes 'Polivu*

(interest) on the cash part of it. (S. I. I. VIIL No. 529), The third, dated in

S. 1187:, in the reign of the king, Tikkayadeva Maharaja, records the building of the

task sluice by the king. (S. L I. VIIL No. 532). A fourth inscription, dated in the

34 year of the CSla king, Madiraikonda Parakesarivarman, registers a gift of gold
for feeding 1,000 brahmaijas on certain festive occasion. It mentions the temple of

Kodandarame^vara alias Aditye^vara and a certain VagKvara pandita bhattara.

(230 of 1903). A fourth dated in . &.. 1165 in engraved on the adhis|ana of Virirunda-

pperumal temple.

THE VIRIRUNDAPPERUM-AL TEMPLE
* ...
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This temple is situated outside me village inside a mud fott surrounded by a

moat (PL XX-2). It faces the east. The body of the temple, up to the roof, is

built of stone while the vimana is of brick. This temple consists of the Garbftagrha,

Antmala and Mukhamamapa which was origiiially open but was subsequently walled
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up on the north, south and east. There is a simple entrance or dvara in the east

wall, forming a narrow porch before the Mukhamahtapa.

The Garbhagrha and Antarala, which is narrower., stand on the same adhistana

(PL XXI-1). This adhistana consists of upana, wide recess, broad paua> narrow

recess, tripaua, gala cut into compartments by wide pilasters and alingapanika.

,
The walls of the Garbhagrha are more or less plain. They are decorated with

a stnall niche with three plain pilasters on each side. The niche in the north wall is

surmounted by an arch-like torana with a simhalalata at the top and a human head
inside. The niches in the west and south walls is similar but there is a squatting
lion inside each arch (PL XXI-2). The torana above the niche in the south wall

contains creeper design all over. The pilasters have typical Cola capitals with the

protruding block on the sides at the bottom.

The kapota oi
4

cornice above the walls is slightly moulded.
"

' ' ... ,
. *!.......''

The Vimana is of brick and the dvitala or two storeyed type and its base is.

decorated with the series kuta,panjara, Sala, panjara and kuta. The gala is high and
contains six simhalalata gables. The Sikhara is of six faces and belongs to \fasDravida
Order.
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The adhistana of the Mukhamanatpa consists of upana, recess, broad
narrow recess, tripatta, iiatt'ow iecess and\^Iingapattika.\

The interior of the temple consists of a narrow porch with two pillars and two

pilasters in the front and a wall at the back with an entrance or dvara; the Mttkha-

mantapa, Antarala mAGwbhagrhft. The pillars contain a high base, an octagonal
shaft, a rectangular block, another octagonal part, another rectangular block, and
the capital There is a kapota, slightly moulded, protruding from the roof of the

porch. Four pillars which were originally free have been enclosed by the back wall,

The dvara in this wall contains dvarfipalakas at the bases of the two verticals and

creeper design all over. The lintel of the cross beam has Gajalaksmi.

The Mukhamantapa was originally open. It contains four pillars in the centre

wMich resemble those in the porch. The entrances of the Antarala and Garbhagrha
are plain. The sanctum contains an image of Perumal or Visnu with Samkha and
cdkra in the upper hands and the lower hands kept in abhaya and varada.

To the east of the temple and on the mud wall of the fort are to be seen the

following loose iconk :-
'

i
;
,'*':,;: ,"'''''.'' '''' "''' ''

1. Linga in a somasutra. /

2. Devi seated in padmasana holding'^wnkfa- &w^
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3 & 4. Devi seated in padmasana holding a bent object above her head.

5 & 6. Woman seated in padrnasana, holding her head with the left hand and
cutting it with a sword held in the right hand.

7. Woman standing holding sword in the right hand and keeping the left

at Kati.
' '#''.

8. Slab with two feet inside a circle.

9. Slab with an inscription in. the southern script.

10. Village deity seated in padmasana.
11. Small icon of Ganapati.

THE ADITYE^VARA TEMPLE.

This temple is situated in Bokkisampalem, a hamlet of Tondamannad. It is

inside a compound with a brick gopura of very recent construction in the east.

Inside the compound there is a small Siva shrine in the south, the Devi shrine

and another small &iva shrine in the north. The main shrine of Aditye<Svara ?
consis-

ting of a narrow porch. Antarala and Garbhagrha, is in the centre. Before it are a

nandimamapa, Dhvajastamba and ballpltha.
* ' .,.'

.

" ''(',
Siva shrine ;- This shrine, which is in the southern part of the compound; is

of brick. It has a low vimana of two talas with a seated Dev! figure before its front

or east face. The other talas have a small la/a surmounted by simhalalata. The
gala is high and of the Nagara Order. There is a linga on vedi inside the sanctum.

Devi Shrine:- This is another small shrine* There is one small slab to the

left of its entrance containing the figure of Bhairava standing before a dog holding
tri&ula in the upper right hand, damaru in the upper left and bowl in the lower left.

To the right of the entrance is another slab containing the figure of Surya standing

holding a lotus in each of his two hands. The shrine contains an Antarala and

Garbhagrha which houses an icon of two handed Devi standing with utpalam the

right hand and the left kept hanging. There are empty niches on each of the three

walls of the Garbhagrha and on each of the two walls of thQ Antarala.

shrine:- This shrine is adjacent to the Dev! shrine and has a stepped
vimana with a Nagara Sikhara.

^ .'-..' .
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Adhistana:- The adhistana of the ^rMa^a is peculiar. On all the three

sides it is in three sections, the central section projecting. The sections on the sides

contain upana, recess, tripatta, gala cut into compartments and a wide aUngapattika t
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The three central projecting sections are different. The central section below the

north wall has the tripaaa carved into a padma with ribbon cuttings in the centre

and lotus petals above'and below it. Above this padma is a broad patta or band

containing in a row Makaramukha, lion with forepaw raised, makara, makara,lion

with forepaw raised and makaramukha. Above the padma in the adhistana of the

west and north walls is a band containing a makaramukha, crouching lion, lion look-

ing back with the tail curled above the body, design, lion looking back, crouching

lion and makaramukha.
i

'

The adhistana of the Antarala is similar to that of the receding sections of the
*

Garbhagrha.

Walls :- The walls of the Garbhagrha and Antarala are plain. Each of them

has a kosta or niche in the centre. The niche in the north wall contains the figure

of Brahma (PL XXIII-2) (XXII-2) with three heads holding aksamala in the upper

right hand, kamandalu in the upper'left, and keeping the lower right in abhaya and

the lower left at kati. He is adorned with triple graiveyaka, channavira, purnoruka

and manjiras. The niche in the west wall contains the figure of Visnu standing

holding iamkha and cakra in the upper hands and keeping the lower right in abhaya
and the lower left at kali. The niche in the south wall contains the figure of

Daksipamurti (PL XXIII- 1) seated in virasana with the right foot resting on

apasmdrapumsa and a bearded sage on either side at bottom. He holds ndga in the

upper right hand, flame in the upper left > aksamala in the lower right andpustaka in

the lower left. He wears a jatawiakuta, four graiveyakas, yajnopavlta of two strings,

mEkhala^ purnoruka, and manjlras. He is seated under a tree. The niche in the

south wall contains the figure of standing Ganapati. The niche in the north wall is

empty. A loose icon, found in the compound, of Durga with famkha and cakra in

the upper hands and the lower right in abhaya and lower left at kati
9 might have

been originally located in this niche.

Vimana - The vimana of this shrine (Pi XXIII-2) is of brick and of the Ekatala

type, adorned with the series -
kuta, paniara, ^ala? panjara and kuta. The phalaka

contains Nandi in the corners. The gala is high 'and adorned with simhalalatas in thf
four cardinal directions. The Sikhara is of the Nagara Order.

1
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Interior - There is a narrow porch in the front with Cola capitals protruding
from the top of the walls in the north and south. There is a narrow vedi against the
north wall of the Antarala on which are kept the metallic images of Somaskanda and
Devi. The Garbhagrha contains a high Vedi and a polished black granite linga on it.



IX. THE IRUNOOLESVARA TEMPLE, LADDIGAM.'

This small temple is situated to the right of the Punganflr
- road about four

miles fromJPunganur, the headquarters of a taluk of that name in the Chittoor
district of Andhra Pradesh. It is easily reachable by bus from Mandanapalle, the

headquarters of another taluk of the same name in the same district.

The temple is situated inside a stone prakara with an only entrance in the east
surmounted by a low gopura and consists of the main shrine in the centre, a mantapa
in the south-western corner and another mantapa in the north-western corner with a
Devi shrine in it. The temple faces the east.

\

There are a few inscriptions in this temple which supply information about
the probable date of its construction.

One record, dated in the 9th year of the Cola king, Rajarajadeva, registers the

gift of money for the merit of Uttamacola-GangaVettum Amarabarana Sitta Vidadeva.
The temple is said to be that of Irungolls'varamudaiya Nayanar of Koyarrur alias

Uttamacola-puram in the Vada-puli-nadu, a subdivision of the Perumbanappadi in the

Jayangonda-cola-mandalam. (No. 551 of 1906). Another, dated in the 14th year of the

reign of the king Uttamacola, registers the gift made to the temple of Irungoles'vara-
mudaiya-Nayanar at^Koyarrur. (No. 549 of 1906). The third, dated in the 9th year
of the reign of the Cola king, Vikramacoladeva, mentions the temple of IrungoleSvara-
mudaiya Mahadeva at Koyarrur alias Uttamacolapuram. (No. 546 of 1906). The
fourth, dated in 16th year of the reign of the Cola king, Rajakesarivarman alias

Cakravartin 6ri Kulottunga Coladeva, registers the gift of a village in thePali-nadu,
a district of the Rattapadikonda- Cola-mandalam, to the temple of IrungolisVamudaiya-
Mahadevar built at Koyarrur alias Uttamasolapuram, m the same nadu by Adavalan
Gangaikonda cola alias Irungolan. (No. 553 of 1906). The fifth, dated in the 20th

year of the reign of the Coia king, Kulottungacoladeva, registers the gift of 96 sheep
for a lamp to the temple. (No. 550 of 1906). The fifth, registers the gift of money
for three lamps to the temple of Irungoli^varamudaiya Mahadevar at Koyarrur alias

Uttamacolapuram. (No. 548 of 1906).

There is a low gopura surmounting the only entrances to the open courtyard
in which the temple is situated. The adhisffina of this structure consists of upana,
broad, patta, narrow recess, tripatta, gala and alingapattika. The walls are plain and
there are two simple pilasters on either side of the dvara. The jambs of this dvara
are decorated with the lotus creeper design and the verticals are adorned with lotos
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petals. The lintel has the figure of Gajalaksml. There is the Bhutamald above the

dvara and a moulded kapota above it adorned with four simhalalata gables. There

is a row of lions on the edge of the roof. The vimana rises from the roof and its

gala contains the figure of Indra in the centre with two pilasters on either side. The

northern gable of the vimana contains the figure of Brahma seated in Vlrasana and

the southern gable the figure of Vyakhyana
- Daksinamurti, seated in vlrasana with

one foot resting on apasmarapurusa.

The mantapa^ situated in the south-western corner of the courtyard, contains

three pillars with corresponding pilasters, all having Cola capitals with the sides cut

to 45 degrees but without the protruding block at the bottom.

The mantapa in the north -' western corner contains four pillars in the north

and two rows of two pillars in the east. The Devi shrine is towards the western end

of this mantapa and has &pradaksina on three sides. It consists of only the Garbha-

grha andhouses an Image of Devi standing holding a lotus in each of the two upper
hands and keeping the two lower hands in abhaya andvarada.

The main shrine consists of the Garbhagrha, Antrala, Mukhamantapa and a

nandlmantapa. It Stands on &nadhi$tana which contains upana, broad patta, narrow

recess, tripcma recess,
:

patta, gala and alingapattika. The walls of the Garbhagrha
are decorated with two pilasters, kosta and two pilasters each. There is narrow

band above each kosta. Above is the Bhiitamala and above it a kapota decorated

with simhalalatas. There is a row of lions on the edge of the roof all along. The
Kosta in the north contains the image of Brahma decorated with Kirltamakuta,

makarakmdalasl^ channavlra, Udarabandha^ yajnopavlta, broad girdle

and a long garland reaching the thighs. The kosta in the back or west wall contains

the figure of Visnu standing holding Samkha, cakra and gada and adorned with

kintamakMd^ makaraktindalas, three graiveyakas, yajnopanta, udarabandha, broad

girdle with pearl hangings and a simhalalata buckle. The kosta in the south wall

contains an image of Daksinamurti with jatas flowing to the sides. This god is

seated in viramna with the apasmara below and holds akmmala and flame in the two

upper hands. He is decorated with makara and cakra kundalas, broad graiveyaka,

channavira, yajnopanta, udarabandha and a broad girdle. There is a bearded sage on

either side at bottom. The band above the kostas is peculiar. It corresponds to the

torana found above the ko$ta in other temples. The band above the kosta in the west

wall is decorated with a simhalalata in the centre with a makara at each end. The
band above the kosta in the south wall contains a creeper in the centre with a lion qji

either side.
,
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Each wall of the Antarala contains two pilasters kosta and one pilaster. The
niche in the north wall contains the figure of Ganapati while that in the south wajl
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is empty. There is a loose icon of Daksinamurti nearby and this might have been
originally located in this niche. The bands above these niches contain makara,
pillar with a linga on its top on either side with Gajalaksmi In the centre.

The north wall of the Mukhamantapa contains three pilasters, empty kosta and
three pilasters. There is a band with the lotus creeper design above the kosta. The
south wall has two pilasters, the entrance porch and two pilasters. The only ent-

rance to this mantapa is through a porch in the south. There are four pillars in this

porch with Cola capitals but without the protruding block on either side at the
bottom. The dvara is flanked by a pilaster on either side. The jambs are decorated
with the creeper design and the verticals with the lotus motiff. There is the
Bhutamala above the dvara. The east wall of the mantapa contains a small niche
with a perforated screen inside it. There is a narrow band with lotus creeper design
above this window,

> .';'...'. '
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There are four central pillars inside the Mukhamantapa with corresponding
pilasters in the walls. - These pillars have round shafts with a band in the centre
adorned with pearl hangings and Cola capitals whose sides are cut at 45 degrees.
There is a small nandi between the pillars and the Antardla. The dvara of the
Antarala is flanked by two pilasters and a shallow kosta on either side. There is no
lintel.. There is the Bhutamala above the dvara. The Garbhagrha contains a linga
on a low vedl and the water outlet is in the north wall below thekosta.
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The vimdna above the Garbhagrha rises immediately from the roof and con-
tains only the gala, sikhara and a stone kala&a. There are the figures of Daksioamurti
in the south, Yoganarasimha in the west, Buahma ia the north and Viso.u in the east

in the four cardinal directions on the gala. The ikhara is domical and of the
Visara Order. There is a nandi in each of the four corners on the roof near '.-the

vimdna.

There are a few loose icons in the court yard of this temple viz., Daksinamurti;

standing Devi image, standing Visnu, two handed Devi seated in Vlrasana with a
woman on either side and standing Ganapati.



X THE RAMALINGESVARA TEMPLE, NANDI-KANDI

Nandi - Kandi is a small village situated in the Zahirabad Taluk of the Medak
district in the Telingana part of Andhra Pradesh. It is about forty miles from
Hyderabad and can be reached by bus. This village contains a small but fine Siva

temple of the Later Galukyan period which is of considerable architectural im-

portanee.

The temple was originally enclosed by a prakara of which the walls have fallen

and disappeared. Only its entrance is intact.

The temple faces the east and there is a fine torana before it about a hundred

yards to the further east. The main shrine inside the prakara contains the

Garbhagrha, Antarala and Mukhamantapa with three porches on the east, south and
north. There are, besides, two minor shrines of recent construction and a well inside

the prakara.

Torana (PL XXIV- 1) This torana contains two verticals and a cross beaM
above them. The verticals are slightly carved and contain at the top a big
simhlalata and a gable with a distended spade head above it. At each extremity on the

cross beam is a stone KalaSa. In the centre there is a granite block with sculptures
on both sides. The front or east side of the slab contains a fine figure of Siva-

Nataraja (PL XXIV-2). The deity stands on the prostrate figure of apasmarapurusa
with his left leg bent at the knee and resting on the neck of the apasmarapurusa and
the right leg stretched to the side. He has eight hands of which seven hold different

weapons. The eighth hand is stretched in the Jfear/Aa^a pose. The god is adorned
with Kirua, graiveyaka, Channavira and a long garland reaching below the knees,

There is a man on each side at bottom. The back or west side of the slab contains

the figure of Gajalaksmt

Main entrance (PL XXV-4) - The main, entrance to the prakara is guarded by
an elephant on either side and has a moon stone with lotus buds hanging on the
sides before thspadi or base beam. It has a plain doorway.

Garbhagrha - This entire structure from the upana to the top of the walls is

peculiar. It is not plain containing one member above the other. Nor do the walls

contain slight alternating projections and recesses or pilasters and Kostas or niches.

The outerside has a number of angular projections and deep recesses alternating.

Theadhfs^ tripatta, another gala,
broad pama with semicircular elevations and a very narrow
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The three walls of this structure are peculiarly decorated (PL XXV-2). They
contain from south to north (1) a flat part with a pilaster in nine sections, four on
each side of a broad central section (2) recess with a pilaster supporting a miniature
vimana surmounted by an amalaka Sikhara inside an arch (3) projecting angular part
with a pilaster in three sections (4) recess with a pilaster surmounted by a miniature
vimdna with amalaka tikhara inside an arch (5) an angular projection with a broad

pilaster in sections (6) recess with a pilaster supporting a miniature vimana surmount-
ed by an amalaka Sikhara inside, an' arch (7) angular projection with a pilaster in

sections (8) recess with a pilaster supporting a miniature vimdna surmounted by an
amalaka tikhara inside an arch (9) angular projection with a pilaster in sections

(10) recess with a pilaster supporting a miniature vimdna surmounted by a round iikhara

inside an arch (11) angular projection with a pilaster in sections (12) recess with a

pilaster supporting a miniature vimana surmounted by an amalaka Sikhara inside an
arch (13) angular projection with a pilaster in sections (14) recess with a pilaster

supporting a miniature vimana surmounted by an amalaka iikhara inside an arch

(15) angular projection with a pilaster in sections (16) recess with a pilaster supporting
a miniature vimdna surmounted by an amalaka iikhara inside an arch (17) angular
projection with a pilaster in sections (18) recess with a pilaster supporting a minia-
ture vimdna surmounted by an amalaka Sikhara inside an arch (19) angular projection
with a pilaster in sections (20) recess with a pilaster supporting a miniature vimana
surmounted by an amalaka iikhara inside an arch (21) angular projection with a

pilaster in sections (22) recess with a pilaster supporting a miniature vimana sur-

mounted by an amalaka tikhara (23) angular projection with a pilaster in sections

(24) recess containing a pilaster supporting a miniature vimana surmounted by an
amalaka iikhara inside an arch and (25) a flat part containing a broad pilaster having
eight sections on either side of a broad central part. There are, on the whole, thirteen

angular projections and twelve recesses. Some of the miniature vimdnas have six

taJas while the others are flat and a few have a conical central band.

Above the walls of the Garbhagrha and on the edge of the roof immediately
above each pilaster in an angular projection below is a big miniature vimana of seven
talas and a flat conical band in the centre, containing in some cases, the lotus creeper
design.

Antarala - The outerside of the two walls of the antardla is differently decorat-
ed. Each wall contains a broad pilaster with eight sections on either side of a broad

part. On either side of this pilaster is a pilaster supporting a miniature vimana of

eight tolas the phalaka in four sections, a double amalaka Sikhara and &kala$a. The
front part of the miniature vimana has a band containing a vertical row of nine
nasikas or gables.
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^Superstructure
- There are two members above the roof, a vimana above the

Garbhagrha and Sukanasa above the antarala. The vimana is peculiar. It is of the

dvitala type and contains thirteen miniature storeyed vimanas in eachtala. Above is

thePhalaka In four sections each containing thirteen angular projections. Above this

is a pot like part and above it are a round sikhara and a kalaSa. The Sukanasa pro-

jects from the- base of the -east face of the vimana and' covers the antarala below. It

has in the front a wide gable surmounted by a big.simhalalata.

INTERIOR

Mantapa(PL XXVI-4 and.2) -This mantapa is raised over a separate adhistana

which contains upana, broad patta-, recess, tripatta, gala and Kapota or cornice adorned

with simhalalatas at intervals. Above the adhistana is a low Vedi or parapet connect-

ing the three porches In the east, south and north. The outerside of the base of this

mantapa contains therefore several angles and returns. There Is a slab above the

Vedi in the north containing the figures of elephants, women dancers, Visnu and

$iva; Correspondingly there Is another slab above the vedi in the south containing a

torana Issuing out of the mouth of makara on each side and forming five arches.

There is a bearded sage seated under each arch. One pillar of the east porch contains

the figure of Bhairava while the opposite pillar has the figure of a woman standing

under a creeper. One pillar in the south porch contains the figure of a woman and

child and the other the figures of a mithuna in the act of kissing each other.

Inside the.mantapa there is a fine black granite nandi facing the deity in the

Garbhagrha. Beyond are four pillars with a raised square between them. The
underside of the celling above the pillars contains a satkona. The underside of each

of the four beams above the pillars contains deity figures inside thick circles. The

pillars are peculiar. They are not simply rectangular nor in several decorated sec-

tions on the shaft. They contain four narrow vertical bands in the centre of each
face and sixteen angular projecting parts between these faces. There is a double
lotus at the top of each pillar and a capital of four straight arms slightly rolled at

the ends and with deity figures on the underside. These pillars contain a variety of
miniature shrines immediately above the pada or pedastal and numerous lay and
deity figures all over the angular vertical sections above. The following sculptures
are of special interest :~

S. E. pillar -(I) Elephant with rider on (2) horse with rider on (3) Surya stand-

ing In samabhanga holding a lotus in each of his two hands (4) Woman standing in

samabhanga (5) Devi seated with an attendant on either side and camara-vahini with
a child.
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S. W, pillar- (1) Siva seated in padmdsand holding trisuJa in the upper right
hand, Khatvanga in the upper left, aksamala in the lower right and kalaia in the
lower left (2) two miniature vimanas with the edges in the shape of brackets, double
phalaka and round Sikhara.

N. E. pillar -(I) Nataraja dancing in the lalita pose above the apasmarapurusa
holding damaru in the upper right hand, tri&ula in the upper left and keeping the
lower right in vismaya and the lower left in Karihasta (2) SarasvatI standing in the

5%Vwg0/0//ta on each side playing
the mrdanga (3) Mahisamardani standing before a lion with the right leg stiff and
the left bent at the knee and resting on the body of Mahisa. She has eight hands
some of which hold ghanta, samkha and khadga. The lower left hand catches the
head of Mahisa while the lower right thrusts

'

$ula into the neck of the animal,

(4) Narasimha standing with the right leg stiff and the left wottnd round the waist
of Prahlada and pulling him closer. The god hold mmkha and cakra in the upper
hand, catches the left arm of prahlada with his own lower right and places his lower
left on the head of Prahlada.

N... W. pillar
-
(1) Devi in tribhanga with an attendant on either side (2) Varaha

killing Hiranyaksa (3) Nrtta-ganapati with six hands and the trCmk stretched to the

leftside like a danda (4) Narasimha tearing open the stomach of Hiranyaka%u
(5) Bhiksatanamurti (6) Varaha with BhQ seated on the angle of his bent left arm,

On the inner side of Vedl on the adhmdna of this mantapa in the north and at

right angles to the front wall of the antardla is a miniature shrine with seated

Ganapati inside it. The corresponding part in the south also contains a similar

shrine containing a seated Devi image.

Antarala-Th^ front wall of the antarala has a dvarapala and a pillar beyond,
containing another dvarapala figure, on either side. The base of the jambs of the

dvdra contains the figures of women in fine poses. Above are circles in a vertical

row containing the figures of warriors. The verticals of the dvara have female

figures at the base and lotus leaf design all over. The architrave above the upper
beam has three sections each containing the figure of i^iva seated. There is a moon
stone before the padi or base beam.

Garbhagrha~Thv dvara of the

figure of Gajalaksml. The underside of its ceiling contains a saikona. In the centre

is a finely carved Vedi with a granite linga of Siva- in its centre.



XL CENNAKE&AVA TEMPLE, GANGAPUR.
,;

Gangapur is a village situated at a distance of three miles from Jedcharla on

the Jedcharla-Kalvakurti road, in the Mahboobnagar taluk of the Mahboobnagar
district in the Telingana part of Andhra Pradesh. There is a fine temple of the later

Calukyan times in this village, dedicated to god Cennakesava, which is of great

architectural value.

There are fourteen inscriptions as follows in Gangapur which contain interest-

ing information about the village and its temples :~

1. Dated in the 9th year of the reign of the Later Calukyan king, Bhuloka-

malla, registers the gift of taxes like vaddardvula, kerjunka, and bara-sunka to god

Somanatha by a general of Sri Tailapadeva, who was also the sunkaperggada of

Kanduru-nadu made before a samaya of the settis. (K. I. A. P. Mn. 49; Tel. Ins.

L Ch.40).

*

2. Dated in the 4th year of the reign of the Later Calukyan king, Jagadeka-

malla, registers the gifts made to god SagareSvara by several merchants. (K.I. A* P..

Mn. 43), ..

3. Dated in the 6th year of the same reign, registers the gift of taxes on

articles of merchandise by several settis to god PujeSvara of TrailokyamaUa ke^ava

pura.(^ LA. P. Mn. 47).

4. Dated in the 8th year of the same reign, registers the gift made to gods

Sangare^vara and Some^vara by the Samasta-praja. (Tel. Ins. I. Ch. Ins. No. 2).

5. Dated in the 18th year of the reign of the Later Calukyan king, Jagadefca-

malla, seems to register a gift made to god Sagaresvara through Srlgiri pandita.

(Tel Ins. LCh. 1).

6. Dated in the 19th year of the same reign, registers the gift of a house-site

by a setti and a samaya to god Nage^vara through Rudra^akti pandita. (K, L A. P.

Mnv 48).

7. Dated in the cyclic year Dhdtu in the reign of the Later Calukyan king,

Pratapa-Jagadekamalla, registers a gift ofland and mentions Trailokyamalla-Ke^ava-

pura. (Tel. Ins. L Ch. 5).

8. Belonging to the reign of the Later Calukyan king, TrailokyamaUa, regis-

ters a gift of land by Bavanayya to the temple of god Bhime^vara, built by
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Mallahanadevi, the daughter of Vankarasacoja-maharaja and Padmaladevi. Men-
tions Manavarggade, a dandanayaka. (K. I. A. P. Mn. 50).

9. Dated in C. V. E. 3, registers the gift of taxes made by some settis and a
samaya before Rajadyak$a Kavana perggada. (K. I. A. P. Mn. 51

;
Tel. Ins. I. Ch. 16).

10. Dated in C. V. E. 3, in the reign of the Later Calukyan king, Tribhuvana-
malla, refers to the institution of the Jagadekamalla-sandhi. (Tel Ins. I. Ch. Ins
No. 16).

11. Dated in C. V. E. 16, in the same reign, registers the gift of one martu of
land by SakalaprakaSabhattara, a scholar of Tarka-mstra, for the merit of the king,
to two astrologers as Joytir-vrtti at Trailokyamalla-kes'ava-puram. (K. I. A. P. Mn. 45;
Tel Ins. I. Ch. 22). '"*.

12. Dated in C. V. E. 22, in the same reign, registers the gift of land made by
mahapradhani Mahesvara dandanayaka to god Bhlmesvara of Trailokyamalla-kes'ava-
pura. (K. I. A. P. Mn. 46).

13. Dated in C. V. E. 28, in the same reign, registers the gifts made by the
setti-samaya and the Ubhaya-nanadesito god Salesvara. (K. I. A.,P. Mn. 42; Tel Ins.

I. Ch. 27).

14. Dated in C. V. E. 41, in the same reign, registers the gifts made by
Kanduri Somaladevl, Bhlmarasa and Gangadev! to god GangeSvara, installed by
them, in the village and to GangeSvara installed by Cakravarti Permadiraya, Tribhu-
vanamalladeva at SomaSila. (Tel. Ins. I. Ch. 32).

* . - ..,... .

'

.
.

'

It is evident from these inscriptions that Gangapar was originally named
Trailokyamalla-Ke^ava-puram and that the deity was named Trailokyamalla-Kegava,
obviously, after the wellknown later Calukyan king, Trailokyamalla Some^vara I

(1042-1068 A. D.)- It is not known whether each of the Saiva deities Brahme^vara,
BhimeSvara, Salesvara, Gange^vara, Sagare^vara, Pujes'vara, SomeSvara and Nage^
vara mentioned in the inscriptions was installed in g separate temple. In the modern
village there is only one temple, the temple of Cennakesava. About a mile from the

village there are ruins of several brick temples with lingas. Probably, these are the
shrines of Siva mentioned in the inscriptions. There are traces of a wide wall and a
ditch surrounding the modern village and the area containing the ruined temples.
Obviously, Gangapur or the Trailokyamalla-Ke^avapura of the later Galukyan
times was an extensive township, which was an importarit centre of administration.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TEMPLE.

The temple is situated inside two prakaras or enclosures at the south-western

end of the village. From a distance itlooks as though the temple is inside a fortress.

The temple faces the east and is located on an elevation.

There is only one entrance to the first or outer prakara in the east. To its

right is a small shrine of Ganapati. Inside the first enclosure and near the middle

of the south wall there is a closed mantapa facing the north with three entrances.

This is now used as the Kalydnamantapa. On the opposite side and near the middle

of the north wall is another mantapa now used as the Yagamla. Beyond the eastern

entrance are a small open mantapa of four pillars and a small shrine of Hanuman
instead of a Garuda shrine, which is found in this place in all Visnu temples. The

second enclosure is on an elevation and has an entrance in the east and mere open-

ings in the north and south. There are four shrines in the four corners of this

enclosure. In the centre of this enclosure is the main shrine consisting of the

Garbhagrha, Antarala and Mukhamantapawiih three entrances in the east, south and

north with a high platform before each entrance.

Ganapati Shrine :- This is a small shrine recently constructed and the idol of

Ganapati installed in it was brought from outside.

Entrance of the first prakara:- This is on an elevation, reached by a flight of

steps guarded by an elephant trunk on either side. There is a narrow mantapa on

the outer side on either side of the entrance, built against the east wall of the

prakara. There is a block at the base of either jamb of the dvara containing the

figure of a woman standing under a creeper. On the inner side of the *east wall and
on either side of the dvara there is a narrow mantapa with three rows of three pillars

each with corresponding pilasters in the wall. Some of these pillars have carved

pedestals. All the pillars have roll and leaf capitals.

Mantapa:- This is in the first enclosure and beyond the entrance described

above. It has a high adhistana with a band in the centre containing a row of run-

ning elephants. Above is another band with the Simhalalata and bead decoration,
The four pillars of the mantapa are plain.

Hanuman shrine- The adhistana of this shrine has a band at the top containing
a row of elephants. It houses an image of Hanuman standing in samabhanga with
his hands in anjali*'

'
"' ' '

;

'

'

-

The Kalyawomcmta (P1.;XXM^ Its adhistana is

partly buried and the part that is visible contains recess, tripatta, recess, tripatta with
a row of semicircular elevations, recess, and wide patta with lotus decoration. It is
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closed on the sides with big boulders of stone. Its main entrance which faces the

south is interesting. It consists of a pillar at each extremity. The jamb has a plain

vertical., deep recess, vertical with a row of lions with heads turned back, deep recess.,

vertical with a pilaster, and vertical with lotus creeper design on either side of the

dvara. There are dvdrapalaka figures at the base of each jamb. The verticals and
the cross beam of the dvara are decorated with lotus design allover. The padi is in

four projecting sections. The lintel contains the figure of Garuda. There is a pro-

jecting canopy in three sections above the cross beam with a row of lotus buds

hanging on its underside. The architrave above contains a wide miniature vimana of

seven talas in three sections in the centre with a round iikhara and kalaSa and two

narrow miniature vimanas of five talas in three sections with a conical band in the

centre, round sikhara and kalma on either side. Inside the mantapais a raised square
in the centre with a pillar in each corner. There are four pillars each before and
behind this square and a row of six pillars on each side beyond. There are two

pillared projections to the east and west. The underside of the ceiling above the

central square contains an asta-kona.

Entrance of the second enclosure - This entrance is plain and has a heavy

Gajalaksml lintel. Beyond it on an elevated platform are an improvised

dhvajastambha and a bali-pltha..

Shrine in the south-east earner of the second enclosure- This shrine has been

raised on a high adhiftana which contains upana, two wide patta$, kumuda, gala,

tripatta, recess, patta with semi-circular elevations, patta adorned with a row of

makaras and narrow alingapattika. Each of the three side walls of the shrine is

adorned with seven members viz,, four projections each containing a kuta on two

slender pilasters between two pilasters, alternating with tlirqe recesses containing a

miniature vimana of seven talas surmounted by an amalaka iikhara. The pilasters

have roll and leaf capitals. Over each projection is a moulded kapota decorated with

simhalalata gables. The entrance of the shrine which faces the east is reached by a

flight of steps guarded by elephant trunks. The jambs of the entrance have the figures

of dvarapalas at base and four pilasters decorated with lotus creeper and rearing lions.

The lintel of the dvara contains the figure of Gajalaksml The architrave above is

peculiar. There is a wide miniature vimana with a simhalalata on its face in the centre.

On either side of it are a miniature vimana of the Nagara order, two small stepped

vimanas of four talas and a panjara. There is no vimana above this shrine. The interior

consists of the garbhagrha which is empty and a mantapa of four pillars before it.

Shrine in the south-west corner of the second enclosure - This shrine too is on a

high adhistana which contains upana, two higfcpmas, kumuda,xece$$, tripatta, recess,

patta, with semi-circular elevations, patta adorned with makaras and sMalalmas, gala
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and alingapanika. Each of the walls is decorated with eleven members viz., ive

projections containing a kuta on two slender pilasters, four recesses containing stepped

conical vimanas and two pilasters each in a projection. There is a moulded

with simhalalata gables in sections, one above each projection, There are a

of four pillars and the garbhagrha beyond. The architrave above the plain dvdfa of

the sanctum contains five miniature vimanas of the stepped variety.

Shrine in the north-western corner of the second enclosure - This shrine is bigger

than the other two and contain the garbhagrha, antarala and Mantapa. Its adhistana

contains up'ana, two pattas, kumuda, recess, tripatta, recess, patta with semi-circular

elevations, patta adorned with makaras and alingapanika. Each of the three side

walls of the Garbhagrha is decorated with three projections each containing a kuta on

two slender pilasters between two wider pilasters and two recesses, with a stepped
vimana of seven talas on a pilaster alternating. Each wall of the Antarala is decorated

with two projections each containing a kuta on two slender pilasters and three

recesses each containing a miniature stepped vimana. There is a kapota with

simhalalatas above the wall in sections on each above the projections below. The

mantapa inside is on four pillars. Each of the two walls of the Antarala contains on

the inner side a miniature shrine withaJVa^am iikhara. The architrave above the

dvara is decorated with a broad miniature vimana in three sections in the centre with

two narrow vimanas and two panmras alternating on either side.

THE MAIN SHRINE

Adhistana ;- (PL XXVII-2) The Garbhagrha, Antarala and Mukhamantapa of

this shrine are on the same adhistana which contains upana, two broad panas, kumuda

in two sections, narrow gala, patta with a row of semi-circular elevations, patta with

makaras, lions and elephants and dlingapauika.

Walk:- (PI. XXVIII -1 &2) The walls of this shrine are well decorated.

Each wall of the Antarala is decorated with a kuta on two slender pilasters between

two pilasters in the centre and empty space oji either side.

Each wall, of the Garbhagrha contains a projection with a kuta on two

pilasters between two more pilasters, recess with a tall miniature vimana of twelve

talas and amalaka iikhara on a pilaster inside a creeper arch, projection with a Kuta

on two slender pilasters between two pilasters, recess with a miniature vimana on a

pilaster, three pilasters each in a pro|ction 5 three miniature shrines one above the

other, three pilasters each in a projection and recess with a stepped vimana on a

pilaster,between two pilasters.
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_Eachofthetwo walled parts connecting the Antarala and the Mukhamantapacontains three projections with a Kuta on two pilasters between two pilasters
:andtwo recesses each with a tall stepped vimma.

pilasters and

*-^ f%G tW
? rUs f the Mukhama Pa contains a 'dvara in the centre

flanked by a pillar and three projections each with zMta on two pilasters betweentwo pilasters and two recesses each with a tall stepped on
wal1 contains

a:
-^

There is a moulded fcopS/a above the walls decorated withsimhalalata gables m sections, one above each projection on the .walls...

feftfl* jArwiej.v- There are three of these shrines, one above another ineach of the three walls of the Garbhagrha.
anotr^r, m

;

- The adhivana of the shrines in the south wall projects two , feet ; forward and
contains upana, two broad pottos, high gala with Garuda in the centre and jumpinghons on either side-.potto with simhalalmas with bead hangings, art potto with a row

of^ephants
In the bottom shrine there is an open portL above with two pillarsin the front having siMolams at the base. The dvara of the shrine has a pilasterwith roaring lions on each side. The beams above have lotuses on the under side

There is a figure bracket connecting these beams and the walls of the shrine The"
dvara has two pillars each with a dvtrapala at the base. The lintel has the figure of
Gajalak?ml. The architrave above is decorated with one broad miniature vimana in

f
6 e

f^ 'S
d a narf

TT
VtmSna n each side -

f
The central shrine has a parapetdecorated with a row of lotuses and two carved pillars in the front with roll and teaf

capitals. There is a perforated screen on each side connecting the pillar and the
Shrine. The dvara is between two pilasters, and has a heavy Gajalaksmi lintel The
architrave above contains three miniature vimanas. The shrine at the top has a
parapet and two carved pillars in the front but iib side screens. The dvara is similar
to that of the Central shrine.

w^ai

, t
Al?ov^

the top shrine is the prastara in three section^ with a lion at each end
of the second section. There is a Nagara Sikbara above it. On the face of this

jikhara is a fine figure of Visnu, standing under a creeper arch.
t

^

:

^adhistana of the shrines in the south wall contains upana, two high 'pottoskwnudam three sections, ga/a adorned with five lions, poga with simhalalatas and
bead^ hangings and.pa/^wiltea row of elephants. The bottom shrine has a portico
with two carved pillars in the front. The dvara has dvarapalas at the base of tie
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verticals and Gajalaksmi lintel. There are five miniature shrines on the architrave

above. The central shrine is similar. The top shrine is similar to the corresponding
shrine in the south wall. The prastara and the Ndgara Sikhara above contain the

figure of Visnu standing.

The adhistana of the three shrines in the north wall is similar to that of the

shrines in the other two walls. The bottom shrine has a parapet decorated with

lotuses. The two carved pillars of its portico have roll and leaf capitals. The dvara

has dvarapdlas at the base of the verticals and a fine Gajalaksmi lintel. The archit-

rave above contains three miniature vimanas. The central shrine has a parapet and

pillars in the portico similar to those of the above shrine. It also has an architrave

containing five miniature vimanas: The top shrine is similar to that of the corres-

ponding shrine in the other walls. It h^s a Nagara sikhara with a simhalaldta gable
with the figure of Visnu standing inside.

The Mukhamantapa :- This mantapa has three entrances in the east, south and

north, each before an elevated platform with a flight of steps guarded by elephant

trunks.;'., .
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The eastern or
'
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-fro.nt.'''entranci? is between two pillars each of which has the

figure of a dvarapdla. There is a wide slab at the base of each jamb containing the

figure of another dvarapala with a woman on either side. Above this slab are two

pilasters with loius creeper design and another pilaster with lotuses. The dvara is

plain and has a Gajalaksmi lintel. There are five miniature vimanas on the architrave
, I
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with the figure of Visnu standing inside eachu The dvara in the south is similar. It

has on the architrave three miniature vawaraa/with^ The dvara in the

north is between two pillars on either side. The jambs are similar to those of the other
<
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two dvdras but there is an additional vertical decorated with rampant lions, Thepa^f
is plain and the lintel contians the figure of Gajalaksmi, There is a projecting canopy
in five sections above the cross beam. The architrave contains a broad miniature
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vimana in the centre and three conical vimanas with dmalaka Sikharas on, each side and

stepped vimanas in between.

In the interior of this Mukhamantapa there is a raised square with a row of

four pillars north to south in the east and west and two pillars on the north aijd

south. Outside this square there are five pillars in the north and soutji. The undeir^

side, of the ceiling of the bays on Ihe four sides of the square contatins six compart-
ments each with an agtakona and a lotus in the centre. Jhe underside;, of the ceiling

above the square contains one astakona. ,./.
i>

"

t
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t

'

Antarala ;- There is mo dvara for the dntarafas In its place are two pillars

either side of an opening.
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Garbhagrha :- There is a moon stone with a lotus and buds hanging before

thepadi of the dvara of this structure. The dvara is plain and the architrave above

contains five miniature vimanas. Inside the sanctum there are four pillars in the

four corners. Between them is a carved vedi on which is installed the icon Visnu,

known locally as Cennakesya, holding Samkha, cakra^ gada and padma in the four

hands.
'
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Vimana:- This temple has a stepped vimana with a pot-shaped Sikhafa and

kalaSa.



XII THE TEMPLES OF PANAGAL

Panagal Is a village situated about two miles from Nalgonda, the headquarters
of a district of that name in the Telingana part of Andhra Pradesh. The village

contains four fine temples of the Later Calukyan period which are of great value for

the study of architecture and a number of rare sculptures. ,

There is a group of four temples situated at the north-eastern end of the

village. Of these, three, which are in a row, face the east and are to the west of a

rectangular mantapa and the fourth faces the west and is to the east of the mantapd.
Of the three shrines in a row^ the southern shrine is that of Cennake^ava- The central

shrine has no name and lacks the roof and the superstructure above it. The northern
shrine is that of Paccala-Some^vara. The single shrine that faces the west is said to

be that of Parvati and is opposite the shrine of Somesvara.

THE CENNAKESAVA TEMPLE

This temple is in a good state of preservation though part of its roof has fallen

and was reconstructed recently (PL XXIX-1).

Adhistana:- The Garbhagrha and Antarala stand on the same adhistana. It

contains upana, broad patta, Kumuda^ recess, tripatta, gala, patta with semicircular

elevations, kumuda and narrow alingapattika.

Walls:- The walls of this temple are well decorated.

Each of the three walls of the Garbhagrha contains a miniature shrine in the
centre and three pilasters each in a projection, empty recess and a projection with a

kuta on two slender pilasters between two pilasters on either side of the shrine.

Each wall of the Antarala contains a projection with a kuta on two slender

pilasters between two pilasters, empty recess, wide projection in three sections with
a Kuta on two slender pilasters between two pilasters and empty recess.

Miniature shrines:- The shrine in the south wall of the Garbhagrha stands on an
adhistana which contains upana, padma, high patta, kumuda 9 gala decorated with lions
and humans, patta with simhalalatas with bead hangings, recess, and patta with a row
of elephants. There is a low parapet above adorned with the figures of musicians
and dancers. Behind this parapet is a portico with two pillars in the front having
oblong bevelled capitals. There is a slab on each side connecting the pillars with the
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front wall of the shrine. The slab in the east has the figure of a woman and child

standing under a creeper and the slab in the west that of a woman standing under a

creeper. There is a projecting canopy above the pillars. Thsprastara of the vimana

of the shrine has animals at either end and a wide Nagara tikhara adorned with a

simhalalata having a seated deity inside.

The adhistana of the shrine in the west wall is generally similar to that in the

south wall. It has two pattas, one decorated with a row of running elephants and the

other with musicians and dancers. The pillars of the portico are also similar. The

connecting band in the south has the figure of a dev! while that in the north has the

figure of a woman standing under a creeper.

The shrine in the north wall is similar to the other two, Its two connecting

slabs have the creeper design.

Kapota:- There is no moulded Kapota or cornice above the walls. Instead

there is a wide patta with semi-circular elevations in sections, one above each projec-

tion below.
" '
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Vimana:- The top part of the original vimana has fallen. Only the two lowest

tolas remain. Each of these has a row consisting of simhalalatas at either end a

distended Kuta with a ^zm^/atea in the centre.

Interior:- This shrine consists of the Garbhagrha and the Antarala. The later

does not have a dvara but two pillars with an opening between them in its place. The

dvara of the Garbhagrha has dvarapalas at the base of jambs and verticals with row of

lions and creeper design. The lintel has the figure of Gajalaksmi. There is a

projecting canopy in three sections above the dvara. Thereis an Mage of Visnu as

Ke^ava standing in the sanctum;

THE CENTRAL SHRINE

,, This shrine is mostly ruined and it has no roof and the vimana above. Only

the adhistana and the walls are intact (PL XXIX-2)*
* * . .
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Adhistana:- The adhistana. of the Garbhagrha and Antarala is almost alike. Part

of it is buried in the ground! The visible part contains tripatta-Kumuda, patta witli

simhalalatas and semi-circular elevations^ patta with a row of elephants, recess, patta

with lotuses and miniature kutagaras and alingapanika. V
*.' '"''.'''' '
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'Walls:- The two walls of the Antarala are decorated from east to west with

three pilasters in a projection, and two recesses with a row of three shallow niches,
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The south wall of the Garbhagrha contains a broad projection with two vertical

rows of niches, recess with two similar rows, projection with a miniature shrine now
almost rained, recess with two vertical rows of two shallow niches each, recess with a
woman standing under a creeper and a projection with a seated two handed deity at

the base. The west wall contains a projection with a standing deity inside a

simhalalata, empty recess, projection with two vertical rows of shallow niches, recess;

projection with a miniature shrine now ruined, recess and three projections each with

two vertical rows of shallow niches. The north wall which is in a good state of

preservation, contains projection with a pilaster, recess with a woman standing under
a creeper, projection with three miniature kutagdras below and six circles in a scroll

above, recess with a woman standing under a creeper and recess with a scroll. The
miniature shrine in this north wall is intact. Its adhistana, which projects two feet

forward, contains kumuda, recess with a row of lions, and simhalalatas with bead

hangings, gala and a patta with a row of elephants. There is a low parapet abbvd
decorated with dwarfs. There is a portico beyond with two carved pillars in the front

and two connecting slabs with perforated screens. The dvara has purnakalaSas at the
base of the verticals and the upper beam has a row of semi-circular elevations. Tile

architrave above contains three miniature vimdnas. Beyond this shrine is a scroll
with five circles, recess with a woman and child under a creeper and a scroll of four
circles with three dwarfs, recess with a woman and child under a. creeper,-projection
with a shrine with a Ndgara Sikhara containing the figure of 6iva standing, recess

with a woman standing under a creeper and seven pilasters with six kutagdras below.

Kapota:- This moulded cornice adorned with simhalalatas is in sections, one
above each projection below. >

Interior:- The Antardla has no dvdra but there are two pillars with an opening
between them in its place. The Garbhagrha is empty.

THE PACCALA- SOMESVARA SHRINE

This shrine is in a good state of preservation and is of particular importance
on account of the numerous sculptures found on its walls.
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AdMstand:- This member contains upana, kumuda, recess, tripatta, recess, gala" "

Walls:- Each of the two walls of the Mtarala contains a plain part, recess;

projection in three sections, one broad in the centre and two narrow on the sides and
.recess; :
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Each of the three walls of the Garbhagrha contains projection/ recess, projec-

tion, recess, wide projection with one broad panel and one narrow panel on each side,

recess, projection, recess and projection.

Interior:- The Antardla does not have a dvara. There are two pillars with an

opening between them in its place. The Garbhagrha houses the linga of SomeSvara.

THE PARVATI SHRINE

Excepting the vimana, part of which has fallen, this shrine is in a fairly good
state, of preservation.

''

It faces the west

Adhistana:- The adhistana of this shrine contains upana, kumuda in three

sections, recess, tripatta, recess, paua with semi-circular hangings, recess, patta with
makaras and alingapattika.

'
'

'
'

'

!

' '

. ':
& '..'.. . .

.

'
'

Walls:- Each of the two walls of the Antarafa contains projection with kuta on
two slender pilasters between two pilasters, recess, another similar projection, recess

with creeper on two pilasters and projection with kuta on two slender pilasters
between two pilasters. Each wall of the Garbhagrha contains a projection with Kuta
on two slender pilasters between two pilasters at each end and five projections with a

pilaster and four recesses with creeper in between.

Roof;- There is a band with simhaMatas on the edges of the roof,

Vimana:- Only two talas of the vimana are in tact. Each tola contains a kuta

with simhalalata at either end with a distended kuta in the centre.

Interior:- The Antarala is as in the other shrines of this group.

MANTAPA

It contains six rows of eleven pillars each and has one entrance in the east^

guarded by an elephant on either side.

r ).-.-,
There are four carved granite pillars at the four corners of a raised square

Before each of the three shrines. The pillars before th Paccal^-SomeSvara shrine

contain fine sculptures. Other pillars arejwmply carved and plain. There is a finely
carved Nandi opposite the Northern shrine.

There are a few loose sculptures in the Hall. To the left of the Northern
shrine and built into the inner side 6f the parapet is a long slab with a row of

hanging pearl garlands at the top. Below it is a long ornamental pavilion in three

sections with its top in the shape of a lotus creeper issuing out of the mouth of a
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makara at each end. In the central section is the figure of Siva dancing with Brahma

to right and Visnu to left. The sections on either side contain a male and female

deity on makaras. Very near it is an icon of Ganapati. There is a loose Yoni to the

right of the Central shrine.
.

.
. '',' '''". ' *

'

'

The ceiling of the hall is made of long slabs of stone laid adjacent to each

other. Its under side is divided by cross beams into fifty compartments. All these

excepting three are empty. The compartment above the four central pillars before

the central shrine contains a lotus. The compartment above the four sculptured

pillars before the Paccala-SomesVara shrine also has a big lotus. The compartment
above the four central pillars in front of the southern shrine contains painted

sculptures as follows :

1. Nataraja:^ Dancing with the two legs bent at the knees ?fhe fholds in the

two upper right hand TriMla&ndPafa, one is in Karihasta and another

in abhdya. One upper left hand holds pata, two are in karihasta and the

fourth rests on the bent thigh.

2. Siva and Parvati riding the bull;

3. Two elephants fighting with each other-

4 & 5, Siva and Parvati riding the bull.

6. Male and female deity riding a deer.

7. Kubera riding a man.

8. Male and female deity riding a hors?.

9. Siva and Parvati riding the btill; *

, :;.

'

,'
:

'....
". SCULPTURES -

;.-.-

'

' v
;
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:

.
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; / ;" ..
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.

'
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The group of shrines described above contain many fine sculptures. These

are found on the three walls of the Paccala-Some^vara temple and on the pillars of

the hall connecting the shrines.

A. SCULPTURES IN THE SOMESVARA SHRINE

The projections and recesses of the walls of this temple are decorated with

vertical panels containing sculptures. The north and sotith walls contain eighteen:

panels each and the west wall thirteen partels.
.
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South wall:- West to east..''
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.1; Ga^apati riding the mouse. I

Ganapati seated.
*

,':.. -;^.:,.-:'
- ;_ .- .-';; ,;* :-;. : ..i :;,- ..;;.:/ ..- .;;
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3. Nrtta-Ganapati dancing on a lotus catching the trunk with the lower right
hand.

PANEL 2

1. Eight circles, six of them with dwarfs running, seated and holding a

garland.

PANEL 3

1. Nataraja:- (PL XXX-1) Dancing on the prostrate body of apasmarapurusa,
with the toes of both the feet touching the body of the demon, this god
has eight hands. Two upper right hands hold iriSula, and damaru and
one is in Sukatunda. The upper left hands hold triSula, flame and naga.
One lower right is in abhaya and the lower left in Karihasta jatas flow to

the sides in four rows. The god is adorned with Kirita, broad graiveyaka,

bahuvalayas, Kankanas, ardhomka with hangings and a long garland
reaching the thighs.

2. Visnu-anugrahamurti:- Seated in padmasana, this god holds trisula in the

upper right hand, naga in the upper left, keeps the lower right in abhaya
and gives the cakra to Visnu with the lower left. He is adorned with
kirlta with jatas flowing out of its, makara and cakra kundalas, broad

graivsyaka, yajnopavita, udarabandha and ardhoruka with hangings.
Brahma stands to right with his hands in anjali and Visnu stands to left

receiving the cakra. There is nandi to bottom right.

3. Lingodbhavamurti:- iva stands in-samabhanga in the centre holding triSula

in the upper right hand, naga in the upper right hand, naga in the

upper left and keeping the two lower hands in abhaya and varada.

He is adorned with kirlta, makarakwndalas, graiveyaka, yajnopanta,
udarabandha and ardhdruka,wiih hangings. Brahma stands to the right
of Siva and Visnu to left, both with the hands in anjali.

'

.

'

-.
.

.
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:

.

;

- PANEL 4
, -:;\ .- ...

:

.

.

-,-..

1. Eight circles, six of them with dwarfs.

PANEL'S: .
.

.

..'

'

.

,

1. Indra and Indram riding the Airavata.

2. Two handed iva and devl in the alingana pose.

3. Indra and Indrani riding the Airavata.
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PANEL 6

1. Vrsabharudhamurti:- Siva and devi riding the bull. Jatas go up from head

of the god like flames.

2. Alinganamurti:- Siva and devi with a Cdmaravahinl on either side.

3. Vrsabharudhamurti:- As in (i)* * \ f

PANEL 7

1. Devi (PL XXX-2) standing in samabhanga holding ankuta in the upper

right hand, pa$a in the upper left, aksamala in the lower right and kalaia

in the lower left.

2. Devi as in (i) standing in dvibhanga.

3. Devi seated in padmasana holding ankusa in the upper right hand, pa$a in

the upper left, aksamala in the lower right and pustaka or book in the

lower left.

PANEL 8

1. Six circles, four of them containing dwarfs.

PANEL 9

1. Woman and child standing under a creeper.

2. Woman holding lotus in the right hand.

3. Woman seated on a lotus.

PANEL 10

1. Ten circles with design.

PANEL 11

1 . Eight circles with dwarfs playing musical instruments.

PANEL 12

1. Vrsabharudhamurti (PL XXX-1).
2. Alinganamurti with a Cdmaravahinl on either side.

3. Vrsabharudhamurti.
:

- * *
.

i

PANEL 13

1. Six circles with design.

PANEL 14

1. Eight circles with design.
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PANEL 15

1. Woman standing in Vytyastapada under a creeper.
2. Woman standing in Vytyastapada under a creeper.
3. Woman seated.

4. Laksml-narayana riding Garuda.

PANEL 16

1. Seven circles with design.

PANEL 17

1. Woman standing in tribhanga catching sugarcane in the left hand.
2. Woman and a dog
3. Alinganamurti.

PANEL 18

1. Kiibera and his wife riding a man.
2. Alinganamurti.
3. Kubera and his wife riding a man.

West wall South to north.

PANEL 1

1. Kumara and devi riding the peacock*
2. Two handed Alinganamurti.
3. Kumara and devi riding the peacock.

PANEL 2

1. Two women holding lotus in the right hand.

2. Dwarf in a circle.

PANEL 3

1. Four circles with dwarfs.
$

'

'

;; :

'

'
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PANEL 4 ".
'
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'

1. Laksml-narayana riding Garuda.

2. Laksmi and Narayana m totalingana pose with Garuda to bottom right.

'

'

, PANEL .5

'

.
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/ f
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I. Six circles with dwarfs.
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PANEL 6

1. Six circles with dwarfs.

PANEL 7

L Ardhananmurti (PL XXXI-2) : Seated on a lotus in virasana, this deity holds

naga in the upper right hand, flower in the upper left and keeps the two

lower hands in abhaya and varada. He is adorned with kirita with pearl

hangings, makara and cakra kundalas, keyuras, graiveyaka, Yajnopavita

and ardhomka. There is a single breast on the left.

PANEL 8

1. Four circles with dwarfs.

PANEL 9

1. Five circles with dwarfs.

PANEL 10

1. Brahma and Van! riding the swan.

2. Two circles with dwarfs.

3. Woman standing.

PANEL 11

1. Seven circles, three of them with dwarfsv

PANEL 12

1. Male and female deity riding makara.

2. Alinganamiirti.

3. Male and female deity riding makara.

PANEL 13

1. Durga -
Standing in Samabhanga, this deity with eight hands holds samkha,

khadga and bana in the upper right hands and cakra, mla and dhanus
in the uf)per left hands. The lower hands are in abhaya and varada.
There is a bearded sage to bottom right and lion to bottom left-

2. Mahisamardanl.

3. Mahisamardanl.
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North Wall West to east.

PANEL 1

1. Vrsabharudhamurti.
, .

.

' '''
'

'

. ."'
, *

''

* ...
. .-.."'. 1,

PANEL 2

2. Alinganamurti - Siva has two hands.

PANEL 3

1. Vrsabharudhamurti.
* *

PANEL 4

1. Woman standing in Vytyastapada holding lotus in the right hand,

2. Woman seated looking into a mirror and combing the hair.

PANEL 5

1. Man with a long garland.
*

2. Seated female deity.

3. Woman holding lotus.

4. Dwarf in a circle.

5. Dwarf in a circle.

PANEL 6

1. Woman and child standing under a creeper.

2. Woman looking into a mirror and combing the hair-
%

., , .
.

*

PANEL 7 -,. /.;
(

..
..

.-.-

1. Four dwarfs.

PANEL 8

1. Four dwarfs.

PANEL 9

L VrsabharudhamurtL
" * '

"

2. Vrsabharudhamurti*

1. Four circles with swans.
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PANEL 11

1. Two circles with dwarfs.

2. Woman playing the vmd.

3. Woman and child standing under a creeper.

PANEL 12

L Woman and child

2. Woman combing the hair

3. Woman and child

PANEL 13

L Seven circles., two with dwarfs and five with lotuses.

PANEL 14

1. Woman and child

2. Woman arranging the plait oijata.
3. Woman seated on lotus.

PANEL 15

L Vrsabharudhamurthi.
.

2. Alinganamurthi.

PANEL 16

(PL XXXII-1) :

L Woman standing under a creeper.
2. Woman holding the plait of hair.

3. Woman standing holding vlna.
:ii

' ' ...

PANEL 17

1. Six circles with musicians.

a < .' * '

PANEL 18

L Nataraja (PL XXXII-2) : Dancing with the toes of the right foot touching
the ground, this god holds damaru in the upper right hand, danda with a

skull surmounting it in the upper left, sword in the lower right and
naga in the lower left, jatas emanate to the sides. He is adorned with

graweyaka, hara, yajnopaviia, chcmnavira and a garland of lotuses reach-

ing below the knees.^^ '

la '.,'"' '

r. ,

'
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2. Female deity
- Standing in dvibhanga, this deity holds damarum. the upper

right hand, triSula in the upper left, khadga in the lower right and bowl

in the lower left. She is adorned with kinta, hara dangling between the

breasts, ardhoruka with pearl hangings and a long garland. She has a

ferocious looking male's face with two tusks in the mouth but two

breasts on the chest.

3. Lingodbhavamurthi
- There is a linga on vedi in the centre. Brahma

stands to right and Visnu to left both with the hands in anjali. There

is a boar below Visnu.

B. SCULPTURES ON THE FOUR GRANITE PILLARS OPPOSITE THE NORTHERN SHRINE.

Pillar in the north-west

a) West face from bottom to top.

1. Krsna holding up the Govardhana hill.

2. Octagonal band with man riding a horse, man and woman with a bow
between them, five Gopis before YaSoda catching Krsna with her

left hand.

3. Band containing bead design.

4. Man and dog under a tree, man with two children in his arms and a lion.

5. Visnu standing, with the lower right hand in abhaya, man falling head

downwards before him being held by another man kneeling on the

ground and man riding a horse with sword in the right hand look-

ing back.

6. Simhalalata with a woman standing inside.

b) North face

1. Varaha holding Bhu on the angle of his lower left hand and standing on a

prostrate demon, with Garuda to right and a woman to left.

2. Flat band containing Krsna sucking the toe of his left leg, Narada with

Vina, Ya^oda and Krsna, Krsna tied to a pounder and Yasoda with a

stick in her right hand.

3. Band with bead design.
* .

'

4. Man feeding a cock, man driving a horse and man holding a harp-like Vina.



5. Visnu-Anantasayi with Laksmi massaging his left foot, Brahma on a lotus

emanating from his navel, and the eight dikpalas around.

6. Simhalalata with Siva dancing in the centre,

c) Eastface

1. Narasimha tearing Hiranyakasipu putting him across his lap with Garuda
to right.

2. Flat band containing, Brahma, man with arms outstretched, man with
kunta in both hands, woman with sword in the right hand and the left

placed against her brow, and man seated with the fingers in his mouth.

3. Band with bead design.

4. Man with gada in right hand, man touching the feet of an ass, and woman
carrying a child in her arms.

5. Vamana-Trivikrama Bali with a servent holding an umbrella over his
head and a woman to right, pouring water from a vessel in the hands of
Vamana standing before him, holding an umbrella in his left hand.
Trivikrama placing his raised right leg on the head of Bali.

6. Simhalalata with a man standing in vytyastapada inside,

d) South face

1. Visnu sitting in a pavilion attended by female attendants with the
Dasavataras around.

2. Flat hand with two men seated on elephants and fighting with each other.,

3. Band with bead design.

4. Lion and woman sitting in a pavilion with a woman attendant on either
side.

f

5. Siva and Parvati in the centre with Brahma to right and Visnu to left with
swan, Garuda and bull below.

6. Simhalalata with a woman seated in the centre with a female attendant on
either side.

Pillar in the north-east,

a) Westface
1. Man and Woman in embrace, man and woman worshipped by two men

in the lower row, Man and Woman with bow and arrow before another
man with bow and arrow with an elephant between in the upper row.
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2. Two men on elephants fighting with each other, the one to the left lying
on the back of the elephant; two charioteers fighting each other and
man on. a running elephant.

3. Band' of lotus creeper design.
'

':

4. Man riding a horse, man being thrown down from the back of an elephant
and two charioteers fighting each other.

f
.

'

.

5. Siva standing on one leg and doing penance, woman with lotus in the right
hand and the left outstretched on either side of him, two sages below at

his feet and lions beyond them. and.a group of grinning monkies above.

6. Simhala lata with Siva seated holding damaru in the upper right hand,
trimla in the upper left, and keeping the lower right in abhaya and the

lower left in varada. ,, , ...

b) North face.

1. Two charioteers fighting each other in the upper .row and one of them
falling down in the lower row.

2. Platband containing two men with bow and arrow, elephant, charioteer,

and man falling on the back of an elephant. ..

3. Band with lotus creeper design. , '. ,
.

..

4. Flat band containing two men with spears in the right hand, two men with

swords and shields fighting each other and a horseman.
,

- ':*'. ""

,

'..-. .
.

.
.

.

5. Two charioteers fighting, the one to the right having a monkey banner,

6. Simhalalata with a seated female deity inside, holding a lotus in each hand.

c) East face.

1. Man and woman in a howdah on the back of an elephant with a man
armed with gadd catching the trunk of the elephant,

2. Flat band containing two charioteers, a horseman, man with a spear^

elephant, and an archer.

3. Band with lotus creeper design.

4. Six warriors with swords and shields.

5. Woman falling down a chariot before an archer with horseman between
.'

" '

.' .
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6/ Simhalalata with Brahma seated in it.
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d) South face

1 . Two men fighting with gadas

2. Flat band containing two elephant riders fighting with each other, and

two pairs of charioteers fighting with each other.

3. Band with lotus creeper design.

4. Two men on elephants fighting each other, a horseman and elephant rider

fighting and two men with swords and shields fighting.

5. Female deity with two men at both ends.

6. Simhalalaia with four handed Siva seated inside.
* *

Pillar in the south-west.

a.) West face

1. Rama and Slta with Hanuman kneeling before them.

2. Flat band containing two monkies, two women carrying a tray on their

heads, a deer, a tree, Rama shooting the deer, Marlca shot and coming
out of the deer.

3. Band with lotus creeper design.

4 Two monkies, and Marlca falling dead.

5. Slta under the Asoka tree with a raksasl to right and an ascentic behind a

tree before.

6. SiMhalalata with a woftian inside standing with the left hand on the head

of a boy.

b) North face

1. Siva and Parvat! seated in a 3ala on mount Kailasa with Ravana below

shaking it.

2. Flat band containing six men dancing.

3. Band with bead design.
: *

"
. /' .

'

i

'

,

'

'

4. Two sages, an elephant and Hanuman carrying the Sanjlvi hill.

5. Slta coming out of fire and Slta and Rama.

6. Simhalalaia with a woman seated inside with a child across her lap.
.

'

.

'

.

.

'

.

'''''
JL -
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c) East face

1. Rama's coronation.

2. Flat band containing Hanuman, Rama and Laksmana, Siva on bull saluting

them, monkies piling stones into a hill and two monkies.

3. Flat band with lotus design.

4. Swan, Sita under the A3oka tree with raksasis behind and Hanuman before.

5. Rama in a chariot shooting Ravana and the latter falling down,

6. Simhalaldta with a Kutagdra in the centre.

d) South face

1. Hanuman introducing Rama and Laksmana to Sugrlva.

2. Flat band with seven monkids.

3. Band with lotus design.

4. Flat band containing an archer, horseman, Rama and Laksmana, and a
swan.

5. Sltapaharana
- Sita in a vimana, Ravana fighting Jatayu.

6. The sun with a sage.

Pillar in the south-east.
' * & .

'

'

a) West face

L Two men on elephants fighting and one falling.

2. A deity riding a swan throwing a spear at a man with sword and shield

and the latter falling.

3. Seven women seated each holding a lotus in left hand.

4. Band with bead design.

5. Brahma, Siva and Visnu attended many sages.

b) North face

1. A pavilion having in the upper row two swordsmen fighting each other

with Visnu in the right corner in the lower row, Visnu as Narasimha

tearing Hiranyakasipu with Garuda and Prahlada saluting him.
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2. Seven men seated and holding a lotus in the right hands.

3. Flat band with lotus design.

4 Gajasurasamharamurti.

5. Simhalalaia with a woman inside in a dance pose.

c) East face

1. A sala with Visnu as Varaha with Bhu seated.on his left upper arm and

Garada in a corner.

2. Seven men seated, each with a lotus in the right hand.

3. Band with bead design.

4. Visnu as varaha throwing down Hiranyaksa with his spout- A man. and

woman imploring him to spare the demon.

5. Simhalalaia with a man playing Vina inside.

d) South face

1. Samiidramadhana with Laksml coming out of the milk ocean.

2. Band with seven men each with a lotus in hand.

3. Band with bead design.
*

4. Siva in the centre with three musicians on either side.

f
'

.

5. Siva and Parvati in the centre with Brahma to right and Visnu to left and

couples on bulls around.

6. Simhalalata with a standing female deity holding a lotus in both hands
inside.



FOOT NOTES. No. 39-44 ARE INDICATED BELOW.

39. I surveyed this temple on February 10, 1964.

40. MEH Nos. 204229 of 1903.

41. MEE 9296 and 166203 of 1903; 82 184 of 1922 and 150186 of 1924,

42. Dhurjati Kalahastimahatmyamu,

43. T. T. D. Ins. I. Nos. 23, 24, 25, 35-39. 144; MER 264, 265. 268, 269, 270, 273, 275, of 1904 and 182, 183, 185 of
193738.

44. N. D. I. II. 69, 85, 89, 72. 60, 93, 67, 70, 65, 87, 82, 64. 75, 62, 60, 7*, 71, 98, 61, 81, SO, 78, 76, 54, 52, 59, 55.
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25. A Monograph on the Discovery of Mural Paintings at Alladurg :

Md. Abdul Waheed Khan ... ... ... ... ... 1968 ... 15.00



Rs. Ps.

26. Bouddha Darsanam : (Translated) K. Lakshmana Sastri ... ... 1969 ... 18.00

27. A Monograph on an Early Buddhist Stupa at Kesanapally :

Md. Abdul Waheed Khan ... ... ... ... ... 1970 ... 9.00

28. Copper Plate Inscriptions of the State Museum : Vol-II : N. Ramesan ... 15.00

29. Studies of Mediaeval Deccan History : N. Ramesan ... ... ... 19.00

30. Select Andhra Temples : M. Rama Rao ,.,. ... ... ... 13.00

MUSEUM SERIES

1. Punch-Marked Coins in A. P. Government Museum : Dr. P. L. Gupta ... 1960 ... 5.00

2. Satavahana Coins in A. P. Government Museum : Dr. M. Rama Rao ... 1961 ... 3.50

3. Qutub Shahi Coins in A. P. Government Museum : Abdul Wali Khan ... ... 5.00

4. A Catalogue of the Vijayanagar Coins of A. P. Government Museum :

N. Ramesan ... ... ... ... ... 1962 ... 6.00

5. A Catalogue of the Ikshwaku Coins in A. P. Government Museum :

Dr. R. Subrahmanyam ... ... ... ... ... ... 3.00

6. The Amaravathi-Hoard of Silver Punch-Marked Coins: Dr. P. L. Gupta ... 1963 ... 25.00

7. Bahmini Coins in the A. P. Museum : Mohd. Abdul Wali Khan ... ... 18.00

8. Western Kshatrapa Coins : Dr. H. V. Trivedi ... ... ... ... 3.50

9. A Catalogue of Yadava Coins in the A. P. Government Museum :

Dr. R. Subrahmanyam ... ... ... ... ... 1965 ... 4.00

10. A Catalogue of Roman Coins in the A, P. Government Museum :

Dr. P. Parameswarilal Gupta ... ... ... ... 1966 ... 14.00

EPIGRAPHY SERIES

1967 & 68

1. Annual Report on Epigraphy for 1965 ... ... ... ... 1965 ... 5.50

2. Siddhodvaha of Nrsimha; Ed-. P. V. P. Sastry ... ... ... ... 2.50

3. The Guntupally Brahmi Inscription of Kharavela : Dr. R. Subrahmanyam ... 2.00

4. Epigraphia Andhrica : Edt. Dr. N. Venkataramanaiah ... ... 1969 ,,. 15.00

Copies can be hadfrom

THE PUBLICATION BUREAU,

Directorate of Government Printing, Chenchalguda, Hyderabad (A. P.)





PI. 1-1

Kapoteswara Temple, Chezerla-Group of minor shrines.

PI. 1-2

Kapoteswara Temple, Chezerla-Group of votive shrines.



Pi. II-l

Kapoteswara Temple, Chezerla-Back view of the Sikhara.

PI. 1 1 -2.

Kapoteswara Temple, Chezerla-Front view of the Sikhara.
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PI. 1II-2.

j

Parasurameswara Tefnple, Gudimallam-General view.
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PI. V

Kalahastisvara Temple, Kalahasti-Gopora entrance

of the Kaslvlsvesvara Temple.



PL VIII-2.

Kajahastisvara Temple, Kalahasti-Shrines in the western part of the

Second Prakara.

PI. IX-1,

Kakhastisvara Temple, Kalahasti-Shrine in the north- west corner
of the Second Prakara.



PI. IX-2.

Kajahastisvara Temple, Kajahasti- Shrine in the Northern pan of

the Second Prakara.

PL X-2.

PL X-l.

Kalahastisvara Temple, Kalahasti - Ersnaraya Mantapa.

Kalahastisvara Temple, Kajahasti

Narasinga Yadavaraya.



PL XI-L PI. XI-2-

KaJahastTsvara Temple- Tinna as Hunter, Kalahasti

Kalahastlsvara Temple-Two Shrines near the South

Gopura, Kajahasti.

PI. XII-1. PI. XII-2.

Kalahastlsvara Temple - Mantapa with Steps,
Kalahasti.

Manrkantesvara Temple-Gopura entrance of Mani-
kantesvara Compound, Kalahasti.



PL. XIII-1. PI. XIII-2.

Devi Shrine - Manikantesvara Compound. Daksinamurci,
>

Kalahasti.

Manikantesvara Compound,

PL XIV-1, PI. XIV-2.

Shrine outside Manikantesvara Temple-Caturmukhas
*

linga.

Lingodbhava Murti, Kalahastisvara

Shrine - Kalahasti.



PL XV- 1
PI. XV-2.

Kalahastisvara Temple, Daksina-

murti-opposite the entrance of third

enclosure, Kalahasti.

Daksinamura, - Mamkantes'vara
> .

Temple, - Kalahasti.

PI. XVI-1. XVI-2.
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Mahaganapati, Kalahastisvara Shrme - Kalahasti, Kumara, Kalahastisvara Temple, Kalahasti



PI. XVII 1 PI. XV 1 1-2.
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Parasaresvara Temple, Jogimallavaram, General View.

Brahma, Parasaresvara

Jogimallavaram.

Temple,

PI. XVIIM.

Gopura entrance to enclosure, Ranganayaka

Temple s Nellore.



PL XVIII-2.

ffff^f,,,^

Mantapa in the northern part of the courtyard, Ranganayaka Temple
Nellore.

PL XIX-1

Inner walled enclosure, Ranganayaka Temple, Nellore.



PI. XIX-2. Pi. XX-1.

Gopura entrance, Mulasthanesvara Temple-Nellor
The Shrine of Mulasthanesvara-Nellore.

PL XX-2. PL XXI-1.

Front View, Virirundapperumal Temple-Tondamanad.
Side View, Virirundapperuma] Temples-Tondaraanad,



PI. XXI-2. PI. XXII-1.
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Niche in the south wall of Garbhagrha, Virirundap-

peruma] Temple - Tondamanad.

Front View, Adiiyesvara Temple - Tondamanad.

PI. XXII-2. PI. XXIII 1.

Daksnamurti in a mche, Adityesvara Temple
Tondamanad.

Brahma in a niche - Adityesvara Temple
Tondamanad,



PI. XXIIi-2. . \\

Vimana, Adityesvara Temp'.e, Tondamanad, Ramalinges'\ara
I;

PL XXIV-2.

R5manng,svara Ternple, Nandi - Kandi - Natar^a on

Torana.

RSmaling

Temple.



PI. XXV-2. PI. XXVI-1,
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Ramalingesvara Temple, Nandi - Kandi - Wall

decoration Ramalingesvara Temple, Nandi - Kandi - Mukhamantapa.

PL XXVI-2.

Ramalingesvara Temple, Nandi-Kandi Vrsabharudha.



Pi. XXVII-1.
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Cennakesava Temple, Gangapur-Kalyanamantapa.

PL XXV1I-2.

Cennakeasva Temple, Gangapur-Abhistana of main Shrine,



PI. XXVIII-1.

Cennakesava Temple, Gangapur - Wall decoration.

PI, XXVIII-2.

Cennakesava Temple, Gangapur - Wall decoration.



PI. XXIX-1

Northern Shrine - Panagal.

PL XXIX-2. PL XXX-1.

Central Shrine - Panagal.

Natara.ia - Panagal.



PL XXX-2. PL XXXI-1

DevI-Panagal. Vrsabharudha - Panagal.

Jrl. .A. .A, .A. I -... PL XXXII-1

Ardhanarl - Panagal. Woman under creeper - Panagal.



Pi. XXXI 1-2.

Nataraja- Panaga!

PI. XXXHI-1.

Female Deity - Panagal.

PL XXXIII-2.

Lingodbhava
- Panagal.


